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Abstract 

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) of brain function has the potential to 

provide a rapid portable bedside neuroimaging device. Recently, our group published the 

first ever EIT images of evoked activity recorded with scalp electrodes. While the raw data 

showed encouraging, reproducible changes of a few per cent, the images were noisy. The 

poor image quality was due, in part, to the use of a simplified reconstruction algorithm which 

modelled the head as a homogeneous sphere. The purpose of this work has been to develop 

new algorithms in which the model incorporates extracerebral layers and realistic geometry, 

and to assess their effect on image quality. 

An algorithm was suggested which allowed fair comparison between reconstructions 

assuming analytical and numerical (Finite Element Method - FEM) models of the head as a 

homogeneous sphere and as concentric spheres representing the brain, CSF, skull and scalp. 

Comparison was also made between these and numerical models of the head as a 

homogeneous, head-shaped volume and as a head-shaped volume with internal compartments 

of contrasting resistivity. The models were tested on computer simulations, on spherical and 

head-shaped, saline-filled tanks and on data collected during human evoked response studies. 

EIT also has the potential to image resistance changes which occur during neuronal 

depolarization in the cortex and last tens of milliseconds. Also presented in this thesis is an 

estimate of their magnitude made using a mathematical model, based on cable theory, of 

resistance changes at DC during depolarization in the cerebral cortex. Published values were 

used for the electrical properties and geometry of cell processes (Rail, 1975). The study was 

performed in order to estimate the resultant scalp signal that might be obtained and to assess 

the ability of EIT to produce images of neuronal depolarization. 
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1 Introduction and Review 

1.1 Overview 

The word tomography is derived from the Greek tomos meaning volume and graphi 

meaning writing. Electrical impédance is that which obstructs the flow of current. Therefore 

Electrical Impédance Tomography (EIT) can be uscd to describe the impédance properties of 

an object of interest, in this case, the human head. In the following report, I describe the 

development of improved mathematical models of current flow through the head and the 

benefit they bring when used to reconstruct EIT images of human brain activity. 

This introduction contains an overview of current methods to image the brain, a review of 

EIT applications, a discussion of EIT as a brain imaging modali ty, a description of the 

apparatus and the algorìthms used, and a review of the mathematical models that have been 

used thus far in EIT image reconstruction. 
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1.2 Imaging the human brain 

1.2.1 Body Worlds 

Much is known about the anatomy of the body. All medics learn first hand in the 

dissection room. One could also consult, in medical textbooks, the drawings made from life 

(or, more often, death), visit the Visible Human Project® Website 

(http://wvvw.nlrnjiih.aov/researcIvVisibleAasible_ humaji.htnrQ. or attend the Body Worlds 

exhibition if it takes place nearby and one has the stomach. 

Techniques for examining the anatomy without the body in question expiring or being cut 

open are preferable when the subject is a patient with a malady, or a volunteer for research, 

receiving £10 for their time. They can still be classed, however, as non-invasive or invasive 

and safe or biologically damaging. Radionuclide imaging of body function is an invasive and 

biologically damaging technique whereby a radioactive tracer is injected into the body and its 

radiative emissions are detected. The simple photographic X-ray and X-ray Computed 

Tomography (CT) are non-invasive but this radiation can damage the tissue of the examiner 

and examinee. The former technique is often used to find fractures in bones and the latter to 

produce internal maps of tissue contrast. A safe and non-invasive technique is ultrasound, 

which sends high-frequency sound waves into the body and measures the echo that returns. It 

is most famously used to image the foetus in the womb. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

is also safe and non-invasive, and works on the level of atomic nuclei. It is likely that the 

brain images the reader is most familiar with were generated using CT and MRI. 

1.2.2 The Brain 

1.2.2.1 Anatomy 

Before discussion of the activity of the brain and functional imaging using EIT, the 

subject of this thesis, mention will be made of the foundation on which it is built, the anatomy 

of the brain and anatomical imaging. The latter might also be referred to as static or absolute 

imaging whilst the former might be called dynamic imaging, where images are expressed as a 

comparison with a control or a baseline state. 

Last year, I was privileged to attend a course on brain anatomy at UCL, during which I 

held a human brain in my gloved hands. It is a complicated, undulatory mass of tissue in the 

form of many gyri (rounded elevations) separated by many sulci (furrows). It is made up of 

the brainstem, the cerebellum, the diencephalon and the cerebrum, the latter two constituting 
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the forebrain, which is split into a left and a right hemisphere (Figure 1-1). Individual brains 

differ substantially but, on each hemisphere, landmark sulci enable identification of four 

lobes: frontal, parietal, occipital and temporal (Figure 1-1). These are responsible for 

different areas of perception and conscious control, some of which will be discussed in 

Chapter 4 in relation to functional HIT studies of humans. 

The cerebral cortex exists on the cerebral surface and extends several millimetres into the 

volume. It is also known as grey matter and consists of a suspension of cells called neurons 

and glial cells in extracellular fluid. Neurons are the cells that relay electrical signals 

throughout the brain, similar to the nerves that relay signals from the fingertips to the spinal 

cord, for example. Glial cells provide structural and metabolic support for cortical neurons. 

Also present beneath the cortex is white matter, which consists of mye/m-coated axons, which 

relay signals from one part of the cortex to another. Throughout the brain run veins and 

capillaries, which direct and regulate the flow of blood there. 

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) bathes the brain and fills its ventricles, cavernous formations 

near the centre of the cerebrum. It contains small quantities of glucose and protein, circulates 

to remove waste products and helps the brain to float within the skull. 

forebrain / f o r e b r a m 

Figure 1-1: An MRI image of Lauren Stewart's brain showing the different anatomical regions. There 

is low contrast between CSF and skull so it is difficult to discern one from the other in the figure. 

1,2.2.1.1 Computerized Axial Tomography (CAT SCAN) 

If a simple X-radiograph were to be taken of the head, the structure of the skull would be 

revealed but the subject would appear brainless. This is because there is little attenuation of 

X-rays within brain tissue and there is no depth information from the technique when rays are 

used at the energy necessary to penetrate bone. More useful is CT or Computerized Axial 

Tomography (CAT). Here, a circular system of X-ray sources and detectors is rotated about 

the head. Information is acquired concerning the attenuation of the X-rays through only a thin 

slice of the brain and is then reconstructed into a tomographic image by a computer 
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algorithm. A CAT Scan is well suited for finding tumours and other abnormalities within the 

brain. A state of the art system might acquire four slices of data in l/3s and reconstruct 

images with resolution under 1mm in less than a second ( http://imaginis.com/ct-

scan/spiral.asp ). 

1.2.2.1.2 Magnetic Résonance Imaging (MRI) 

Structural détails can also be revealed in the brain by iMRI. This technique relies on the 

résonant properties of the nuclear magnetic moment in the hydrogen atoms attached to 

oxygen fomiing water throughout the volume under examination. The first two-dimensional 

images, using nuclear magnetic résonance, were produced in 1973 (Lauterbur 1973) of two 

capillaries of H 2 0 suspended in a tube of D 2 0 . In the présence of a high field B 0 (1-3T in 

MRI today), the nuclear moments precess about the field direction, like a spinning top, at a 

characteristic frequency dépendent on B 0 . If a puise of radiation is applied at an appropriate 

radio-frequency, there is résonance and the moments are flipped. They change state briefly 

and, after a characteristic time, retum to their original, preferred state whilst emitting the 

energy they absorbed. In MRI acquisition, gradient coils are uscd to apply a spatially variant 

field in addition to the standing field B 0 . Therefore, nuclei at différent positions have 

résonance at différent frequencies and absorb and émit différent quanta of energy. Because 

their émissions are therefore spatially tagged, it is possible to reconstruct an image of 

hydrogen density. 

1.2.2.2 Function 

Much has been learnt about the function of the brain by relating post mortem sections or 

CT- or MRI-detected abnormalities to symptomatic dysfunction in subjects. For example, 

someone who suffers damage to their motor cortex (located in the parietal lobe) may have 

their movement impaired, or, to their visual cortex (located in the occipital lobe), their vision 

(Ramachandran and Blakeslee 1998). Much inference has also been made from dissection of 

laboratory animais after sacrifice, but this is limited since God "teaches more to us than to the 

beasts of the earth" (Job 35:11) and there is a large différence in complexity between animal 

and human brains. Lessons learnt from thèse studies have been informative but cannot show 

us ail we might wish lo know about how the human brain works. For this, it is necessary to 

employ dynamic monitoring and imaging methods, the most common of which are listed 

below, along with several novel techniques that have been proposed and may contribute to 
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the field. Although EIT is one, it will not be discussed until section 1.2.2 since it is the 

subject of this thesis and requires a more thorough explanation. 

1.2.2.2.1 Electroencephalography (EEC) 

Electrophysiological methods have long been used to study the function, over 

milliseconds, of individual neurons. Their depolarization, or "firing", is well understood, as is 

the integration of signals on their cell projections, dendrites, from the synapses of 

neighbouring neurons - a neuron does not behave in a vacuum and brain function depends on 

the spatial and temporal synchrony of large populations of neurons. 

Local behaviour of many neurons has been studied using depth electrodes but the 

electrical signature of neuronal activity can also be detected on the surface of the cortex (an 

electrocortigogram, ECoG) or with scalp electrodes (an electroencephalogram). 

Electroencephalography (EEG), the most widespread monitoring technique, measures 

voltage changes on the scalp providing information about the electrical activity of neurons 

near the surface of the cortex. EEG can be used to study a subject's response to visual, 

auditory or somatosensory (touch and movement) stimulation, or to detect abnormal activity 

associated with epilepsy or encephalitis. 

The magnitude of the signal depends not only on the number and location but also the 

geometry of the synchronously firing neurons, since it possible for many arrangements to 

generate currents so that their associated potential distributions cancel. Therefore EEG is 

sensitive to the dendritic currents of active pyramidal neurons, oriented parallel to each other 

so that their potential distributions do not cancel. Temporal resolution is high and data is 

normally collected at a sampling rate of around 250Hz, sufficient to describe a 70ms interictal 

spike, common in epilepsy, with over 17 data points. However, while EEG successfully 

localizes active areas of cortex close to the skull, localization of deep activity is less reliable. 

EEG is non-invasive and safe. It is also inexpensive and widely used as a clinical tool. It is, 

however, difficult to detect signals from neurons deeper in the brain, and spatial resolution is 

poor. 

EEG can be used as a parametric or an imaging tool in the estimation of EEG sources in 

the brain (Baillet, Mosher et al. 2001). In the former, also called inverse dipole modelling, it 

is assumed that the electrical activity in the cortex can be represented by a few equivalent 

dipole sources. The number, localization, magnitude and orientation of these are estimated, 

iteratively, until the calculated potential distribution matches best the measured voltages at 

the scalp electrodes. As an imaging tool, dipoles are assigned to each tessellated element on 
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the cortical surface and are oriented perpendicular to that as are the pyramidal sources. Only 

the amplitudes are unknown and thèse are varied again until the calcuìated potential 

distribution best matches the data. For parametric modelling, since the activity in the cortex is 

distributed, it can be that a single dipole cannot adequately represent an active section of 

cortex or that the dipole that does so exists outside the head! It is also found that, the more 

dipoles a model guesses, the less successful it is. For source imaging, the number of 

unknowns is two orders of magnitude higher than the number of électrodes so the problem is 

severely underdetermined and difficult to solve without some mathematical trickery. 

1.2.2.2.2 Magnetoencephalography (MEG) 

Magnetoencephalography {MEG) also provides information about the electrical activity 

of pyramidal neurons, similar to EEG, with high temporal resolution. Electrodes are replaced 

by small, inductive coils arranged on the inside of a helmet about 3cm from the subject's 

scalp. Tiny currents are induced by the changes in magnetic field associated with dendritic 

currents and thèse are measured using Superconducting QUantum Interférence Devices 

(SQUIDS). The magnetic field is attenuated less by the skuli than is the electric field so MEG 

is theoretically more sensitive than EEG. The problem of contact impédance is avoided, since 

the sensors do not come into contact with the scalp, and the positions of the sensors are well 

defined. However, MEG apparatus is expensive and immobile. It requires a dedicated, 

shielded room and also high maintenance in order to sustain SQUID opération. 

1.2.2.2.3 Tracer-enhanced CT 

Associated also with neuronal depolarization are metabolic demands, met, in the active 

area, by increased régional cérébral blood fio w (rCBF). Several techniques rely on the change 

in ttssue characteristics caused by this increase and are listed briefly here. For CT to be used 

to image physiological activity it must be tracer-enhanced. It works in exactly the same way 

as does anatomica! X-ray CT except that the subject inhales a large proportion of stable 

xénon (Johnson, Stringer et al. 1991) or ts injected with a bolus or contrast agent. This 

modifies the absorption characteristics of the tissue where it accumulâtes and therefore 

enables imaging of rCBF. Spatial resolution is high and, although temporal resolution used to 

be very low with this technique, recent improvements have meant that a slice of data can be 

acquired in under a second and can trace contrast changes even over the very short rise time 

of a compact bolus (Konig 2003). Brain perfusion imaging has the potential to be very useful 
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in early stroke management because it examines the underlying pathophysiology rather than 

simply structural signs of tissue damage. 

1.2.2.2.4 Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 

PET can be used to image blood flow or metabolism, closely coupled to neural activity 

(Jueptner and Weiller 1995), and has been a great aid to cognitive neuroscience (Fox and 

Raichle 1984; Raichle 1998). It has also had a huge impact in areas such as cerebrovascular 

disease, epilepsy, and cerebral tumours. It relies on the detection of the two 51 IkeV photons 

produced when a positron and an electron are annihilated (Ter-Pogossian, Phelps et al. 1975). 

Metabolic glucose consumption can be monitored using the decay properties of radioactive 
, 8F-labelled glucose compounds (Carson, Wu et al. 2003). For perfusion studies, the source of 

positrons could be emission by the injected radiopharmaceutical H ^ O , which can be easily 

produced and which has a half-life of about two minutes, enabling many repeat experiments 

in the same subject. Also used are the radionuclides Carbon-11, Nitrogen-13, and Fluorine-

18. Pairs of photons produced by annihilation are emitted at 180" to each other so that the site 

of the event can be deduced from the timing and location of their detection. The theoretical 

limit of spatial resolution of this technique is 2-3mm because this is the distance the emitted 

positron travels before it is annihilated. However, in practice, the technique has a resolution 

of about 6mm. 

1.2.2.2.5 Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography (SPECT) 

Similar to PET, SPECT acquires information on the concentration of radionuclides 

introduced to the patient's body. However, because only a single photon is emitted, a 

collimator is required in order to know the direction from whence the photon came. Where 

PET might employ 500 detectors, only 3 collimators might be used in SPECT. Detection 

efficiency is greatly reduced and, consequentially, so too are sensitivity and resolution (about 

7mm). However, SPECT can be performed at approximately one-third the cost of PET due to 

the nature of SPECT instrumentation and the availability of the appropriate nucleotides such 

as Xc-133 (Wirestam, Ryding et at. 2000). It may be useful in the diagnosis of Alzheimer's 

disease (Jagust, Thisted et al. 2001). 

1.2.2.2.6 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (jMRl) 

The dynamic version of MR! is functional MRI. This relies, once again on paramagnetic 

contrasts within the brain. Here the source of contrast is not the variation of anatomical tissue 
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but of rCBF, changes in which can be detected either by paramagnetic labelling of blood 

entering the brain or by blood deoxygenation contrast since H b 0 2 is paramagnetic and Hb is 

not (Jezzard and Turner 1996). The latter is known as the blood oxygenation level dependent 

or BOLD signal. Its strict relation to neuronal activity will be discussed at more length in 

section 1.2.2.2.11, except to say an increase in rCBF disproportionate to an increase in 

oxygen uptake results in a focal hyperoxygenation (Menon 2001). FMRI has led the way in 

examination of cognitive function, along with PET but it is fMRI that is the main tool for 

research imaging of normal brain function. Most commonly used without injected tracers, it 

is a non-invasive technique that has high sensitivity and a spatial resolution of about 4mm. Its 

temporal resolution, seconds, is adequate to record rCBF changes which occur over several 

seconds. The disadvantages of fMRI are its expense and its requirement of a dedicated, 

shielded room - it is estimated that image acquisition from one subject costs £600. 

1.2.2.2.7 Near infra-red spectroscopy (N1RS) 

Changes in optical properties occur in neuronal tissue when there are changes in its 

functional state. The causes are varied and include microscopic structural changes, the release 

of neurotransmitters and changes in rCBF and its oxygenation. Many approaches use dyes but 

a technique such as Near Infra-Red Spectroscopy NIRS) relies on the intrinsic optical signals 

measured from tissue. Often, the technique has been applied to the exposed cortex in vivo 

and, by absorption and scattering measurements in the spectral range between 650 and 950 

nm, can detect changes with excellent spatial and temporal resolution (Grinvald 1992). 

Oxygenation images have also been obtained by measurement over a 10x10 cm area on the 

scalp though it is difficult for the light to penetrate the skull and the images are low-

resolution. For a review of these techniques see Obrig and Villringer (2003). 

1.2.2.2.8 Optical tomography 

Near-infra red light has also been used in order to produce tomographic images of brain 

function using optical tomography. Light is absorbed and scattered by the medium through 

which it passes and, as for NIRS, the oxygenation of cerebral blood can be investigated by 

injection and measurement using fibre-optic optodes on the scalp. The technique is similar, 

both mathematically and practically, to Electrical Impedance Tomography except that electric 

current is not absorbed as is electromagnetic radiation. Images have been reconstructed using 

data collected from 32 time-resolved channels on a neonatal head and the distribution of 

absorption has been presented due to a cerebral haemorrhage (Hebden, Gibson et al. 2002). 
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The numerical models for current flow, described later in this thesis, are based on those used 

by the UCL optical group to model absorption and scattering of injected light. 

1.2.2.2.9 Other techniques 

Another technique claims to provide information about neural activity. Fluorescence in 

situ hybridization (FISH) (Guzowski, McNaughton et al. 2001) is a technique which benefits 

from the transient induction of immediate-early gene (IEG) transcription in neurons after 

periods of synaptic activity. The distribution of subcellular Arc (an immediate early gene) 

RNA in rats, measured using FISH and laser scanning confoca! microscopy, was then used to 

give information about the timing of individual neuron activation before the animal's 

sacrifice. The experiment they described allowed visualization and comparison of the neural 

populations activated by two different behavioural experiences and could allow further 

investigation of the roles of different populations in cognitive processes. At no stage will this 

provide a useful way of imaging the function of the human brain since it is required that 

animals are sacrificed less than 16 minutes after the stimulus, but much may be inferred from 

animal studies. 

Some work has indicated that, by selected detection and suppression of rapidly and 

slowly changing magnetic fields, it may be possible to use MRI for detection of the 

ultraweak, transient field changes caused by neuronal currents (Bodurka and Bandettini 

2002). The signals are at the limit of detection and physiological artefacts are present several 

orders of magnitude greater than those due to neuronal currents. Also, as in EEG, the signal is 

dependent on the geometry of the active neurons and can be reflected as either a magnitude or 

a phase change. 

1.2.2.2.10 Multimodality imaging 

Since it does not seem that there is one brain imaging technique that possesses both high 

temporal and the spatial resolution it has been suggested that different imaging modalities be 

integrated in order to relate their signals to information processing at the neuronal circuit 

level (Dale and Halgren 2001). There are two main methods to interpret multimodal results, 

both of which use information about the haemodynamic response to precondition EEG 

inverse modelling. The first is the "seeded-dipole" technique, whereby the electrical activity 

in the brain is represented by a small number of dipoles, as in parametric EEG modelling, 

described above. The initial guess is informed this time by the activation foci derived from 

PET or fMRI. The second uses imaging with EEG. Here, dipoles are assigned to many voxels 
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describing the cortical surface and are given orientation perpendicular to this surface. A 

solution is found for the dipole strength at each of these voxels and data from PET or fMRI is 

used to bias the solution, spatially, towards areas of the cortex that are haemodynamically 

active. 

1.2.2.2.11 Insights Into Brain Function 

Many conclusions have been made about neurological function by use of the above 

techniques. An extensive review can be found in Jueptner and Weiller (1995) but some will 

be listed in the following as deemed relevant to the work described later in this thesis. 

Logothesis (2001) claimed, using both fMRI and electrophysiological recordings, that 

BOLD activation in an area reflects incoming input and local processing at the neuronal 

scale, rather than spiking activity, supporting findings that a visual stimulus is accompanied 

by an increased BOLD signal in the visual cortex. Radiographic studies have revealed close 

coupling between rCBF and local glucose metabolism in humans (Baron, Grandie et al. 

1982). In a PET study by Fox and Raichle (1984) rCBF was shown to increase in the visual 

cortex, in association with visual stimuli, by an amount related to the rate of stimulus. They 

concluded, from this evoked response experiment, that the rCBF response size was a function 

of the number of neurons responding to each stimulus. 

There is also a reverse effect when decreased neuronal activity leads to decreased blood 

flow (Kelly and McCulloch 1983). A PET study by Mentis et al (1997) showed rCBF to 

decrease in extensive regions at the front of the brain in addition to the increases in the visual 

cortex during the evoked response. Prolonged negative BOLD signals have been found in 

some brain regions during stimulation and it has been suggested to reflect inhibition or 

suppression of neuronal firing patterns (Raichle 1998). Little is known about these signals. It 

has even been shown that a negative BOLD signal, whilst accompanying a decrease in 

cerebral blood volume (CBV), occurred in a region of increased neuronal activity (Harel, Lee 

et al. 2002). This was detected in a region adjacent to another that gave a positive BOLD 

signal. 
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1.3 The Role of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) 

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive, safe, portable imaging 

technique that enables images of electrical impedance to be reconstructed from voltages 

measured with an array of electrodes placed on the body. Typically, an image data set is 

collected as a series of many tetrapolar impedance measurements designed to sample as much 

of the volume as possible. Before describing its application to imaging brain function, a little 

background will be provided as to the other areas of its use. 

EIT was used in geological studies as long as 70 years ago (Stephanesco, Schlumberger 

et al. 1930) and industrial groups today use the identical technique Industrial Process 

Tomography (1PT) to detect air bubbles in process pipes or to monitor mixing processes 

(Webster 1990). There is even a group performing EIT of tree trunks! However, discussion 

here will be limited to the potential clinical applications of EIT. 

1.3.1 Gastrointestinal function 

Changes in gastric emptying can be an indicator of many functional disorders of the 

gastrointestinal tract, e.g. pyloric stenosis, and of stress (Akkermans, Tekamp et al. 1993). 

Also, slow gastric emptying can be a problem in the management of newborn babies 

recovering from intensive care (Devane 1993). 

In the past, gamma scintigraphy has been used to follow the passage of a radioactive meal 

in adult experiments. Another method requires the patient to swallow a nasogastric tube, 

which is then used to extract samples of stomach contents some time after delivery of a dye 

substance. The volume of the stomach can be found from the ratio of dye delivered to its 

concentration in the removed sample. Dynamic EIT images are much more desirable, 

however, since the technique avoids the use of radioactive isotopes and, to which the author 

can testify, intubation is uncomfortable. Instead, electrodes can be attached easily around the 

abdomen, where there are no bony structures to obstruct current flow, and EIT can be used to 

follow meals such as porridge (Wright 1993) or meals labelled with saline. 

There have been shown to be significant linear correlations between times to half 

emptying (txn) measured with scintigraphy and with EIT (Mangnall, Baxter et al. 1987). Also 

shown were highly significant differences between gastric emptying in normal infants (tll2 = 

18min) and those with hypertrophic pyloric stenosis (t])2 = 46min). 
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1.3.2 Pulmonary function 

Clinically, EIT could be very useful for imaging ventilation and detection of blood clots 

in the lungs or pulmonary emboli, a common and often serious complication of surgery. It 

may also be of use to monitor the drainage of a pneumathorax caused by pulmonary lesions, 

since the impedance of air is very high, providing high contrast with the surrounding tissue. 

Planar X-ray, X-ray CT, MRÍ and radioisotope scintigraphy can all be used, with high 

spatial resolution, to image pulmonary ventilation and perfusion. However, the patient is 

required to be brought to the device and repeated exposure to radiation is undesirable. For 

these reasons, EIT is very useful for such an application as it can be wheeled to the bedside. It 

has even been used during parabolic flights to determine regional ventilation and fluid shift 

signals in lateral posture during normo-, hyper- and micro-gravity (Dudykevych, Frerichs et 

al. 2001). Flowever, one problem is that, as well as being sensitive to lung impedance 

changes, the technique is also sensitive to the ribs and to tissue movement, which can be large 

sources of artefact. 

Electrical impedance tomographic spectroscopy (EITS) has been used at a range of 

frequencies (9.6kHz to 1.2MHz) to produce static images of the thorax (Brown, Leathard et 

al. 1995). This enabled analysis of changes in tissue impedance with respect to frequency 

after reconstruction of data from 12 normal subjects during breath held at maximum 

inspiration and at maximum expiration. The resulting tissue characterization was consistent 

with an electrical model of the lungs based on the Cole equation where parameters were those 

related to alveolar structure and composition. The group at Rensselaer has developed an 

adaptive current tomography (ACT) system with which they imaged a simulated pulmonary 

embolus in a dog, first ventilating one lung at a time and then occluding a major branch of the 

pulmonary artery. The region of the lungs that was ventilated but not perfused by blood, had 

different electrical properties and, therefore, was observable in a time-varying conductivity 

map of the thorax. The group also reconstructed conductivity changes during lung ventilation 

in human volunteers using both a ring of electrodes placed around the thorax and a 4x4 

rectangular array placed on the subject's chest (Cheney, Isaacson et al. 1999; Mueller, 

Isaacson et al. 2001). It has been reported, however (Holder and Temple 1993), that use of 

EIT is ineffective for diagnosis of anything other than the grossest of pulmonary lesions since 

inter-patient variability is so high. Therefore a more realistic aim might be the continuous 

monitoring of the same patient over time. 
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1.3.3 Thoracic blood volume 

It has been suggested that EIT may be used to measure cardiac output or isolated 

perfusion defects, suggesting a pulmonary embolism and the requirement of anti-coagulants. 

Advantages and disadvantages of EIT over other techniques are similar to those for its use in 

pulminory monitoring. 

It is possible, in EIT of the thorax, to perform cardiosynchronous averaging and produce 

dynamic impedance images describing different times in the cardiac cycle (Eyiiboglu, Brown 

et al. 1987). The Rensselaer group have reported changes in their conductivity images 

correlating with the heartbeat (Mueller, Isaacson et al. 2001) and, more recently, sources of a 

cardiac-related electrical impedance waveform have been reconstructed using data from 

thoracic surface measurements made on human subjects (Hoetink, Faes et al. 2002). Their 

separation, spatial and temporal, corresponded well with MRI measurements of surface area 

changes of the thoracic organs during the cardiac cycle. 

1.3.4 Breast tumours 

Early detection and treatment of tumours in the breast increases chance of survival 

amongst women who develop breast cancer. The properties of many tumours, in particular 

malignant tumours, differ significantly from the surrounding tissue and separation and 

characterization of contrasting tissues can deliver this early diagnosis. 

At present, women are screened for breast cancer using X-ray mammography, though 

some cancers of the breast cannot be seen using this technique. During this procedure, their 

breast is compressed flat in order to visualize all the tissue and minimize the required 

radiation dose - this can be uncomfortable and sometimes painful for the patient. Another 

disadvantage of the technique is the high (40%) false-positive rale. A positive test is highly 

alarming and requires the patient to undergo further testing, which could include fine-needle 

aspiration or biopsy. Meanwhile, the false-negative rate is 26% Regular screening is 

recommended for women over 40 years old but the technique is difficult with younger 

women whose breast tissue is in general more dense. 

The EIT group in Moscow produced three-dimensional tomographic images of in vivo 

breast tissue among women with different hormonal status using a circular grid of 256 

electrodes (Cherepenin, Karpov et al. 2002). Multifrequency EITS has produced some 

promising results for detection of breast malignancies. In a study at Dartmouth, participants 

lay prone on a customized table and 16 radially-adjustable electrodes were put into contact 

with the pendant breast (Kemer, Paulsen et al. 2002). Of 6 out of 26 subjects who had ACR 
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4-5 suspicious lesions, inspection of EIS images, using visual criteria, resulted in 83% 

detection specificity and numerical criteria 67%. A larger study was performed by Transcan 

Medical Ltd, who used a probe, containing a square grid of 64 electrodes, to examine the 

breasts of a learning group consisting of 83 carcinomas and 378 benign cases (Glickman, Filo 

et al. 2002). They achieved a sensitivity of 84% and a specificity of 52%, which suggests that 

the false-negative rate may be 10% less than that of mammography. Ongoing studies are 

being carried out to improve the post-processing algorithm. 

1.3.5 Hyperthermia 

Reduction of tumour size is possible in certain malignancies using temperature treatment 

or hyperthermia. This involves concentrated heating of the tumour tissue to about 47DC 

without damaging the surrounding tissue. 

A non-invasive form of thermometry would be valuable in order to ensure that the heating 

remains focused only on the malignant region. Since there is a linear relationship between 

temperature and tissue resistivity (2% / "C (Foster and Schwann 1989)), EIT may be useful in 

this application. However, it has been found that there are artefacts in the resistance images 

due to other physiological factors and that they are significant compared to the temperature-

dependent changes (Liu and Griffiths 1993). The feasibility of EIT for thermometry has also 

been questioned in light of changes in tissue fluid content during hyperthermic treatment and 

of the different impedance spectra of skeletal muscle and tumour tissue in rats during the 

same (Liu and Griffiths 1993). 

1.3.6 Other Medical Applications 

Not all electrical impedance techniques are tomographic. Measurements can be used for a 

range of applications, such as measuring body composition, assessing the effect on the skin of 

moisturisers, probing for malignancy in cervical squamous tissue, bubble detection and 

assessing the technical quality of meat, to name but a few. However, the main medical 

applications of impedance tomography have been listed above and it remains to review 

investigations into the potential use of EIT to monitor the brain. 
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1.4 EIT of the Human Brain 

Potentially, EIT could be applied to imaging both structural and functional abnormalities 

in the human brain. EIT has several advantages over existing brain-imaging techniques. 

These include cost, portability, the non-invasive and safe nature of the measurement, the 

potential for ambulatory measurement and, finally, speed. Already, as described in section 

1.3.3, it has been used to resolve events within one cardiac cycle. The Sheffield Mk 3.5 

EIT/EIS system can acquire 33 frames per second (Wilson; Milnes et al. 2001) but EIT can, 

in principle, record hundreds of images per second. Therefore it is probably the only existing 

technique with the potential to image neuronal depolarization, the fundamental unit of brain 

activity, which occurs over tens of milliseconds. 

The main disadvantage of EIT for general anatomical applications is its poor spatial 

resolution in comparison to MR1 or CT. This is true also for functional imaging of the brain 

when EIT is compared to fMRI and PET, although less so in the case of PET and the further 

acquisition time is reduced in fivlRT. For EIT of the human brain, spatial resolution is reduced 

even further because the highly resistive skull prevents much of the injected current from 

entering the brain region. EIT also has significant inter-subject variability so it is possible that 

its clinical use may be limited to intra-subject studies. 

The precise physiological mechanisms of the observable impedance changes will be 

discussed in detail in section 1.4.2 but in the next section are listed the main fields within 

brain imaging where EIT could contribute and a review of investigations therein. 

1.4.1 Electrical properties of tissue 

At a later stage in this thesis will be described realistic models of the conductive 

behaviour of the head at both microscopic and macroscopic levels. Below are documented the 

many measured, macroscopic values of resistivity for each of the tissues present, the brain, 

the CSF, the skull and the scalp. 

The impedance of living tissue has resistive and reactive components because of the 

presence of fatty cell membranes. For this reason, it is more difficult to pass current through 

it at lower frequencies than at high frequencies. At low frequencies, flow is generally 

restricted to the extracellular space but as frequency is increased, current begins to bypass the 

membranes and enter the cells themselves, resulting in a resistivity decrease. In the following, 

the reactive component is neglected and we may speak in terms of frequency-dependent 

resistivity rather than the complex impedivity. 
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1.4.1.1 Thebrain 

It is difficult to compare the measurements made of the resistivity of cerebral cortex 

because they have been made using différent électrode configurations and current 

frequencies. Ranek (Ranck 1963) measured the resistivity of rabbit cerebral cortex to be 

3.21+0.45 O m at 5Hz and 2.3010.37 Q m at 5 kHz. He used rwo pairs of électrodes, one to 

deliver current and one to measure a potential différence between two points in the tissue. 

This is a four-terminal measurement, which avoids the effects of électrode polarization at low 

frequencies and can be taken lo give a reliable resuit. In rats (Ranck 1966) he determined 

cortical resistivity to be around 2.5 Q m using a similar method. Van Harreveld 

(VanHarreveld and Ochs 1956) found it to be 2.30 - 2.85 Ci m by making measurements with 

two électrodes at 1kHz on the surface of rabbit cortex and then comparing them with 

measurements on the surface of a block of agar of brain dimensions. Later (VanHarreveld, 

Murphy et al. 1963) he found the resistivity of rabbit's cortical tissue to be 2.08+0.06 Q m at 

1kHz using two depth électrodes, one deeper than the other along a line perpendicular to the 

surface of the cortex. Freygang and Landau (1955) used the four-electrode method and found 

cortical resistivity to be 2.22+0.09 Q. m using puises of constant current lasting between 

0.3ms and 0.7ms. It is difficult to determine to which frequency this measurement equates 

because the membrane RC time constant for neurons is of order milliseconds so it is unlikely 

that the voltage induced by the constant current reached steady state white the pulse endured. 

It is important that a mathematica! model in chapter 5 predicts resistivities similar to those 

listed above at appropriate frequencies. A summary of the above results is given in Table 1-1. 

Source Animal Resistivity (Ora) Technique Measurement 
Frequency (Hz) 

Ranck (1963) Rabbit 3.21±0.45 4-electrode 5 
Ranck (1963) Rabbit 2.3+0.37 4-electrode 5000 
Ranck(1966) Rat 2.5 4-clectrode 1.5-3000 
Van Harreveld and Ochs (1956) Rabbit 2.3-2.85 2-electrode 1000 
Van Harreveld et al. (1963) Rabbit 2.08±0.06 2-electrode 1000 
Freygang and Landau (1955) Cat 2.22+0.09 4-electrode DC? (see text) 

Table 1-1: Reported values for the resistivity of grey matter 
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White matter has a resistivity several times higher than grey and, in addition, is highly 

anisotropic. Using the 0.3-0.7ms pulse technique, the resistivity of cat white matter was found 

to be approximately 3.44 Q m, almost double that of grey (Freygang and Landau 1955). Van 

Harrefeld (1963) found the resistivity of rabbit white matter to be over 4 times that of grey. In 

their review, Geddes and Baker (1967) report values, averaged over low-frequency, body 

température measurements on rabbits and cats, of 2.84 Q m and 6.82 Q m for the resistivity 

of grey and white matter respectively. In addition to this, they also report the ratio of 

transverse to longitudinal resistivity of this fibrous tissue ranging between 5.7 and 9.4. 

1.4.1.2 The CSF 

The resistivity of CSF is 0.56 fim, as measured most recently by Baumann (1997) at 

body température. CSF is perhaps the most easily measured of the constituents of the head 

listed here. 

1.4.1.3 The skull 

Skull resistivity is a bone of contention! Reports range from 18 Qm at 1MHz on freshly 

excised human bone tissue (Hemingway and McLendon 1932) to approximately 90 Q m for 

excised rat femur at 10kHz (Kosterich, Foster et al. 1983). Law (1993) reported large 

variations in skull resistivity from site to site. Four-terminal measurements, made at 100Hz, 

revealed resistivities between 13.6 fim at a suture line and 214 Qm at compact bone. The 

overall mean was 75.6±41 Qm, and the large standard déviation simply reflects the variation 

from one point to the next and brings into question the validity of reporting a mean value. 

Rush and Driscoll (1968) found the effective resistivity of skull, when soaked with a 

condueting fluid, to be 80 times that of the fluid. If the fluid were to be CSF, the skull 

resistivity would be 45 Qm. More recently, it has been suggested that the contrast between 

skull resistivity and that of brain was much less than was previously implemented in models 

(Oostendorp, Delbeke et al. 2000). Specifically, a mathematicai model of the head, used by 

Rush and Driscoll (1969), and others subsequently, assumed a ratio of 1/80 between brain 

and skull resistivity. Rather, Oostendorp et al. (2000) suggest, this should be modelled as the 

contrast between CSF and skull. At 100 Hz-10 kHz, their measurement of 66.7±13.0 Qm 

(2000) is, respectively, about 14 and 120 times greater than the resistivity values reported 

above for brain and CSF, and it is very similar to that of Law. 
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The anisotropy of bone is well demonstrated by the results of Sana and Williams (1992), 

who made measurements at 100kHz on the tibia bone to find the axial, circumferential and 

radial mean resistivities to be 16, 158 and 215 Qm. 

1.4.1.4 The scalp 

Only a single measurement of conductivity of scalp has been generally cited (Burger and 

Milaan 1943) but researchers often use a value of 2.27 Qm the average of skin and muscle. 

1.4.1.5 The blood 

The resistivity of human blood is dependent on the amount of haematocrit (red cells) it 

carries. Resistivities of between 1.3 and 1.7 Qm were measured by Rosenthal (1948) for 

37°C blood at normal levels (~ 40%) of haematocrit at a frequency of 1kHz. 

1.4.1.6 Summary of head resistivities and conductivities 

Amongst the ranges of reported values for the resistivity of constituents of the head, one 

was chosen, for each, for the purpose of modelling in this thesis. These are summarized in 

Table 1-2. Since this thesis describes mainly the comparison of algorithms for reconstruction 

of simulated and tank data, the choice of values was not deemed to be crucial. 

Tissue type a (Q-'m 1) Reference for a Outer radius of tissue type 
(mm) 

brain 0.25 Geddcs and Baker ( 1967) 80 
CSF 1.79 Baumann (1997) 82 
skull 0.018 Law (1993) 87 

1 scalp 0.44 Burger and Milaan (1943) 92 

Table 1-2: Values used for resistivity and conductivity in this thesis 

1.4.2 Resistance changes in the brain and their visibility using EIT 

There are three categories of resistance changes in the brain that may be imaged using 

EIT, large, medium and small. Each of the following sub-sections contains a brief look at the 

theory of the changes and a review of investigations made by the EIT community. 

1.4.2.1 Large, pathological resistance changes 

Large resistance changes occur over seconds, minutes or hours due to cell swelling, or 

ischemia. Here, metabolic demands are not met, due to the prolonged, repetitive activity 

during epilepsy, for example, or due to an interruption of the supply of oxygen-carrying 
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blood, as in stroke (Lux, Heinemann et al. 1986). This results in anoxic depolarization. As a 

consequence, the active pumps fail to maintain the correct balance of ions inside and outside 

the neurons (homeostasis), and osmosis occurs (Hansen and Olsen 1980). This reduces the 

amount of extracellular space in the ischemic region and increases its resistivity . 

1.4.2.1.1 Neonatal intraventricular haemorrhage (1VH) and hypoxia-ischemia 

There is a high risk of intraventricular haemorrhage (IVH) in a neonate and early 

diagnosis can lead to improved treatment. When blood displaces CSF there is approximately 

a three-fold resistivity increase (see section 1.4.1) which should be detectable using HIT. 

Another cause of disabling or fatal brain injury is hypoxia-ischemia, caused by the lack of 

oxygen or blood to the brain at birth. Of great use in neonatal care would be a cotside system, 

such as HIT, that imaged the head continuously. 

Neonatal imaging has mainly been confined to studies of the lungs (Brown, Primhak et 

al. 2002). However, some preliminary images were presented by Murphy et al. (1987), and 

numerous evoked response experiments have been performed on neonates by this group. 

These have been reported at conferences but sufficient data has not yet been acquired to 

publish. 

1.4.2.1.2 Stroke 

In treatment of stroke, it is important to know what type of stroke has occurred, ischemic 

or haemorrhagic in order to know which drug to administer. For ischemic stroke, blood is not 

reaching the damaged area and delivering the oxygen required for metabolism, resulting in 

apoptosis, a process of cell death. In this case, if a blood clot is causing the blockage, it is 

necessary to administer antithromhalitics to break it down, although the effectiveness of these 

drugs is greatly reduced after the first 3 hours. It would be extremely undesirable to 

administer such drugs if the stroke were to be haemorrhagic. EIT is a technique that could 

provide immediate and continuous bedside monitoring of stroke patients and would not 

require the expense and inconvenience of MRU. 

Resistance increases of 15-60% were obtained by 50kHz measurements on the cortical 

surface of anaesthetized rats with induced ischemia (Holder 1993). Scalp measurements 

returned changes 5-10 times less than this, suggesting that it would be possible to image 

changes in resistivity caused by ischemic stroke. These measurements were relative to a 

baseline, however, and, since baseline images cannot be acquired from a stroke patient it is 

thought that EITS (see section 1.3.2) will be a more appropriate technique for proper stroke 
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diagnosis. Work is in progress at UCL to develop a multifrequency system to produce static, 

tissue contrast images of stroke. 

1.4.2.1.3 Epilepsy 

Focal epilepsy is a functional abnormality often related to a structural abnormality like a 

lesion, and an individual's seizure always originates from the same cerebral focus. For 

patients with intractable epilepsy, surgery is required to remove that part of the brain and 

accurate localization of the epileptic focus is crucial before surgical excision. As mentioned 

above, the repetitive activity due to a focal seizure can cause local ischemia, detectable using 

EIT (Lux, Heinemann et al. 1986). Continuous monitoring is necessary because the 

occurrence of seizures is so unpredictable, therefore EIT may be better suited than fMRl for 

localization of epileptic foci. At present EEG inverse dipole modelling has been attempted for 

such a purpose. Patients have their epilepsy-suppressing medication suspended for a week 

prior to surgery, during which time they are monitored with EEG in order to gain as much 

electrical information as possible during seizure activity. This technique, known as telemetry, 

is quite successful for localization of superficial foci but less so for foci situated deeper in the 

brain. For these, EEG electrodes are often implanted deep in the brain, a process which can 

cause irreversible damage. EIT may provide a more powerful, as well as less invasive, 

alternative for their localization. 

Previous work with EIT involved the placement of electrodes on the exposed cortex of 

anaesthetized rabbits. This showed the magnitude of the conductivity changes during an 

induced epileptic seizure to be about 10% (Holder, Rao et al. 1996; Rao, Gibson et al. 1997; 

Rao 2000). Studies are being carried out at present using scalp EIT electrodes in addition to 

EEG electrodes to collect data from presurgical patients in the telemetry ward at King's 

Hospital. Preliminary results have been presented from data that have been collected ictally 

(Bagshaw, Liston et al. In press). These were encouraging, although no substantial claims 

have been made for them at this stage. In the two subjects considered for that publication, 

localized conductivity increases could be seen with the same lateralization as is expected 

from the EEG telemetry data. In addition, the images produced from two seizures in the same 

patient were consistent with each other. 

1.4.2.1.4 Spreading depression and migraine 

Cortical spreading depression (CSD) was first reported by Leao (1944) and takes the 

form of a wavefront of intense electroencephalographic (EEG) activity which travels at about 
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3mm min"'. In the wake of this is left a dépression of EEG activity, as cell swelling occurs, 

and a DC potential shift as the extracetlular ionic content changes (Hansen and Olsen 1980). 

The propagation of the wave front is thought to be caused by the passive diffusion of 

excitatory neurotransmitting substances ahead of the active region (Bures, Buresova et al. 

1974). Study of the speed of propagation of the auras experienced by sufferers of migraine 

has suggested that the mechanisms for this may be similar to those for CSD but this yet to be 

confirmée (Welch, Barkley et al. 1987). 

An accompanying resistivity increase occurs as a resuit of the cell swelling. At 1.6kHz 

this has been measured as a 100% change (Hoffman, Ciarek et al. 1973) and as 40% at 50kHz 

(Ranek 1964). In experiments carried out by this group, Boone (1994; 1995) initiated an 

épisode electrically in 6 anaesthetized and paralysed rabbits and, upon cortical measurement 

using a ring of 16 électrodes, observed resistivity mereases in reconstrueted APT images of 5-

20%, moving at 2-5mm min"1. Most recently, Yoon (1999) measured a conduetivity decrease 

at 100kHz of 5%, with a latency of 30-60s, followed by a change of 34% with a latency of 

2OO-30Os. 

1.4.2,2 Medium, functional changes - slow 

Medium-sized résistance changes occur over a time course of seconds as a resuit of 

changes in rCBF or, more specifically, cerebral blood volume (CBV), during normal brain 

activity. Since blood is about 4 times less résistive than the cortex (section 1.4.1) it is 

expected that CBV increase will produce a résistance decrease in a reconstrueted EIT image 

and that it is possible, therefore, to image brain function using EIT. Although there are 

already proven good techniques for imaging the metabolic response due to brain function, 

efforts towards this end in impédance tomography are very worthwhile as a means to test 

algorithms and hardware by comparison of images with the "expected" results obtained by 

fMRI and PET (see section 1.2.2.2.11) 

Using the cardiosynchronous EIT method described in section 1.3.3, McArdle (1993) 

observed conduetivity changes of magnitude 0.2% in the adult human head, related to the 

cardiac cycle after 500 cycles were averaged. EIT images have also been obtained using a 

ring of 16 électrodes on the cortical surface of anaesthetized rabbits during intense photic 

stimulation in both eyes (Holder, Rao et al. 1996). Resistance decreases of 4.5 ±2.7% were 

observed in the appropriate cortical áreas with a time course similar to the stimulation. More 

recently human evoked response experiments have been carried out by the UCL group 

(Gibson 2000; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001b). Although surface résistance measurements 
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generally changed in magnitude by 0.5-1% during stimulation, there was a large variability in 

changes observed in the reconstructed images. Only 19 out of 52 recordings returned changes 

localized in the "expected" cortical region. 

1.4.2.3 Small, functional changes - fast 

The change of resistive properties in individual neurons underlies all neural activity. 

When a neuron depolarizes, ion channels open in the cell membrane and its resistance 

decreases over tens of milliseconds (Cole and Curtis 1939; Araki and Terzuolo 1962). 

Therefore it is easier for current to flow inside the neurons during depolarization than during 

the resting state, as is shown diagrammatic ally in Figure 1-2. Qualitatively, therefore, we 

expect the resistance of the tissue containing depolarising neurons to decrease while the extra 

ion channels remain open. When the activity of a population of neurons displays spatial and 

temporal coherence, as in normal brain function, there is therefore an accompanying 

resistivity change in the active tissue as a whole. This lasts for tens of milliseconds, the length 

of the signal on an EEG trace accompanying an evoked potential. The mechanisms of 

neuronal depolarization will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5, as will the relationship 

between the associated microscopic and macroscopic impedance changes. 

EEG successfully localizes electrically active areas of cortex close to the skull with 

sufficient temporal resolution to distinguish neural events tens of milliseconds apart. But, as 

mentioned above, localization of deeper activity is less reliable. FMRI and PET may be used 

to generate images of activity with a high spatial resolution throughout the brain but their 

temporal resolution is only sufficient to observe metabolic consequences of neuronal 

depolarization. It would be of great use to cognitive studies could an imaging technique 

combine the spatial and temporal resolution of fMRI/PET and EEG respectively to map 

neuronal activity itself, rather than its consequences. A technique such as EIT has the 

capability of measuring with sufficient time-resolution to do so if it can attain the sensitivity 

required to detect the small changes associated with neuronal depolarization (Boone and 

Holder 1995). Boone predicted a resistance decrease of about 0.01% measured on the surface 

of the scalp (Boone 1995) and that the maximal resistance change associated with neuronal 

depolarization occurs when measurement is made at DC. 
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( a ) (b) 
Figure 1-2: The fiow of externally applied curren! inside and oulside an axon and across its 

membrane (a) during the resting state and (b) during depolarizaüon. More current flows through ihe 
introcellular space during depolarizaiion. 

Klivington and Galambos (Klivington and Galambos 1968) reported localized cortical 

resistance changes of 0.005% at 10kHz. during auditory evoked responses in the cat. They 

used a sharpened, intracranial wire electrode and a platinum píate electrode resting on the 

adjacent cortical surface. This means that over half the total sensitivity was due to a 1-mm 

layer of tissue surrounding the wire electrode. where current density was maximal. This is a 

volume similar to that containing the evoked, neuronal activity. Therefore the method was 

very sensitive to localized changes in resistivity. directly comparable with the measured 

changes in resistance. Freygang and Landau (1955) used the four-electrode method described 

in section 1.4.1.1 to measure a decrease of 3.1%±0.8% due to direct electrical stimulation on 

the surface of the cortex. Boone measured resistance changes of -0 .01% to -0.03% due to 

evoked responses in rabbit brains (Boone 1995). He stimulated the median nerve, injected a 

square wave of constant cunrent between electrodes l-3mm apart and measured voltage 

between electrodes 9mm apart. All electrodes were on the surface of the cortex. 

1.4.3 Implications for EIT 

In summary of the previous section, there are broadly three potential modes of operation 

for EIT for use in imaging the human brain, one anatomical and two functional. 
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1.4.3.1 Anatom ical-m o de 

With use of multi-frequency current injection, it may be possible to produce static images 

of tissue contras! within the head. EITS could then be used to diagnose stroke, ÏVH and 

hypoxic-ischemia in adults and neonates. While the anatomical-mode can be considered 

static, it is also possible to monitor the patient over ti me with the same technique and to 

produce continuous, dynamic, multifrequency images as thèse conditions deteriorate or 

improve. 

1.4.3.2 FMRl-mode 

The first functional mode may be called fMRI-mode whereby it is used to image the 

changes in rCBF or celi swelling associated with normal or pathological neural activity. EIT 

could be used in this mode to localize epilepsy and could be of some use in the investigation 

of migraine. EIT in fMRI-mode may also provide an alternative low-cost tool for 

investigations of cognitive function. 

1.4.3.3 EEG-mode 

It would be very exciting were EIT to become operational in the EEG-mode. Images 

could be obtained of résistance changes occurring over tens of milliseconds and the activity 

of différent populations of neurons could be traced in time and space throughout the brain 

revealing much about cognitive processing and control. The prédictions of models and the 

small measured changes suggest that sensible images in the EEG-mode will be difficult to 

achieve but are not beyond theoretical limitations. 
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1.5 Ins trumen ta tion 

1.5.1 Absolute, Dynamic and Spectroscopic 

There are three types of system in use at present in the medical applications of EIT. 

absolute, spectroscopic and dynamic. 

In the first, current is applied through many electrodes in a trigonometric pattern designed 

to maximize sensitivity throughout the object. Examples of this are the ACT or ACT3 

systems at the Rensselaer Technical Institute in the USA (Saulnier, Blue et al. 2001). 

An example of an Electrical Impedance Tomographic Spectroscopy (EITS) system is the 

Sheffield Mk3.5 system, which uses eight electrodes and an adjacent drive/receive electrode 

data acquisition protocol to deliver packets of summed sine waves at frequencies between 

2kHz and l.6MHz (Wilson, Milnes et al. 2001). 

A dynamic imaging system collects data over time in order to observe relative changes in 

impedance. An example of this is the Sheffield Mark 1 system (Barber and Seagar 1987). 

Detailed discussion in this section will be limited to the systems used at UCL, in 

particular those used to acquire data in this thesis. See Boone et al. (1997) for a thorough 

review of EIT hardware. 

1.5.2 Systems Used at UCL 

1.5.2.1 HP-EIT 

For human images published by (Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001b), impedance 

measurements were made with an HP 4284A impedance analyzer (Hewlett Packard, 

http://www.hewlcttpackard.com). This was modified in order to switch through different 

combinations of 4-terminal impedance measurements using 31 electrodes placed on the head. 

In a 4-terminal impedance measurement, two drive electrodes deliver current while the 

potential difference is measured between the other measure electrodes. Current was delivered 

at 50 kHz with a magnitude of between I and 2.5 mA using combinations of electrodes that 

were diametrically opposed to one another. 

1.5.2.2 VCLHMarklb 

The UCLH Mark lb system can address up to 64 electrodes independently and employs a 

single 4-terminal impedance-measuring circuit and cross point switches, which can be 

controlled using software installed on a laptop. The electrodes are connected from the scalp to 
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a head-box the size of a videocassette, which is worn by the subject. This, in tum, is 

connected by a 10m ribbon cable to a base box, the size of a video recorder, which works at 

18 single frequencies that can be chosen over the frequency band between 225Hz and 77Hz. 

The long lead allows the patient to be ambulatory and the size of the équipaient allows the 

system to be portable. 

The magnitude of the impédance is measured using a synchronous-demodulation voltage 

sensing circuit. Since signal phase is dépendent on the positions of the drive and measure 

électrodes, and on the characteristics of the object under study, a phase shift is selected as 

optimal for each measurement combination so that démodulation occurs in-phase with the 

signal. Gain is also selected in order that the digitized voltage represents a sizeable proportion 

of the full range and digitization noise is minimized on the receive side. More than 600 

hundred measurement s can be made every second. The protocol used presently requires 258 

measurements to be made during acquisition of one image. This takes just over 0.4s. 

1.5.2.3 UCLH Mark 2 - E1TS ofthe Human Brain 

A new multifrequency EIT design has been developed, at UCL, which adapts the 

Sheffield Mark 3.5 system for use with up to 64 électrodes (Yenvorth, Bayford et al. 2003). 

Cross point switches were added to a single current/receive module, on this system, in order 

to allow sélection from any combination of 32 available électrodes and to produce what is 

known as the UCL Mark 2 system. The system was successful in producing multifrequency 

images of cylinders of banana with diameter 10% the diameter of a saline-filled, spherical 

tank. 
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1.6 Image Reconstruction 

1.6.1 Overview 

1.6.1.1 The inverse problem 

EIT uses the voltages measured on the surface of an object of knowrt geometry, through 

which a known current has been passed, to determine the distribution of conductivity inside 

that object. This is called the inverse problem. 

1.6.1.2 The quasi-static forward problem 

The solution of the inverse problem first requires solution of the forward problem, which 

is possíble since we know the equations and the boundary conditions governing the flow of 

current through the object Q under study. 

For the purposes of reconstmction in this thesis, the problem is assumed to be quasi-

static (Kleinermann 2001). This means that the effect of magnetic induction can be ignored in 

Maxwell's equations so that they become 

E = - V ^ [ 1 - 1 ] 

A N D V X H = <7 E + J i m p r e s s e d U " 2 ! 

where E is the electric field, ^ is the electric pptential, H is the magnetic fíeld and J i m p r e s s c d
 a i"e 

the current sources. If the divergence is taken on both sides of [1-2], and J¡mpr«sc<i 's set to zero 

then, since there are no current sources inside Q, it becomes 

V . ( a V 0 ) = O i n Q [1-3] 

with Dirichlet boundary conditions $ = v, under electrode í, or Neumann boundary conditions, 

oV^.n =j¡ under electrode i and aV^.n = 0 clsewhere. In this thesis we are concerned with 

known current injection j so, when this is defined, it is possible to solve the Neumann 

problem to fmd 4> and henee v,. In practice, a fínite number of electrodes are used, giving a 

finite number N of possible voltage mcasurements. These can form a vector V=[ v¡, v; v,v] 

which can be related to the conductivity distribution a by a matrix A„. 

Auc = V [1-4] 

This is the formulation of the forward problem and the inverse problem requires recovery of 

o knowing V. Because A 0 is dependent on o, the matrix equation [1-4] can be said to 

represent a system of non-linear differential equations whose solution is o. For the same 

reason, the inverse problem is also non-linear. 
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1.6.1.3 Uniqueness, ill-posedness and ill-condition 

A solution to [1-4] is unique vvhen no other solution for a returns the same value of V. Is 

it possible in EIT that more than one conductivity distribution could produce the same 

boundary voltage measurements V within their précision? The answer is yes. If 

measurements were made to infinite précision and the entire object surface was sampled 

continuously, the solution would be unique. However, there is loss of information in the 

imaging process since data is discretely sampled and noisy and a large variation of resistivity 

may only produce a small variation in the discrete measurements. Therefore, the problem is 

ill-posed. It is also ill-conditioned, since small oscillations in the data (i.e. noise in V) can 

produce large, wild oscillations in the solution for a. For further discussion of ill-posed 

inverse problems, the reader is referred to Bertero and Boccacci (1998). The measured data 

can suggest a set of approximate solutions for conductivity and it is wise to apply additional 

constraints from the physics of the problem. Regulurization methods and a priori information 

will be discussed later in this section as a means to compensate for loss of information in 

order to reduce the solutions set, 
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1.6.2 The forward solution 

1.6.2.1 Geselowitz and the linearized sensitivity relationship 

The reciprocity theorem states that if a current 1$ is impresseci at points A and B on the 

surface of an object, giving rise to a voltage ^ D between points C and D, the mutuai 

impédance Z is the same as if current I v were impressed at C and D and voltage \|/A B was 

measured between A and B (Geselowitz 1971) so that 

Z = fai \<t> = Y A B ' K t l " 5 l 

The expected impédance measurement Z = tf>cD / I* can be calculated as follows, using 

Gauss' divergence theorem for a vector function f. 

Jf-rfS= jVfdv H-6a] 
S V 

Taking two scalar functions O and T, and replacing f by OV lF gives 

J<DW • dS = J O V - {W)dv + jV<D • V W v t 1 - 6 b l 
S V V 

If W is defìned to be a solution to [1-3] and V4 7 is replaced by oVT, so that the first term on 

the R.HS vanishes, [l.-6b] becomcs 

because the left hand side is a resuit of a surface integrai that is only non-zero at the 

électrodes C and D. Therefore, front équation [1-5] 

_ . F V O - V ^ , [1-8] 
Z= \cr dv 

Expanding [1-8] for perturbations in each variable except current, it is possible to derive the 

sensitivity relationship 

J / / 

where AZ is the change expected in the impédance measurement. For small conductivity 

changes, it is assumed that V4 / (Ao)«V v F(a) in order that second order terms can be 

neglected in the expansion of VTfo+Aa). Therefore. the linearized sensitivity relationship is 

VO(<7) -Vy (cT) . [1-10] 

V O ( c t ) -V^[CT + A c t ) K [1 -9] 

7 1 7 

AZ = - \ A a y ^ a ) ^ ' a ) d v 
J J i 
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Physically, this means that the sensitivity of each measurement to internai conductivity 

changes remains constant, even while those changes from baseline occur. This approximation 

is valid as long as changes are suffìciently small, which is expected for human brain function 

where they are 20% or less (Holder, Rao et al. 1996), when caused by increased blood 

volume, and 1% or less when cause by neuronal depolarization. 

At this point, it is worth pointing out that whilst, superficially, it may appear that 

impédance is proportional to conductivity, O and ¥ are inversely dépendent on o so that the 

units are consistent on either side of équations [1-8] and [1-10]. 

1.6.2.2 Discretization and the Sensitivity Matrix 

The linearized sensitivity relationship must be discretized in order that it can be 

calculated on a computer. Instead of being integrated over volume, the scalar product is 

summed over N discrete volume éléments making up the entire volume. This is a further 

approximation since it assumes that each of o,„ Ao„, O n and are constant within each 

élément n. 

In practise, M measurements are made of impédance so that équation [1-8] becomes, for 

each measurement m, 

VO.,„ -V^F [1-11] 
Z =Y<T 

m / • n 

mn 

l<b ly 

and équation [1-10] 

V. A V O •VH'..._ [1-12] 
mn mn 

where the potentials in the latter are those for an unperturbed conductivity distribution. The 

MxN sensitivity matrix orjacobian can then bc defined as 

V O - VH* [1-13] 

so thaï 

V = -AfJ [1-14] 

and AV - AAc [1-15] 

where V and AV are the vectors containing measured voltages and their changes and rj and 

Ao are the vectors containing conductivity values and their changes in each élément j . 

Physically, A contains in each row a voxel map A,t,,„„, N of sensitivity for each measurement 

combination m sampled at N voxels. I,„ and I è are often taken as unity for simulations. 
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1.6.2.3 Data-normalization or row-normalization 

In most examples of dynamie image reconstruction, the measured voltage changes are 

normalized relative to the unperturbed, or référence, measurements V w / so that fractional data 

are reconstructed. 

Av„ o m , = RAAcr [ 1 - 1 6 ] 

where Avnor„, = AV . / V^and R is an MxM diagonal matrix whose diagonal is 1. / \'ref. Here, 

the opération /" is an element-by-element division. R will also be referred to as the row-

normalizalion matrix in the remainder of this thesis. This process of normalization causes 

partial cancellation of the errors introduced in AV and V as a result of déviations of the object 

from the expected geometry and of errors in électrode placement and, for this reason artefacts 

caused by these are less apparent in dynamie images. 

1.6.2.4 Pixel-, Column-, or C-Normalization 

In practice, another form of normalization is often used. Here, compensation is made for 

the large variation of sensitivity between régions close to and distant from électrodes by 

normalising for each element, voxel or pixel over ali M measurements. This normalization 

can take the form of divkiing each value in the column of the sensitivity matrix by the mean 

of absolute values in that column (Gibson 2000), by the root mean square (rms) of that 

column or just by the sum ((Cotre 1994) so that 

K A V = ACACT [ 1 - 1 7 ] 

where K is the constant Aa 'CAa and C is an NxN diagonal matrix in which C„.„ contains the 

normalization factor relevant for the rcth element. 

1.6.2.5 Analytical and numerical techniques 

For simple objects, such as a plane, a circle, a sphère, or a cylinder, it is possible to solve for O 

and ¥ analytically at any points (often on a square grid) within the object and, hence, define the 

sensitivity matrix "exactly". 

Alternatively, if the object in question is not of simple geometry, it is necessary to resort to 

numerical methods, such as the Finite Element Method (FEM) or Boundary Element Methods 

(BEM). These approximate the potential as linear or polynomial functions within volume or 

surface éléments respectively. The resulting pieeewise solutions are quite appropriate since the 

sensitivity matrix contains discrete coefficients each representing a finite volume. Further 
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discussion of these techniques will be left until section 1.7 which describes the modelling methods 

used thus far in EIT. 
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1.6.3 Linear reconstruction algorithms 

1.6.3.1 Backprojection 

In the reconstruction of CT images, a sensor detects the atténuation of an X-ray beam, 

which has travelled along a known path, and assigns an equal value for atténuation to each of 

the pixels it has passed through. When multiple beams have been passed through the object at 

all angles, the pixel values are combined. A pixel in a région of high atténuation will have 

affected ali the beams passing through it and will have cumulated high pixel values relative to 

those sunrounding it. The same principal has been applied to EIT despite the fact that the 

current path is so less well defîned than that of X-rays. 

In the Sheffield Algoriîhm (Barber and Brown 1986; Barber and Seagar 1987), 

compatible with data collected from the Sheffield Mark 1 system, the x-y plane is 

transformed into a u-v plane where u are isopotentials and v are isocurrents and a weighting 

function W=2v-1 is applied to each isocunrent pixel. Filtering was also required to deblur the 

image. This they applied empirically, to produce uniform resolution but also applicable is the 

constrained optimization reconstruction technique, in which the variance of pixel values is 

minimized given that their backprojection-weighted sum is equal to the sum of ali the 

boundary potentials (Bayford, Hanquan et al. 1995). It was shown there, as suggested by Avis 

et cd. (1994), who used the Sheffield back projection technique, that a polar (diametric) 

current drive protocol produced greater sensitivity at the centre of the image than does an 

adjacent current drive protocol, sînce more current is delivered to the centre of the object. 

1.63.2 Sensitivity coefficient methods 

To calcitiate the image value for a pixel n, Kotre (1994) used the nonmalized sensitivity 

coefficient there, described in sectionl.6.2.3, in each measurement map A W , J = L N to weight 

the corresponding measured voltage vm in a summation over all the M measurements 

w=l,...,M. This method is équivalent to approximating the inverse of AC in [1-17] by its 

transpose. After transformation to equi-resolution space using a local magnification factor, 

and application of a Weiner filter, Kotre successfully reconstructed images of tank phantoms 

and the human thorax. 

The Sheffield group applied sensitivity coefficient methods for 3-D reconstructions in 

order to avoid some of the conceptual difficultés involved in adapting the backprojection 

method from the 2-D case (Metherall 1998). The UCL group has also employed sensitivity 

methods to good effect in producing images of conductivity perturbations in 3-D tanks 
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(Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001a). Both techniques involved the inversion of a sensitivity 

matrix, or Jacobian. data-normalized in the former (section 1.6.2.3). In the latter, pixel-

normalization was empioyed (section 1.6.2.4) but, whilst normalized data was reconstructed 

(see LHS of [1-16]), the sensitivity matrix was not premultiplied by the matrix R (see RHS of 

[1-16]). The cffects of this arc explored in Chapter 2. The Jacobian is calculated in nearly ail 

reconstruction methods in use today in order to map the conductivity space to the 

measurement space. 

1.6.3.3 Perturbation methods 

For perturbation methods, a perturbation matrix is generated instead of a sensitivity 

matrix, the éléments of which are the inverse of the ratio of calculated change in measured 

voltage &v, to the conductivity perturbation ÔC/ that causes it. Otherwise known as the "direct 

sensitivity matrix'1, it has éléments approximately equal to ôa/d v-, and can be multiplied by 

the vector of voltage changes in order to give an approximate solution for Aa (Morucci, 

Marsili et al. 1994; Morucci, Granie et al. 1995). 

1.6.3.4 Singular Value Décomposition (SVD) 

1.6.3.4.1 Principles 

Singular value décomposition (SVD) is a technique by which a solution can be obtained 

for most linear least-squares problems. It is a very stable algonthm and allows an MxN 

matrix A to be analysed and then easily inverted (Golub and Loam 1996). This is 

decomposed so that 

A = U K V r [1-18] 

where U and V are matrices of orthonormal vectors and K is the diagonal matrix whose 

éléments ku are the eigenvalues, or singular values, arranged in order of decreasing 

magnitude. The inverse of an orthogonal vector is its transpose and that of a diagonal vector 

is simply another diagonal vector whose diagonal éléments are (1/ kk) so that 

A"1 - V K " l U r [1-19] 

If M<N, as in the problem of E1T where few voltage measurements are required to provide a 

solution vvith many conductivity values, that matrix is underdetermined. In this situation, 

there are more unknowns than équations. In order to condition the matrix better. (AA r) is 

inverted rather than A. If each of these are decomposed tben 

A A 7 - U K V r V K U 7 = U K 2 U 7 [1-20] 
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and the inverse, premultiplied by A r t o retrieve A"1 gives 

A r ( A A r ) ' l = VKX)TVK'2VT = \K[VT [1-21] 

as in [1-19]. Because AA r i s square, I will refer to this technique as square inversion of A. 

1.6.3.4.2 Analysis and regularization 

If the eigenvectors are plotted, it can be shown that they represent or reach domains 

within the object of increasing spatial frequency and with increasing weight towards the 

centre (Breckon 1990). However, due to the ill-posedness of the problem, the singular values 

decay to values lower than bit-precision. In fact, the rank of the matrix is normally less than 

its size because the noise in the data introduces degeneracy of measurement. For this reason, 

the smaller singular values become meaningless. It is necessary, therefore, to regularize by 

truncation of the diagonal of K"1 in order that its diagonal éléments &„"' are zero beyond a 

defined threshold value for i. Otherwise, errors will become large. In practice, a truncation 

level is defined of r included singular values in order to reflect the noise levels of the 

measurement system and to maximize the spatial résolution and depth of sensitivity of the 

algorithm. The process is then a pseudo-inversion known as the Moore-Penrose pseudo

inverse of A, A + , or, when (A A 7) is inverted, it shall be referred to as square Moore-Penrose 

pseudo-inversion of A, A* 

A* = A r ( A A r ) + = VK + U 7 [1-22] 

The rate of decay of the singular values is indicative of the condition of the matrix. 

Another method to improve the condition of a matrix is Tikhonov regularization, by 

which method, a weighted matrix L could be added to AA 7before inversion so that 

A- , =A r (AA r +çL)- ' [1-23] 

where ç is the weighting factor (Vauhkonen, Vadasz et al. 1998). A classic example of an ad 

hoc regularization matrix is the identity matrix I. 

1.6.3.4.3 TheuseofSVD 

Eyuboglu (1996) used SVD of the sensitivity matrix to reconstruct 2-D images and 

described the empirical process of choosing a truncation level for the pseudo-inverse in order 

that résistive objects could be seen in a tank. Without any truncation, he reported, it was 

impossible to see the objects. Kleinermann (Kleinermann and Avis 2000; 2001) used a 

truncated SVD algorithm with 2-D and 3-D sensitivity matrices in order to reconstruct images 

of objects inside a right cylindrical tank. Truncated SVD has also been used to invert 

recalculated Jacobians based on iteratively updated conductivity distributions in order to 
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approach the true distribution after several repeated calculations (Clay and Ferree 2002; 

Tang, Wang et al. 2002). 

The UCL group has used the linear, non-iterative, truncated SVD algorithm for all the 3-

D EIT images it has presented of tanks and human evoked responses (Gibson 2000; Tidswell, 

Gibson et al. 2001a; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001b). It could localize, to a reasonable degree, 

sponge resistance changes within a saline tank and some focal impedance changes within the 

brain, although at locations other than those suggested by physiology. 

1.6.3.5 Iterative Methods 

Initial estimates of a conductivity distribution can be improved, iteratively, by finding the 

best solution to measured data. Linear methods involve updating the conductivity distribution 

using an equation such as did Gibson (2000) 

O R i = a , - r A r ( A c , - V ) [1-24] 

in a process known as in Landweber's method, where So, - V is the difference between the 

rth calculated voltages and the actual distribution and r is a proportion which weights the 

error image A R (ACT, - V ) . The iterations continue until the calculated and measured data 

match each other to within the accuracy of the system. He showed the iterative technique to 

have worse resolution than inversion by truncated SVD but similar accuracy in tank and 

computer simulation experiments. 

1.6.3.6 Newton One-Step Error Reconstruction (NOSER), Fast NOSER 

(FNOSER) and Three-Dimensional, Linearized Reconstruction Algorithm 

(ToDLeR) 

These techniques have been developed and are employed by the Rensselaer group 

(Saulnier, Blue et al. 2001), The Newton One-Step Error Reconstruction (NOSER) technique 

first finds the value of the homogeneous conductivity that minimizes the error between 

calculated and measured boundary voltages for EIT on a homogeneous and isotropic 2-D 

object of arbitrary shape. The code takes only one step of the Newton iterative method 

described in section 1.6.4.1., improving the speed of reconstruction, which is particularly 

important in 3-D. FNOSER is the computationally streamlined version of NOSER and 

ToDLeR extends the algorithm to the 3-D case. 
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1.6.4 Non-linear reconstruction algorithms 

1.6.4.1 Gauss-Newton and modified Newton-Raphson methods 

These are known as non-linear least squares estimations, which converge in distribution. 

They solve the inverse problem by iterative linearization of the non-linear relationship 

beíween resistivity and the electrical measurements. In order to do this, the Jacobian is 

recalculated at every iteration. The method was shown to out-perform perturbation and 

backprojection methods for reconstruction of 2-D, computer simulated resistivity 

distríbutions (Yorkey, Webster et al. 1987) but would be very costly when used in 3-D 

problems. 

1.6.4.2 POMPUS 

The Oxford group described a reconstruction algorithm, known as POMPUS, based on 

the use of optimal current injection, for distinguishability between regions, and iterative 

inversión (Paulson, Lionheart et al. 1993; Paulson, Lionheart et al. 1995). It was designed and 

shown to be many times faster than standard, Newton-based, reconstruction algorithms and 

yielded results comparable to those produced by these standard algorithms. 

1.6.4.3 Layer-stripping 

This technique involves the calculation first of impedance on the boundary by use of 

voltage measurements corresponding to highest spatial frequency, siuce they are most 

sensitive to variations near the surface (Somersalo, Cheney et al. 1991; Isaacson, Cheney et 

al. 1992). The voltages on the surface of the next, underlying layer are then synthesized and 

the process is repeatcd until the whole volume has been defined. This method would appear 

to be particularly applicable to an object which is naturally layered, such as the head and 

might be worth further investigation. 

1.6.4.4 Temporal Optical Absorption and Scattering Tomography (TOAST) 

Tempana optical absorption and scattering tomography (TOAST) is the algorithm used 

to reconstruct images for optical tomography by the UCL group (Arridge, Hebden et al. 

2000). It works by iteratively updating the parameters in a FEM model in order to best-fit 

experimentally measured and predicted data. It was used successfully to produce the images 

described in section 1.2.2.2.8 (Hebden, Gibson et al. 2002). 
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1.6.5 Prior information 

The ill-posed inversion problem in EIT must be regularized, as has already been stated. 

This can be performed by simple truncation of singular values at a point suggested by spatial 

resolution and noise considerations, or by ad hoc Tikhonov regularization. However, the 

problem can be made less ill-posed in a more intelligent way by the use of a priori 

information, if it is available. 

/.6.5.1 Parametric Reconstruction 

It has been suggested that the lll-posedness of the inverse problem in EIT could be cured 

if it was reduced to the calculation of a relatively small number of parameters (de Munck, 

Faes et al. 2000). The disadvantage of the technique is that a large amount of information 

needs to be obtained a priori. 

1.6.5.2 Basis constraint and Tikhonov regularization with a pr ior i knowledge 

Vaukhonen regularized the EIT problem for the thorax, based on anatomical information 

(Vauhkonen. Kaipio et al. 1997; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001a) gained from MRI. The 

conductivity distribution was approximated as a summation of weighted basis functions. A 

covariance matrix was then constructed from a learning set of feasible conductivity 

distributions and was broken down, using principal component analysis, into eigenvectors 

and corresponding eigenvalues. When displayed, the eigenvectors appeared to model the 

different compartments of the thorax, the lungs and the heart so that the coefficients of the 

basis functions had a direct physiological interpretation. 

However, the technique gave unreliable results when the prior information was 

incompatible. Subsequently, Vaukhonen (1998) penalized each iteration of a solution by its 

distance from the subspace Sw spanned by the basis functions, drawing it towards rather than 

forcing it to be in the subspace, as in the basis constraint method. I n this case, as opposed to 

the identity matrix, the regularization matrix L is built so that its null space is the subspace 

Sw. The technique was shown to give reasonable results even when the prior information was 

incompatible. 

1.6.5.3 Anisotropic smoothness constraints 

Kaipio et al. (1999) implemented Tikhonov regularization using a regularization matrix 

into which approximate spatial prior information is incorporated. They showed that, by using 

anisotropic smoothness constraints there were improvements over Tikhonov-based 2-D 
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reconstructions using the identity matrix and that images were no worse when the a priori 

information was wrong. Borsic performed similar reconstructions using Gaussian anisotropic 

filters and found that conductivity patterns could be reconstructed even if they violated the 

prior information (Borsic, Lionheart et al. 2002). 
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1.6.6 Summary 

In most linear reconstruction methods, the conductivity change is found by a single 

matrix opération on a vector of measured data. Backprojection methods have been used in 2-

D but 3-D linear methods are based mainly on the Moore-Penrose inverse of a sensitivity co

efficient matrix (Jacobian) using SVD. 

Non-linear itérative methods have been employed for many solutions of 2-D problems. 

Thèse become very computationally expensive when the 3-D problem is tackled. The 

inclusion of prior information appears to be of great benefit in directing non-linear itérative 

solutions towards a likely solution, particularly when there are identifiable physiological 

compartments within the part of the body under considération. 

Reconstructions in this thesis will be made using a linear, non-itérative, truncated SVD 

algorithm since the focus is not on the inversion process but on the différence made to images 

by improvement of the forward solution. 
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1.7 Modelling in EIT 

This section describes the models that have been used in all aspects of EIT, in particular 

for reconstruction of brain images. It will be shown, using examples from EIT and EEG 

modelling, that a 3-D model must be used and that non-sphericity and inhomogeneity, due to 

the layered nature of the head, produce an as yet unquantifíed effect on reconstructed EIT 

images of tank and human data. 

1.7.1 2-D models 

1.7.1.1 General reconstruction 

Sections 1.3 and 1.4 describe the use of EIT for many applications in medical imaging. In 

order to genérate a Jacobian for image reconstruction, it is necessary to calcúlate VO and 

VH1, knowing something about the pattern of current being applied and making assumptions 

about the shape of the object under consideration and about its internal conductivity 

distribution a. 

In many cases of image reconstruction of thoracic or gastrointestinal images, electrodes 

were arranged in a plañe and a 2-D model was used to approximate the intemal fíelds when a 

single plañe of electrode was used for measurement. This was done using analytical and FEM 

models of a circular conductor (Avis 1993; Avis and Barber 1994; Metherall, Barber et al. 

1996; Patterson, Zhang et al. 2001), and of a plañe conductor with a more realistic boundary 

shape (Jain, Isaacson et al. 1997; Borsic, McLeod et al. 2001). The latter was found to reduce 

distortions markedly when data was obtained from a non-circular boundary. The 2-D model 

was extended to 21/2-D in reconstruction of data from a cylindrical tank, assuming axial 

uniformity (Jerbi, Lionheart et al. 2000) where stacked slices were assumed to be circular, 

uniform conductors. Results showed improvements over strictly 2-D methods. 2-D circular 

models have also been used in general to reconstruct brcast images (Kerner, Paulsen et al. 

2002) although they suggest that a 3-D approach is needed to increase sensitivity to deep 

lesions. 

/. 7.1.2 Models ofthe head 

2-D models have also been used in the reconstruction of brain images. Boone used the 

Sheffied backprojection algorithm (Barber and Seagar 1987) to reconstruct images of 

spreading depression in the rabbit cortex (Boone, Lewis et al. 1994). This assumed that the 

resisitivity distribution was iniíiaüy homogeneous and 2-dimensional, as is the fíat cortex of 
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the rabbit brain. Bayford used a 2-D algorithm based on backprojection for reconstruction of 

data from a 2-D phantom with a circular, Plaster of Paris ring to simulate the présence of a 

skull (Bayford, Hanquan et al. 1995). Gibson et ai (2000) suggested a 2-D circular FEM 

solution to model impédance changes in the centre of the neonatal head and their résultant 

boundary voltage changes, but did not actually perform any reconstructions with this model. 

The problem of stroke detection and monitoring was approached by Clay and Ferree (2002) 

using a circular FEM with four concentric régions representing brain, CSF, skull and scalp, as 

did Gibson et ai. Images were reconstructed using an iterative approach and high corrélation 

was shown between simulated and reconstructed impédance changes. 

Pidcock et al. presented a formulation of rectangular, circular and elliptical analytic and 

semi-analytic solutions for the problem of EIT, including, in each case, the présence of layers 

(Pidcock, Kuzuoglu et al. 1995). No reports have been made of the models' implementati on. 

1.7.2 3-D models 

1.7.2.1 General reconstruction 

Since current is not confined to 2-dimensions in a 3-D object, it is more appropriate to 

employ 3-D models in a reconstruction algorithm for such medicai applications as have been 

descnbed above. Pidcock et al. also presented a formulation of cubie, cylindrical and 

spherical analytic and semi-analytic solutions for the 3-D problem of EIT, and, as for the 2-D 

case, included in each case the présence of layers (Pidcock, Kuzuoglu et al. 1995). Again, no 

reports were made of the models' implementation. 

Anatyticai and FEM-based 3-D models .bave been applied for imaging resistivity 

perturbations in cylindrical simulations and phantoms (Blue, Isaacson et al. 2000; 

Kleinermann and Avis 2000; leHyriac and Pidcock 2000; Vauhkonen, Vauhkonen et al. 

2000; Kleinermann 2001) and static and dynamic images have been obtained of the human 

thorax during respiration (Saulnier, Blue et al. 2001) using several planes of électrodes. Blue 

concluded from his results that, for a system with a given number of channels, it is best to 

divide the électrodes among several planes rather than increasing resolution in a single piane 

by placing ali of them in a dense ring. In the latter case, he reports a larger artefact than in the 

former due to impédance perturbations occurring outside the image plane. Kleinermann 

reported, from inspection of singular values, that the 3-D reconstruction algorithm appeared 

to be better conditioned than the 2-D algorithm. He also modelled an elliptical cylinder but 

reconstructed images were not presented. 
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1.7.2.2 Models of the head 

There are several examples of 3-D models used to reconstruct EIT images of the head. 

The analytical models approximate the head as a sphère only and FEM models as a sphère or 

a realistic, head-shaped geometry. 

1.7.2.2.1 Spherical and homogeneous models 

Our group at UCL has previously produced images of résistance changes in 

hemispherical and head-shaped phantoms and in the head, during brain function, using a 3D 

analytical forward solution for a homogeneous sphère (Gibson 2000; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 

2001b). Both thèse studies showed that, in the présence of a real or simulated resistive skull, 

the homogeneous algorithm reconstructed impédance changes too centrally, suggesting the 

need to take the skull into account in future algorithms. In the head-shaped tank, a 12% 

résistance change was localized with an error of 6-25mm without the présence of the skull 

and 19.6-36mm with the skull in place. In the hemispherical tank, the mean value for peak 

impédance change inside a simulated skull was 34% that of the change without the présence 

of the skull and the localization error was 6.5-20.3mm. Localization accuracy was similar for 

reconstructions from tanks with and without the simulated skull when a radial correction 

factor of 1.6 was introduced. 

The perturbation approach (section 1.6.3.3) was employed by Morruci et al. (1995) to 

reconstruct an off-centre perturbation in an otherwise homogeneous sphère. A direct 

sensitivity matrix was produced, using BEM, for a square grid describing the upper 

hémisphère and 40 électrodes arranged in rings from its equator to its apex. 

1.7.2.2.2 Spherical and inhomogeneous models 

There are two examples of the use of analytical, layered sphère models in the literature. 

The solution for potential was derived by Ferree et ai (2000) for injection of current / 

through point électrodes on a four-shell sphère in order to estimate the régional head tissue 

conductivities in vivo. A similar method was employed by Goncalves et ai (2000) in order to 

better specify régional head conductivities when solving for the EEG problem, but their 

analytical model included only thrce layers. Neither papers reported reconstruction of images. 

Another spherical model of the head was produced by Towers et ai (2000). They used 

the Ansofì Maxwell FEM package to solve for one hémisphère of a sphère consisting of 4 

concentric shell layers, scalp, skull, CSF and brain with a ring of 16 scalp électrodes attached 

around its equator. They did not produce images but showed the requiremems of voltage 
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measurement sensitivity to be 100-120 dB in order to detect changes in rCBF and those due 

to application of a carotid clamp. They also compared their results w Uh those from a 2-D 

model, which indicated sensitivity requirements 15 dB less severe than did the 3-D model. 

7.7.2.2.3 Realistic geometry and inhomogeneity 

A FEM model of a 4-compartment, realistically-shaped head was used by Gibson 

(Gibson 2000) in a truncated SVD algorithm to reconstnict images from tank data and human 

evoked responses. In neither case were reconstructions significantly better than when an 

analytical spherical model was used, but he suggested that errors in the mesh may have 

substantially reduced the accuracy of the FEM-generated sensitivity matrices and hence 

reduced the benefits of including realistic geometry and inhomogeneity in the forward model. 

Images were reconstructed iteratively by Polydorides et al. (2001) from simulation of a visual 

evoked response using a similar FEM model on an improved mesh with 5 compartments and 

électrodes arranged in a ring. Their results will be discussed further in Chapter 4. 

In a further study, the change in transfer impédance was studied for a 30-40% impédance 

change due to a 10cm3 central oedema, as simulated by a FEM model with realistic head 

geometry, including 13 différent tissues and using hexahedral éléments (Bonovas, Kyriacou 

et al. 2001). However, no images were presented using this technique. 

A solution for current flow through a realistically shaped head was reported by Bayford 

et al. (2001), using integrated design engineering analysis software (Ï-DEAS). A full 

sensitivity matrix was not built, however, and no images were reconstructed. 

1.7.3 Modelling in EEG 

Whilst EIT is an active technique, in that current is injected into the head, EEG is a 

passive technique. Nonetheless, the problem of dipole modelling in EEG is similar to that in 

EIT because it is necessary to calculate distributions of potential and of electric field inside 

the head as if current was being injected. The non-sphericity and inhomogeneity of the head 

présent similar problems. Three- and four-shell models are often used in source localization 

from measured EEGs (Rush and Driscoll 1969; Ary, Klein et al. 1981; Yvert, Bertrand et al. 

1997; Krings, Chiappa et al. 1999; Mosher, Leahy et al. 1999; Cuffm and Schomer 2001). 

Mostly, multi-shell models have included three shells only, neglecting the CSF, which is 

expected to shunt some of the injected current. In the past, spherical models have been 

compared with non-spherical models and homogeneous with non-homogeneous. Some of the 

results of thèse comparisons follows. 
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1.7.3.1 The effect of shells 

Ary quantified the difference between analytical solutions for potential generated by a 

dipole in I) a homogenous sphere with conductivity that of brain and 2) a system of three 

concentric shells, brain, skull and scalp, each with appropriate conductivity. The latter 

suggested that a radial correction factor of about 1.6 could compensate for the presence of the 

skull and the resultant localization error when a homogenous model is used. 

1.7.3.2 The effect of geometry in the presence of shells 

Many workers have compared the use of spherical and non-spherical models for 

localising dipoles within non-spherical objects. Simulation studies, such as that by Roth 

(1993), showed average and maximum localization enrors of 19.7mm and 40mm when 

dipoles were simulated in the frontal and temporal lobes of a realistic BEM model and 

reconstructed using a 3-shell sphere mode. Yvert (1997) performed a similar calculation for 

2000 simulations of dipoles at random positions on the segmented cortical surface of a 

realistically-shaped, 3-shell BEM model. Localization errors for inverse calculations with a 

spherical model were reported to be 5-6mm in the upper part of the head and 15-25mm in the 

lower part. Cuffin (2001) investigated two features of non-spherical geometry in the head, the 

general boundary shape and the brain pan, which is the very non-spherical surface at the 

bottom of the brain cavity. Inverse calculations were performed using an analytical 3-sphere 

model and data was generated using 3-shell, non-spherical BEM models with and without a 

brain pan. It was found that the maximum localization errors were approximately 10mm in 

the former and 20mm in the latter. 

The same author reported localization studies of 177 dipole sources created by injecting 

current into depth electrodes implanted into the brains of 13 human subjects. Using a 3-

layered sphere model for the inverse calculation, the best average localization that could be 

achieved was 10mm. In a similar study, Krings et al. (Krings, Chiappa et al. 1999) used a 4-

shell spherical head model to localize 11 dipoles in only 2 subjects. Localization errors were 

17mm and 13mm using 21 electrodes and 41 electrodes respectively, when a proportionality 

correction factor was applied to correct for non-spherical head shape. Errors were 23mm and 

17mm when the factor was not applied. In the latter study, electrodes were implanted and 

anchored with metal skull screws. In the former, anchors were non-conductive. 

In order to study the effect of realistic geometry in correct physiological localization of 

the source associated with somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs), Kristeva-Feige et al 

(1997) performed 9 daily replications of a right median nerve stimulation experiment on one 
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healthy subject. A 3-shelI spherical model and a 3-compartment realistically shaped BEM 

model were used for the inverse calculations and both located the dipole sources, correctly, 

within the postcentral gyrus when results were projected onto the individual's MRJ and 

compared with an fMRI image during the same stimulation protocol. 

1.7.4 Anisotropy 

A further problem in both EIT and EEG is that the tissue inside the head is highly 

anisotropic, in which case, it is possible that no isotropic conductivity distribution could 

accurately predict the measured data (Lionheart 1998). Data measured from a real-skull 

phantom head was reconstructed by Baillet et al. (2001), who suggested that full, anisotropic 

realistic head FEM models were necessary, rather than spherical models to fit the data with a 

reasonable level of residual variance. They suggested that an analytical spherical model, 

while not as good as the detailed FEM model, produced better results than simpler FEM and 

BEM models with realistic geometries but less conductivity constraints. 

In order to include anisotropy information in a FEM model of the head, conductivity 

tensor data could be provided by diffusion weighted tensor MRI, which is sensitive to the 

freedom of water molecules to diffuse in different directions through tissue. Haueisen et al. 

(2002) found a minor influence of anisotropy on source localization but a major influence on 

source strength estimation when tissue anisotropy was considered in localization using 

computer simulated data. The effect of anisotropy is not investigated in this thesis. 

1.7.5 Summary 

In EEG inverse dipole modelling using spherical models, neglecting to include shells in 

the inverse calculation results in sources localized too centrally when data is from a shelled 

object. The inclusion of shells corrects for this. Similar mislocalizations were found in EIT 

images of impedance changes within a shell in a spherical phantom when a homogeneous 

reconstruction algorithm was used. 

Simulated dipoles in realistic head models are localized best when realistic geometry is 

assumed in the inverse calculation but the inclusion of real geometry in EEG modelling has 

not been shown to improve significantly the localization of dipoles in real heads. This could 

be for a number of reasons, including inaccurate knowledge of tissue conductivities, 

anisolropy information and individual geometry. Given the conclusions of Baillet et ai 

(2001) it is reasonable to ask whether FEM will give any improvement in EIT reconstruction 
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of head images over a shelled sphère model unless it is pushed to its limit and includes ail of 

this patient-specific information. 

1.8 Statement of Objectives 

lt is my aim to develop and investigate the possible use of an analytical multi-shell sphère 

algorithm in EIT reconstruction of human images. I shall compare its efficacy with that of 

algorithms based on a homogeneous sphère model, a homogeneous, linear FEM model with 

realistic-geometry and one that includes four internai tissue compartments. Finalty, I shall 

présent a mathematical model of the small impédance change that occurs in neuronal tissue 

during depolarization and comment on the ability of EIT to produce images of such a change. 

1.9 Design 

In Chapter 2 will be described the analytical and FEM methods used in this thesis as will 

the particulars of the reconstruction method used. 

Chapter 3 describes inclusion of multiple shells in an analytical EIT image reconstruction 

algorithm and reconstruction of computer-simulated and tank data from a multi-shell 

spherical object. Results are compared with those using a homogeneous algorithm in order to 

assess the improvement due to the new algorithm. To investigate the ability of a linear FEM 

to take into account thin shells of high resistivity contrast, results are compared also with 

those using a linear FEM algorithm for a multi-shell sphère. 

In Chapter 4, FEM models are used to investigate the effect of including realistic 

geometry in the reconstruction algorithm. Data is reconstructed from homogeneous and 

shelled tanks with realistic head geometries and reconstructions are performed using spherical 

and non-spherical, homogeneous and inhomogeneous models. Thèse algorithms are also 

applied to the reconstruction of human images in order to assess how much better it is to 

include shells and realistic geometry in a reconstruction algorithm for human brain function. 

In Chapter 5 , a model will be presented of the microscopie impédance changes associated 

with neuronal depolarization. Predicted changes from the model will be included as 

perturbations in the macroscopic models developed for the head in order to estimate the 

expected scalp signal and assess the feasibility of their reconstruction. 
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2 Image Reconstruction using Analytical and 

Numerical Methods 

2.1 Introduction 

It is necessary in EIT to describe current flow as accurately as possible but, to my 

knowtedge, an analytical multi-shell concentric sphere model has not been implemented 

before in an EIT reconstruction algorithm. It seems reasonable that an improved model of 

current flow will reduce localization error in the resulting images. I have therefore applied an 

analytical model of current flow in concentric spheres to the problem of EIT image 

reconstruction. The model assumes the head to be four concentric, spherical shelts of 

different conductivity representing brain, cerebro-spinai fluid (CSF), skull and scalp. 

2.1.1 Purpose 

In this chapter, I will 1) describe and compare the implementation of analytical and linear 

FEM-based numerical methods in order to solve the forward problem in EIT for 

homogeneous spheres and those with concentric layers of contrasting resistivity; 2) describe 

the inversion process which will be used for EIT image reconstruction from computer 

simulations and laboratory phantoms. Comparison of image reconstruction using numerical 

and analytical methods will be lefì until chapter 3 when the effect is investigated of the 

presence of shells on EIT images. 

2.1.2 Modelling the Forward Problem 

2.1.2.1 Analytical and Numerical Methods 

Some justification is necessary for the pursuit of analytical methods in this study when it 

is clear that a sphere is only an approxhnate representation of the head. One of the most 

commonly used methods of solving the forward problem is the numerical Finite Element 

Method (FEM) in which a given volume is divided up into tetrahedral elemenìs and the 

potential distnbution is approximated throughout by polynomial functions within each 

element. Ultimately a realisttc FEM model of the human head (Bayford. Gibson et al. 2001) 

will give a more faithful representation of the current distribution than would either of the 

analytical, spherical models suggested. 
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Meshes are relatively easy to generate but it is difficult to provide solutions for electrical 

potential throughout without a mesh of good quality, which is less easy to generate. Solutions 

of the forward problem using the FEM are dependant on the type of éléments, the degree of 

interpolation function and the type of solver used. An analytical solution is not dependant on 

thèse factors. The FEM has difficulty modelling very thin layers without resorting to the use 

of extremely fine meshes, which increases computation time considerably. The problem of 

thin layers exists in both simple shell geometry and that which accurately models the 

geometry of the compartments in the head. Currently our group is working to develop both 

FEM and analytical reconstruction. The analytical reconstruction is intended as a check on 

the FEM solution and a possible alternative. 

2.1.2.2 Elemental, Nodal or Voxel 

In 2-D and 3-D analytical and numerical methods, conductivity and sensitivity 

coefficients can be defined for each élément of a mesh (Murai and Kagawa 1985; 

Kleinermann 2001; Polydorides and Lionheart 2001; Vaukhonen, Lionheart et al. 2001), for 

each node (Arridge, Hebden et al. 2000) or for each pixel or voxel (Morucci, Grame et al. 

1995; Gibson, Tidswell et al. 1999; leHyriac and Pidcock 2000; Mueller, Isaacson et al. 

2001). For a given mesh, there are many more éléments than nodes so a nodal sensitivity 

matrix is smaller and reconstruction is less ill-posed. The density of éléments, nodes or 

voxels can be chosen at will. 

In order to discretize Geselowitz's sensitivity relationship (section 1.6.2.2), it is assumed 

that both electric field and conductivity are constant in the volume represented by the 

sensitivity coefficient, whether calculated for an élément, a node or a voxel. Therefore, it is 

désirable for that volume to include one type of tissue only when contrasting tissues exist 

within the whole, as in the case of the head. 

2.1.2.3 Electrodes 

Many algorithms have suggested the inclusion of électrode models in the solution of the 

forward problem (Cheng, Isaacson et al. 1989; Hua, Woo et al. 1993; Vauhkonen, Kaipio et 

al. 1997; Dehghani 1999). In practice, scalp électrodes bave a finite area and présent a 

complex impédance in séries with that of the head alone. Analytical solutions have accounted 

for the former considération (Pidcock, Kuzuoglu et al. 1995; Kleinermann 2001) but previous 

analytical reconstructions of human data have assumed current injection to be through point 

électrodes which présent no contact impédance (Gibson 2000). 
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2.1.2.4 Spatial Sampling on the Head 

in order to sample as much of the head as possible, Gibson (Gibson 2000) devised a set 

of positions for scalp EIT électrodes based on the 10-20 system in EEG (Binnie, Rowan et al. 

1982). 12 more électrodes were added so that, in total, 31 were used. When thèse positions 

were used to produce images of spherical computer simulations, all but four were on or above 

the equatorial plane of the sphère. It was proposed (Bayford, Boone et al. 1996) that 

sen5itivity is maximized to central changes when current is driven through électrodes at 

opposite sides of the object (polar drive) or when a trigonometrìe pattern is used for injection 

through many électrodes (section 1.5.1). Based on the principie of polar carrent drive, a list 

of 258 4-termmal measurements was devised (Gibson 2000) using 21 différent pairs of 

électrodes for polar or near-polar injection and 38 différent pairs of adjacent électrodes to 

measure potential différence. 

High-density EEG employs N e=64-128 électrodes. If spatial resolution is proportional to 

M,,,""3, where M m ìs the number of measurements, and Mm=(N e/2)(N e-3) for polar drive (Clay 

and Ferree 2002) then, using 31, 64 and 128 électrodes would produce resolutions of 1 : 1.6 : 

2.6 relative to each other. Application of électrodes is time consuming but some studies have 

been camed ont to investigate the use in EIT of nets and caps specially designed for EEG and 

containing many électrodes in preordained positions. For the purposes of studies in this 

thesis, only 31 électrodes were used. 
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2.1.3 The Finite Element Method (FEM) 

2. 1. 3.1 The Choice of FEM as Opposed to BEM 

The boundary element method (BEM) is a numerical method often used in EEG inverse 

dipole modelling and has been used in the past for EIT reconstruction as well (Morucci, 

Granie et al. 1995). Ho we ver, for BEM, all internal régions must be isotropie, pieeewise 

homogeneous and continuous, requirements which are not met in the case of the head, which 

is highly anisotropie and in which there are large discontinuities such as sutures and holes in 

the skull. FEM is capable of modelling these (Thevenet, Bertrand et al. 1991) and was 

therefore chosen in this work for EIT reconstruction of head images. 

Previously, this group (Gibson 2000) compared results using an analytical model of the 

head as a homogeneous sphère, a FEM model of the head as a homogenous sphère and a 

FEM model of the head with a realistic geometry and internai resistivity distribution, albeit 

isotropie. The voltages were calculated for every four-terminal measurement in a protocol list 

for each case and then compared. This produced voltage profiles. Both spherical models were 

expected to return similar results but this was not found. The quality of the mesh was 

suspected but the cause of these discrepancies stili needs to be resolved. This problem will be 

investigated using new meshes generated by Integrated Design Analysis Software (I-DEAS: a 

commercial software package designed primarily for use in stress and thermal modelling) 

(Bayford, Gibson et al. 2001) and a new version of the FEM solver, TOAST 

(http://www.medphys.ucl.ac.LilŁ ,~martins/toast/index.html'). used in Gibson's study and 

described in section 1.6.4.4. 

2.1.3.2 How the FEM works 

2.13.2.1 Mesh Generation 

In order to use FEM, the volume under considération must be divided into discrete 

éléments. An example of the use of hexahedral éléments can be found in the work of Bonovas 

et al. (2001) but they are usually tetrahedral. There are various methods to generate a 

tetrahedral mesh to describe a given volume such as Octree, Delauney and Advancing Front. 

By the latter method, the surface of the object is represented as a 2-D triangulär mesh and 

tetrahedra are grown inwardly throughout the volume until it is ali meshed. 

It has been suggested that, once the mesh has been generated, it is useful to refine it so 

that the it is of higher density near régions of high field variation, such as near électrodes and 
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near internal tissue boundaries (Molinari, Cox et al. 2001; Molinari, Cox et al. 2002) and of 

lower density elsewhere, A higher density mesh produces a more accurate numerical solution 

for field distribution. The re finement method increases the accuracy of the numerical 

approximation without requiring a high-density mesh throughout the volume and, therefore, 

increases the efficiency of a FEM algorithm by reducing computational time and Storage 

requirements. 

The mesh used previously by Gibson (2000) for FEM reconstruction was produced by the 

University of Utah using a method based on Delauney triangulation. It was found, however, 

that, relative to the largest éléments, some éléments were very small and others were long and 

thin. This was thought to introduce errors in the sensitivity matrices. The suitability of 

I-DEAS for mesh generation and the possibility of solving the forward problem in EIT of the 

human head have been considered previously (Bayford et al 2001). With this software, higher 

quality meshes can be generated and so its use is likely to reduce errors. The mesh generation 

is based on an advancing front algorithm and meshes can be constructed from linear or 

quadratic, tetrahedral éléments. 

2.1.3.2.2 Discretization - Support 

A good forward model must describe accurately the distribution of current and potential 

throughout the head upon current injection through scalp drive électrodes. It must also 

describe accurately the sensitivity relationship between an internal conductivity change and 

the associated voltage change measured at the measure électrodes. The former is often tested 

by comparing relationship [1-14] (in which the discretized conductivity distribution is related 

to the measured voltages by the discretized sensitivity matrìx) with the potentials calculated 

directly and analytically. It is normally found that finer discretization produces a more 

accurate numerical solution for potential throughout the volume and also a more accurate 

prédiction of the boundary voltages V in équation 1-14 whether by use of a numerical or an 

analytical sensitivity matrix (Dehghani 1999). However, the larger the number of éléments, 

the more computationally expensive is the FEM solution and the larger the sensitivity matrix 

becomes. 

The FEM can produce solutions for field on an elemental basis after caìculation of 

potential at each of the nodes (Murai and Kagawa 1985; Bayford, Gibson et al. 2001; 

Kleinermann 2001) or it can calcitiate the field on a nodal basis as does TOAST (Arridge, 

Hebden et al. 2000). Other methods calcitiate field at the centre of a cubie or cylindrical 

voxel, as described above. For purposes such as calculating the gradient of potential and 
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discretising the sensitivity relationship, it is necessary to define the volume represented by 

each sensitivity coefficient. This is equal to the volume over which the integral in [1-9] is 

evaluated, and will be referred to as the support or ve. For an elemental solution, that is 

simply the volume of the element and for a voxel-based solution, the volume of the voxel. In 

the latter case, many authors ignore support since it is the same for each coefficient (Morucci, 

Granie et al. 1995; Gibson 2000). For a nodal solution, the volume is not so obvious and 

complementary elements have been suggested, extending half-way along the edges of each of 

the elements to which that node belongs (Dong, Bayford et al. 2003). Also used as support 

could be the summed volume of all the elements to which that node belongs. This approach is 

adopted here. 

2.1.3.2.3 Degree of Interpolation 

A FEM model can assume that potential varies as a polynomial function from point to 

point within an element. For each of the elements in a mesh an interpolation function (or 

basis function) is suggested and a summated series of these can be used to approximate the 

solution to the entire model. These functions can have any degree but it is most common only 

to use linear or quadratic functions. For the latter technique, extra nodes are added at the 

midpoints of each element edge. Increasing the number of linear elements will improve the 

linear solution but, in practice, a quadratic solution will be more accurate than a linear 

solution for the same number of elements, especially in regions of high field variation. 

2.1.3.2.4 Solution 

A full description of the formulation of the system of equations in FEM is outside the 

scope of this thesis. However, the interested reader may wish to consult Jin (1993), who 

describes its use in the solution of electromagnetic problems for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D cases. In a 

domain Q, the problem can be described as 

5<f>=f ,2-11 

where J is a differential operating matrix, dependent on the properties of the system,/is the 

excitation or forcing function and <f> is the unknown function e.g. potential. The book 

describes the Ritz (or Rayleigh-Ritz) and Galerkin methods to approximate the solution. The 

former is a variational method in which a variational expression is minimized with respect to 

its variables, giving a differential matrix whose elements depend on the chosen interpolation 
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functions. The latter is a weighted residual niethod and derives a similar system of équations 

dépendent on the interpolation functions. 

2.1.3.2.5 Implementations 

A thorough review of available FEM packages was carried out by Gibson (Gibson 2000) 

with an aim to choose one for use in EïT. These were mostly sophisticated, inflexible pièces 

of software and it was difficult to see how they could be adapted in order to solve for the 59 

différent boundary conditions described in section 2.1.2.4. EEG source modelling software, 

like ASA (Advanced Source Analysis, ANT Software BV, Enschede, The Netherlands) and 

CURRY (Neurosoft, Inc., Sterling, USA) was disregarded because it was based on BEM 

models of the head. More recently, CURRY has developed FEM meshing and solving 

capabilities but this was not considered for studies in this thesis. Neither were the solutions 

provided by I-DEAS used, although I wrote a macro which produced 10 consecutive 

solutions for 10 différent boundary conditions. At this point, however, the demands on 

memory became very high. 

Gibson used the TOAST software developed at UCL, which solves for photon density 

throughout an object when light is injected at one optode on the surface. The scattering of 

light is comparable to resistivity but there is no analogue in EIT to the concept of absorption. 

Flowever, photon density and the diffusion coefficient were substituted for the electric 

potential and conductivity, and the absorption coefficient set to zero in order that the 

diffusion équation became ïdentical to Poisson's équation. The refractive index was set to one 

in order to prevent refraction and reflection at internal tissue boundanes. In order to solve for 

entrent injection through a pair of point électrodes, Robin boundary conditions were applied 

(a combination of Dirichlct and Neumann conditions described in section 1.6.1.2) to obtain a 

solution for injection of light at one optode and this was subtracted from a separate solution 

for light injection at the other. Nodal values for intensity were translated onto a pixel basis, as 

in section 2.1.4.1, and the gradient was calcuiated in 3-D in order to build the sensitivity 

matrix. This was then smoothed and normalized as described in section 2.1.4.2. 

He obtained better, reconstructed images with a low-resolution, quadratic FEM than with 

a high-resolution, linear FEM but the latter appeared to localize impédance changes iess 

accurately than did an analytical sphère model. Regions of negative photon density were 

found in both the FEM solutions for light injection through one optode. This is physically 

impossible and it was suggested that thèse errors were due to the poor quality of the mesh. 

The ratio of largest-to-smallest élément volume was 40000 for the high resolution mesh and 
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170000 for the low résolution mesh. Also présent were long, thin éléments in which voltage 

variation cannot be modelled accurately as a quadratic function, particularly near to the 

électrodes. His work emphasised the need for a mesh of high quality in order to produce 

accurate solutions. 

More recently, the UCL group received a version of TOAST written in Matlab for 2-D 

and 3-D problems and incorporating boundary conditions appropriate for the case of EIT. 

This code, referred to as MaTOAST, had been tested in the 2-D case but ît was left to this 

group to test it in the 3-D case. MaTOAST was used to produce solutions in the following 

work and its nature will be described in section 2.2.1.4. 

Preliminary results were submitted a year ago, and are currently in press, which showed 

the first reconstructions using sensitivity matrices produced on I-DEAS-generated 3-D 

meshes (Bagshaw, Liston et al. In press). The MaTOAST solution produced more realistic 

voltage profiles than those reported by Gibson (Gibson, Bayford et al. 2000) and images were 

produced from computer simulated data, tank data and human data. The reconstruction 

algorithm differed from that described below in several key aspects, namely the matrix 

normalization method and the implementation of post-weighting. Thèse are described in 

sections 2.1.5.2 and 2.1.5.3 and enable fair comparison to be made between numerical and 

analytical reconstructions. Using the algorithm described by Bagshaw et al. (In press), it was 

not possible to produce reasonable images using the analytical shell model. The algorithm 

described below allows reasonable images to be reconstructed using both techniques. 
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2.1.4 The Analytical Method 

2.1.4.1 Building a sensitivity matrix for a homogeneous, spherical head 

The head has previously been approximated as a homogeneous sphère and a 

reconstruction algorithm developed and validated, based on this model (Gibson, Tidswell et 

al. 1999; Gibson 2000; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001a; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001b). In order 

to generate the sensitivity matrix, the upper hémisphère of a homogeneous sphere was 

discretized into six horizontal planes of square pixels. The diameter of the equatorîal plane 

was 32 pixels. Therefore, each sensitivity coefficient represented a voxel of dimensions 

approximately 6 x 6 x 15mm. In order to calculate the field, Gibson differentiated the solution 

for potential 

V{\) = K — - l o g ( l - x - a + r ( ) ) 
r. 

— - l o g ( l - x - b + r f r) 
|2-21 

where électrodes at a and b were at distances r a and n> from a point x within the sphère. He 

calculated the 21 drive and 38 measurement fields, analytically, at the centre of each voxel 

and their scalar produci was taken (see section 1.6.2.1) for the 258 appropriate combinations 

of field distributions. These were considered to be the values of sensitivity représentative of 

the entire voxel (p = IQm) when, for each measurement, a current of 1A was injected 

through point électrodes A and B on the surface of a unit sphere and potential différence 

measured between point électrodes C and D (see section 1.6.2.1). 

Kleinermann (2001) calculated the electric potential at the nodes of élément in a 2-D slice 

through a 3-D cylinder and approximated the field throughout the clément using interpolation 

functions in the same fashion as did Murai et ai. (1985). For this reason, his algorithm may be 

thought of as quasi-analytical, but, since the value is a discretization of a volume integrai over 

the whole élément, that value he calculated as représentative of the élément may be more 

suitable even than that calculated from the analytical value of V0 at the centre of the 

élément. Another way to derive the sensitivity coefficient vvouìd be to sum values of 

V(J>". VHJe ', calculated analytically at n points, evenly distributed throughout the élément and 

multiply the total by vj(fj, f ^ i ) . Finally, the continuous integration could be evaluated over 

the volume of the élément but it is not obvious that this extra computational expense would 

benefit the reconstruction algorithm. 
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2,1.4.2 Smoothing and C-normalization 

A further step, introduced by Gibson, was to smooth the sensitivity matrix by making 

each coefficient equal to the mean of itself and its eight neighbouring coefficients. This 

appeared to smooth steep changes near électrodes without affecting the images elsewhere. 

Documentation of this process was not found in other literature. Finally, Gibson C-

normalized the sensitivity matrix as described in section 1.6.2.4. 
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2.1.5 Reconstruction of Images 

2.1.5.1 TruncatedSVD 

Only one method of inversion was considered in this thesis, since the emphasis is on 

improving the accuracy of the forward solution. Sensitivity matrices were constructed and 

inverted using the truncated SVD (TSVD) or Moore-Penrose method section 1.6.3.4.2. In the 

past, the UCL group has used this method in order to reconstruct images of computer 

simulations, tanks and human evoked responses, In those studies, choice of truncation was 

based mainly on localization accuracy and resolution when the position of the impédance 

change was known and mainly on visual criteria and noise considérations when it was not 

known, as for human experiments. Xu (1998) described the difficultés in setting criteria for 

the choice of truncation in SVD methods to solve linear ill-posed problems. Criteria such as 

F-statistic, the L-curve and a quality-based Mean Squared Error (MSE) were discussed. 

Choice of truncation level has a significant effect on the quality of images and on the 

localization of impédance changes so it is very important, when comparing two algorithms, to 

set truncation criteria to the détriment of neither method. 

2.1.5.2 R-Normalization 

It was mentioned in section 1.6.2.3 that images published previously by this group were 

reconstructed from normalized or percentage-difference data (Gibson 2000; Tidswell, Gibson 

et al. 2001a; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001b). It is necessary in this case to pre-multiply the 

sensitivity matrix by a row-normalizing matrix R whose diagonal is the inverse of the 

predicted or measured data. However, whilst they pixel- or column-normalized the sensitivity 

matrix in order to suppress the artificially high sensitivity calculated near the électrodes, pre-

multiplication by R was not performed, an omission which might have led to increased 

errors. In other work submitted by this group (Bagshaw, Liston et al. In press), pre-

multiplication was performed but the diagonal of R was not the inverse of the predicted data 

but the inverse of the root mean square (rms) of each row of the sensitivity matrix. It is not 

clear how exactly this différence might affect the resuit but this technique has been avoided in 

the studies described below. 

2.1.5.3 Post- Weighting and Uniformity 

In thèse studies, Gibson's algorithm was more sensitive to an impédance change at the 

edge of the image. In order to correct for this, he divided the reconstructed image into 16 
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concentric spherical shells and invented a radially dépendent factor by which each could be 

divided. This way, the amplitude of the peak impédance change remained more constant 

when an object moved from the centre to the edge. It is unclear what modification might be 

required for this correction when the conductivity in the object varies from one radius to 

another as in the case of spherical shells. It is also unclear as to how this correction could be 

introduced in the case of a non-spherical image such as that produced by a realistic head-

shaped FEM. 

Kotre (1994) pixel-normalized the sensitivity matrix in a similar way to Gibson and also 

applied a radially-dependant filter to the resulting image. Clay et al. (2002) introduced a 

weighting scheme in which they column-normalìzed the sensitivity matrix before inversion 

but also "column-normalized" the resulting image. They produced impédance data 

A Z = ( A W ) ( W l A r j ) [ 2 . 3 ] 

initially, where W = diag(w„) and 

w„ = 

- . - 1 / 2 

2 

m=l 

[2-4] 

Their subséquent solution was written as 

Aa * W ( A W ) + A Z [ 2 . 5 , 

Given impédance data from a tank, this is similar to reconstruction of différence data (as 

opposed to normalized data) by inversion of Gibson's C-normalized sensitivity matrix with 

the image uniformity correction replaced by a second C-normalization. This post-weighting 

was not included in the algorithm used for récent work submitted by this group (Bagshaw, 

Liston et al. In press). Its use may be of great advantage in further reducing électrode artefact 

since changes near the électrodes are heavily penalized. 
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2.1.6 Summary 

The analytical and the linear and quadratic finite élément methods have been employed 

by the UCL group, and others, to reconstruct EIT images from measured and computer 

simulated data. Various methods were described above in order to discretize the volume 

under considération. Also described were techniques to compensate for inadequacies in the 

forward models, namely smoothing and normalization. These reduced the effect of the 

artificially high current density calculated near électrodes due to the assumption of point 

électrodes in the model. 

In order to compare the use of différent analytical and numerical forward models in 

reconstruction, it is necessary to impose a level playing field. In the following section will be 

described the Implementation of FEM and analytical methods for reconstruction in this thesis. 

This has been devised in order that comparison of reconstructed images reflects genuinely the 

effects of différent forward models rather than a différence in any other aspect of the 

reconstruction algorithm when incorporating these models. Discussion will be limited to 

implementation for the spherical models to be used in chapter 3. Its extension to realistic 

geometry will be described in chapter 4 . 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 The Forward Problem 

2.2.1.1 The Physical Models 

In each of the models, it was assumed that current was injected and voltage measured by 

point électrodes on the surface. The current injected was constant and so Neumann boundary 

conditions were imposed. 

The homogeneous spherical models had an outer radius of 100 mm (Figure 2-l(i) and 

(v)). In the 4-shell model, the shells had outer radii (conductivities) of 80 mm (0.25 Sm"') for 

the brain, 82 mm (1.79 Sm"1) for the CSF, 87 mm (0.018 Sm"1) for the skull and 92 mm 

(0.44 Sm"') for the scalp (Burger and Milaan 1943, Geddes and Baker 1967, Baumann et al 

1997). These values feil within the range of values listed in section 1.4.1 and were used by 

Ferree et al. (2000) in their study to estimate head tissue conductivity. Use of the same values 

enabled comparison of my surface potential results with those of their group. 

For sensitivity matrices generated to reconstruct tank images, the shell models included 

only 3 contrasting, concentric régions. This was because it was not viable to construct a tank 

that had a fourth laycr to simulate CSF. The head phantom consisted, instead, of a spherical 

volume of conducting fluid in which was suspended a highly resistive, spherical shell to 

simulate the skull. The spherical phantom will be described in more detail in chapter 3, as 

will its construction. 

2.2.1.2 Meshing 

I-DEAS was used to generate ali of the finite élément meshcs used in the current work 

and éléments were tetrahedral and linear. It was necessary to partition the geometrical volume 

into octants order that the advancing front meshing algorithm could be initiated. Quadrane 

solutions were not considered. The nodal clouds and the equatorial slices are shown in Figure 

2-1 for the homogeneous and 4-shell meshes, and the latter show the positions of those point 

électrodes which coincide with the equatorial piane. The homogeneous mesh consisted of 

24734 nodes and 130229 éléments whilst the 4-shell mesh had 22420 nodes and 106825 

éléments. In the former, the ratio of largest to smallest élément was about 49 and, in the latter. 

66. 
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Figure 2-1: The nodal clouds of (i) ihe homogcneous mesh and (ii) the four-shell spherical mesh - brain 

(grey). CSF (cyan). skull (beige), scalp (pink). The 4-shell surface mesh from (iii) the top, (iv) [he left 

hand side - ihe back of the head is io the righi of the page. The equatorial planes of (v) the homogeneous 

mesh and (vi) the four-shell spherical mesh. The red circles show the positions of the simulated 

equatorial électrodes and arc coincident with nodes on the surface of cach mesh. 
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2.2.1.3 Support 

Botti the FEM and analytical sensitivity matrices were calculated on a nodal basis in 

order that discretization was équivalent by each method. Therefore, it was necessary to define 

the volume supporting that node. This process is first explained in 2-D. In the numerical code 

provided by Dr Dehghani, the support of a node was defined as the sum of the areas (or 

volumes in 3-D) of ali the éléments to which that node belongs. By study of Figure 2-2(i), it 

can be seen that this results in an overlap of the support of each node. The support of 3 nodes 

(each marked with a red x) is shown as a shaded région. The triangular élément defined by 

these three nodes has shading three times as dense as those éléments counted only once. In 

the case of tetrahedral éléments, therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the volume of an 

élément will be counted 4 times since 4 nodes define it. 

This was confirmed by a summation of the support of each node (Figure 2-2(ii)) in the 

tetrahedral mesh defining the sphères. This sum was four times as large as the value obtained 

using 4îïf73. The support of each node was defined as 

where Ns is the number of éléments to which the «th node belongs and vei is the volume of 

each of those éléments. It was not redefined to account for overlap because the factor of 4 

does not affect the sensitivity of the nodes relative to one another. A distribution is shown in 

Figure 2-3 of the magnitude of the éléments of support s throughout the upper hémisphère of 

a 4-shelI mesh. The partitioning of the volume can be seen clearly, as it can also in the 

homogeneous spherical mesh. 

[2 -6 ] 
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Figure 2-2: (i) A section of a 2D mcsh with thc shadcd arcas showing ihe support, and it's overlap, 

of 3 nodes (red x). (ii) A number of éléments make up a polygonal volume defined as the support 

of thc node of interest in our technique. In thc figure, 24 are shown, each of which has this node 

(black o) as one of its venices . Thc inner edges are red, doued Unes and the faces nol containing the 

node of interest are fillcd wiih transparent cyan and bounded by black Unes. 

Figure 2-3: The figure is a représentation of the support of the upper hémisphère in (he four-shell 

mesh (divided by 4 so that tts sum is equal to the total volume of the sphère). 
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2.2.1.4 The NumericalSolution - MaTOAST 

In order to perform a FEM solution for the Jacobian, information was collected from 

several files. Thèse contained the co-ordinates of the nodes, the connectivity of the nodes, 

their conductivity, the positions of the 31 électrodes and the list of M=258 électrode 

combinations with which 4-terminal measurements are made. 

The électrodes were shifted so that their location coincided with the surface node nearest 

their actual position. 21 drive and 38 measurement boundary conditions, or 59 forcing vectors 

bb~j 59, were defined at the surface so that current injection was zéro at ail surface nodes 

except those defined as coïncident with the active électrodes. 

Differential operating matrices were built K, K'x, K'y and K'z, (like 3m section 2.1.3.2.4) 

for scalar and vector fields respect! vely, using linear interpolation functions. The 

preconditioned conjugate gradient method was then used 59 times, as defined in the 

MATLAB function référence 

(http:/Avww.csb.vale.edu/userKuides/datainanip/matlab/help/techdoc/rcf/pcg;.hVml). to 

produce approximate solutions to [K.<f> 6=/, . . . , j?] = [bb=i,...,59], where $ . . jp was a vector 

whose éléments were the scalar electric potential at each node in the mesh. 

The three components of electric field E b=J S9 = [Ex, Ev, Ez] b=i,...,59 were calculated at 

every node for each boundary condition by pre-multiplication of ^ ..,59 by K\, K\. and 

K\. When field was plotted, it was not a smoolh function, as it should have been. However, 

division at each node by the corresponding élément of the support vector s corrected for this 

to produce the smoothly-varying Eb^t 5 9 . The scalar product was found at each node, for 

each of the M, 4-tenninaI measurement configurations in order to build the Jacobian so that 

the sensitivity coefficient at the nth node during the mth measurement was defined as 

a FEM 1 'p<n 17 n \ 
/Lmn drive ' C m cas )'m " A n [2 -7 ] 
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2.2.7.5 The Analytical Solution for a homogeneous sphère 

2.2.1.5.1 Field Calculation 

The calculation of field was carried out in exactly the same way as described in section 

2.1.4.1 but, in this implementation, its value was found at every node in the same mesh as 

was used for the FEM solution and the lower hémisphère was considered as well as the upper 

hémisphère. 

2.2.1.5.2 Generation of a Sensitivity Matrix 

In Order to generate the sensitivity matrix, the scalar produci was taken, at each node, of 

the drive and measure fields for each 4-terminal measurement. These nodal values were 

multiplied by nodal support in order to discretize the Geselowitz sensitivity relationship. 

2.2.1.6 The Analytical Solution for a 4-sheil sphère 

2.2.1.6.1 Field Calculation 

In this thesis, to generate a new sensitivity matrix for the head, Poisson's équation was 

solved for <f and then for VO in a multi-layered sphère with suitable conductivities and 

geometry. The solution for O was derived by Ferree (Ferree, Eriksen et al. 2000) for injection 

of current / through point électrodes on a four-shell sphère in order to estimate the regional 

head tissue conductivities in vivo. 

where r = |r|; r A and rn represent the locations of the injection électrodes; ra is the radius of 

layer a; P„ is the Legendre polynomial of order n; and A^ and are constant 

coefficients, for each région, determined by the appropriate boundary conditions. Those 

conditions are the continuity of potential and radial current density between différent tissue 

layers a and the Neumann boundary conditions at the scalp surface, which state that normal 

current density is zero everywhere except under the électrodes. In this case, it was set equal to 

The solution [2-1] differs to that of Pidcock because it has been simplified by the 

assumption of azimuthal symmetry for injection through each électrode. Hence, it need not 

contain the associated Legendre polynomials (Pidcock, Kuzuoglu et al. 1995). To calculate 

- ( / / V ) -
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the appropriate sensitivity matrix, it was necessary to differentiate expression [2-8] using the 

spherical form of V. Hence an analytical expression was found to describe the field E in 

spherical co-ordinates 

E w ( r ) = Èr 

m 
f \ 

m 
r 

A^n 
\ n + 2 

F(9,0A,9B,(pJ,tpB,xA,xe) 

s. rt + l 
[ 2 - 9 | 

where 

F = [ s i n ^ s i n ( t f - ^ ) ^ { P , ( * J } - s i n ^ s i n ( 6 ? - ^ ) ^ { / > ( J : J } | ( 2 -10 ] 
3JC, a» 

G = [ ( c o s Ç 7 s i n c o s ( 0 - 6 A ) - s i n < p c o s ^ { / > „ ( x A ) } 

- (cos <p sin <pB cos(fl - 6B ) - sin ç> cos<pfl ) - ^ - {P„ (* f l )}] I 2 " 1 1 1 
ôxB 

a n d *aib =r.rAiB = sin<psmç>A/Bcos(e-9Â/B) + cos<pcos<pA/B [2_12] 

Upon trying to implement the équations using values reported by Ferrée (2000), I found 

that solutions diverged. Although their results were valid, the équations they pubhshed were 

incorrect and an errata was published at a later date (Ferrée, Eriksen et al. 2001). 

2.2.1.6.2 Convergence 

The solution for E contains an infinité summation, as does expression [2-8]. In order to 

implement the solution, it was necessary to include only a fmite number of tenus. À plot of 

the partial solution versus Nmax, the number of terms included in that partial solution, revealed 

a decaying oscillation, which approached a value Em the solution after summation of an 

infinité number of terms. At most points in the sphère, the solution for E converged quickly 

enough so that it sufficed to truncate the solution by averaging over the range Nmax = 100 -

250. In the scalp, however, the magnitude of the oscillations increased dramatically with 
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increasing radius and their period increased as i \ r ^ 5 - » l . To obtain accurate solutions here, 

the lower and upper limits of the average were higher and further apart. Mmix = 250 - 500 was 

used in this région for the solutions which follow. 

2.2.1.6.3 Génération of Sensitivity Matrix 

Sensitïvity coefficients were calculated as in section 2.2.1.5.2 using the solution for field 

in a 4-shell sphère. Values were found at ail nodes except those on the surface of the scalp, 

since the convergence of field solutions was poor there. 

It was impossible, from the équations, to calculate the field for a node at r - 0. The value 

here was taken as the mean value of those at ils nearest-neighbour nodes. When électrodes 

were situated on one of the axes of the mesh, it was impossible to define field on those nodes 

situated on that axes because the differentials of the Legendre polynomials contain a 

zero/zero terni. However, the functions are not asymptotic either side of the singularities so 

their values were approximated again by the mean for the surrounding nodes. 
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2.2.1.7 Comparison of Homogeneous and 4-Shell Forward Solutions 

In initial numerical simulations, the potential distribution $ r ) was calculated for current 

injection between électrodes at ( ± Ä, 0, 0) where R was the radius of the sphère (see Figure 

2-l(v) and (vi)). <ß was then sampled at nodes around the circumference of the equatorial 

plane of the sphère. Each of the profiles was also simulated analytically, for homogeneous 

and 4-shell sphères, using équations [2-2] and [2-8], with Nmax = 100 - 250 in the latter. The 

same homogeneous mesh was used for comparison between analytical and numerical 

solutions for the homogeneous sphère and the same 4-shell mesh was used to compare 

solutions for the 4-shell sphère. 

The current density J = vE was also calculated, using the analytical solution for four 

shells, at all points on a square grid, 80 voxels across, describing a plane across the centre of 

the homogeneous and the 4-shell sphères. In the former calculation, each shell was given the 

same conductivity, c = 0.25 S m"1. In each model, the mean magnitude of current density was 

then found only for the région defined as brain. This demonstrated the effect on the analytical 

solution for current flow when the skull and CSF were included and provided some idea of 

the relative sensitivity of each model to résistance changes within the brain. 

In order to further compare the solution to the forward problem using analytical and 

linear FEM methods, the current density 7(r) was calculated on the 4-shell, spherical mesh. 

J(r) was found analytically by evaluating E(r) at each node and multiplying each nodal value 

by the conductivity of the medium in which that node existed. Nodes on the boundary 

between two media were considered to belong to the inner medium. E(f) was difficult to 

evaluate accurately on the outer boundary of the sphère (for reasons mentioned above) so 

thèse values were not calculated. |./(r)| was then calculated numerically throughout the 

volume (including surface nodes) using linear tetrahedral éléments in MaToast. 
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2.2.1.8 Generation of Simulateti Image Data Sets 

2.2.1.8.1 Référence data 

For rigorous simulation of the expected data set, a current of 1A was injected through 

point électrodes situated at two appropriate nodes on each mesh and the potential différence 

then calculated between two other nodes corresponding to the measurement électrodes. By 

this method, 258 4-terminal measurements were simulated in order to compare fiirther 

numerical and analytical solutions for potential <f> in each spherical model, shelled and 

homogeneous. Equation [2-8] was used to solve for O in each case. 

As a test of the forward solution, équation 1-14 was then used to generate data sets, \ref> 

for the analytical and FEM 4-shell, spherical models. This will be referred to as the 

Discretized Sensitivity Method (DSM) to produce the forward solution, lt is the inverse of this 

data that forms the diagonal of R, the row-normalization matrix. Results were compared with 

the 258 voltage measurements predicted by solutions for <f>. A further data set was generated 

including sensitivity coefficients for only those nodes existing in the upper hémisphère. This 

was in order to assess the importance of including the lower hémisphère in the sensitivity 

matrix. 

It ìs reasonable to ask, if the forward prédictions are affected by the omission of 

sensitivity coefficient below the equator, how are they affected by omission of coefficients on 

the surface of the sphère? Finally, DSM was used to predici voltages using the numerical 

sensitivity matrix for 4 shells with and without the surface coefficients. 

2.2.1.8.2 Perturbation Data 

Equation 1-15 was used to generate perturbation data for numerical and analytical 4-shell 

models. For ail simulations, nodes were found which fell within a spherical region inside the 

brain, of radius 5mm, and the corresponding values of the conductivity vector were increased 

by 10%. This distribution is referred as the target conductivity distribution. \ p e r i , the 

perturbed voltage was found for multiple locations of a single perturbation. The référence 

data was subtracted from this and the différence was normaîized, as descnbed in section 

1.6.2.3 so that 

Av n = ( V p e r f - V r e / ) . / V r e / |2-13| 

and, as in Equation 1-16, for the rth perturbation 

(Av n) f = RAAa, 12-141 
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This provided computer-simulated data for reconstruction. However, to avoid committing 

the inverse crime (whereby only the matrix inversion is tested, and not the reliability of the 

model), the forward calculation was made, in ail cases, for a more densely meshed volume 

defined by 44588 nodes and 244073 éléments. Results of this simulation and subséquent 

reconstruction will be left until the next chapter but its inclusion here is important in order 

that the reader may understand the steps in the reconstruction process described in section 

2.2.2. 
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2.2.2 The Inverse Problem of Image Reconstruction 

2.2.2.1 Normalìzation, Post- Weighting and Smoothing Combined 

The sensitivity matrix A was R-normalized to give a new matrix R A . as described in 

section 1.6.2.3, in order that percentage différence data could be reconstructed and électrode 

enrors could be reduced in tank reconstructions. It was also C-normalized before inversion, 

the nth diagonal élément of C being 

-ì- 1/ 2 [2-15] 

2X 
as in the weighting scheme described in section 2.1.5.3. The matrix, to be inverted, was then 

R A C The diagonal matrices R2j8*258 and C N X N were stored as sparse matrices. A plot of the 

log of w„ and of the smoothed weighting vector wns„ are shown in Figure 2-4 for the 4-shell 

sensitivity matrix. Suppression can be seen clearly near to the électrodes and amplification 

towards the centre and in the lower hémisphère, weighting coefficients for which are up to 3 

orders of magnitude greater than near the électrodes. Some asymmetry can by seen in the YZ-

plane as a resuit of asymmetry in the électrode configuration. 

Figure 2-4: The spatial variance of a) the C-normalising vector and b) the same smoothed by 

multiplicalion by support, for ihe 4-shcll sensitivity matrix. These arc plotied in ihree perpendicular 

planes and described by a log colour scale, covering 3 orders of magnitude. The YZ plane is shown 

viewed from the right hand side. 
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After square Moore-Penrose inversion of RAC (section 1.6.3.4.2), the inverted matrix 

was premultiplied by C, in a fashion similar to the weighting scheme of Clay e! al. (2002). 

This made the reconstruction process consistent with the data generation process, described in 

section 2.2.1.8.2. The weighting was also then equivalent for the homogeneous and 4-shelI, 

analytical and numerical reconstructions, unlike a uniformity correction that might have been 

invented for each, similar to Gibson's (2000). 

To summarize the reconstruction process so far 

A(Timage ^ 
C ( R A C ) * Av n [ 2 . 1 6 ] 

where * indicates the square Moore-Penrose inversion. However, in equation [2-14], A is not 

a spatially smooth matrix. It is lumpy because its value, at each node, is proportional to its 

support but the detail of its lumpiness is largely lost when only 258 data points Avn are 

sampled on the surface. In equation [2-16], the multiplication of A by C, in parenthesis, 

removes all the effect of lumpiness introduced by support and it is a spatially smooth matrix 

that is inverted, Pre-multiplication by C reintroduces the lumpiness but Avn does not contain 

enough information to cancel this. Therefore, a lumpy distribution Aa,„„ ;ge is produced, even 

if the target distribution Aatargel was smooth. Rather than introducing a Gaussian smoothing 

routine, it sufficed to premultiply again by a matrix S containing the support vector s on its 

diagonal so that the final reconstruction process can be summarized by 

ha image =* S C ( R A C ) * Av n [ 2 _ 1 7 | 

Without this premultiplication, image reconstruction is very susceptible to meshing artefacts 

since normalization increases sensitivity in regions where the mesh is finer. In the case of the 

spherical meshes, changes were drawn towards partitioning planes (see Figure 2-4a). 

2.2.2.2 Threshold for Truncation 

The matrices generated using the different models displayed different condition when the 

decay of the singular values was plotted (see section 1.6.3.4). I decided to truncate singular 

values once they had decreased to 0,1% of the maximum value. This choice reflected the 

noise characteristics of data acquired by Gibson from saline-filled tanks (2000), and was used 

to regularize all reconstructions in this thesis and ensure consistency between methods. 

2.2.2.3 Co nditio n 

The condition of the square matrix AA T was studied for all four generated sensitivity 

matrices, as was the effect on this of row-normalization and column-normalization, using 
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singular value décomposition as an analysis tool. R and C were calculated for the 

homogeneous and 4-shell numerical sensitivity matrices A. In each case, after decomposition 

of square matrices AA T, AC(AC) T and RAC(RAC) T into U, K and V, the decay of the 

diagonal of K was plotted for comparison. 
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2.3 Verification Results 

2.3.1 The Forward Problem 

2.3.1.1 Current Distribution 

2.3.1.1.1 Homogeneous versus 4-Shell 

The magnitude of current density \J{r)\ (Am'2) was found at every point on the grid 

defined above and the results were plotted (Figure 2-5) in using the Matlab SURF function 

with interpolated shading, the COLORMAP set to 'grey' and a colour axis defined to show 

variation in areas of low current density while allowing the plot to saturate near to the 

electrodes. 

0) (ii) 

Figure 2-5: A Matlab interpolateci SURF plot o f \J(v)\ (Am' 2 ) on an 80x80 grid in the plane of two 

bipolar point electrodes applying ljtA on the surface of a (i) homogenous sphere of conductivity 

a=0 .25 S m"1 and (ii) 4-shell sphere as described in methods. The x- and y-axes are pixel numbers. 

The mean value of \J(r)\ in the diametric plane across the brain was 9x1 (T5 Am"2 and 

5x10° Am' 2 in the homogeneous and four-layered concentric spheres respectively. Its 

maximum value was 1.9x10'' Am' 2 and l . lxl 0 3 Am"2 for each respectively. The ratio of the 

two means was 0.56 and of the two maxima 0.18. The maximum value of current density in 

the scalp region of both spheres was calculated to be around 0.06 Am"2. This was calculated 

0.8mm from the point electrodes by definition of the grid with respect to the electrode 

positions. The value was 60 times and 330 times greater than the maximum in the brain 

region of the respective models. 
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2.3.1.1.2 4-Shell Numericeli versus Analytical 

Figure 2-6(a) shows the magnitude of current density. calculated analytically on the 4 -

shell mesh. For the sake of the plot. |/(r)| at the boundary was set to the mean value 

throughout the rest of the objecl. The solution is also shown in Figure 2-6 (b) using linear 

tetrahedral elements in the MaTOAST FEM implementati on. 

0.000002 0.000000 

|J | (Am 2 ) , a ' { b ' | J | (Am : ) 

Figure 2-6: The magnitude of current density \J(x)\ (plotied on a log colour scale) throughout a 4-

shell sphere when current is injected through 2 point electrodes on its surface. sotved (a) 

analylically. (b) numcrically on linear, tetrahedral elements, using MaTOAST. Current was not 

evaluated on the surface of the analytical model 
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2.3.1.2 Potentiel Distributions 

Voltage profiles around the equator cari be seen in Figure 2-7 for homogeneous (1 Snf l) 

and 4-shell sphères, calculated analytically and by the MaïOAST. 3-D FEM implementation. 
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Figure 2-7: Profiles of voltage on the surface of a) a homogeneous sphère ( R = l 0 0 m m , a = l S m"1) 

and b) a sphère made up of four shclls (R=80mm, R=82mm, R=87mm, R=92mm. a | = 0 . 2 5 S m' 1 , 

0 2 = 1 . 7 9 S m"1, 0 3 = 0 . 0 1 8 S m"', o 4 = 0 . 4 4 S m"1). Each profile is taken along the equatorial arc 

joining two point électrodes on their surfaces, situated opposite each other and on the x-axis. ImA 

was passed through the sphère in each case. 
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2.3.1.3 Image Data Sets 

2.3.1.3.1 Sampling from Potential Distributions 

Figure 2-8 shows a data set, simulated on a homogeneous sphère (R=100mm. o"=lSm"') 

analytically (solid blue line) and numerically, using MaTOAST (red circles). The order in 

which électrodes were chosen for the 258 4-terminal measurements confounded intuitive 

understanding of the data set and the reader may find it looks like noise. However, its shape is 

quite characteristic and will be recognised in chapter 3 when comparison is made between 

simulated and measured data sets. 

Figure 2-8: 25S voltage measurements, following E1T protocol, on the surface of a homogeneous 

sphère ( R = i 0 0 m m , o = I S m"1), simulated a) analytically and b) numerically using MaToast. 

2.3.1.3.2 The Discretized Sensiîivity Method - 4-Shell Sphères 

The rms différence between the two analytical prédictions was 15.5% using the DSM and 

by direct calculation of surface potentials. When sensitivity coefficients from the lower 

hémisphère were neglected, the rms différences between the DSM and direct calculation of 

potentials increased to 43% for analytical data generation. 

The rms différence between prédictions by the numerical DSM and the analytical 

solution for potential différence was 41.3%. When the same data was compared with 

potential différences predicted by the FEM solution for the rms différence was 0.18%. This 

increased to 48.7% when only coefficients from the upper hémisphère were used. 

Finally the rms différence between data predicted using the numerical DSM with and 

without inclusion of the surface coefficients was 5.6%. 
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2.3.2 The Inverse Problem 

2.3.2.1 Condition of Numerical Matrices 

It appeared that AA T was better condilioned than AC(AC) T and RAC(RAC) r and that 

row-normalization didn't make much différence to the condition of the square matrices 

whether column-normalization had or had not already been implemented. 

100 150 
singular value index 

Figure 2-9: Singular values for the homogeneous numerical matrix normaiized in différent ways: 

AAT (green); AC(AC)T (red) and RAC(RAC)T (black). 
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Figure 2-1.0: Singular values for the 4-shell numerica! matrix normaiized in différent ways: AAT 

(green): AC(AC)T (red) and RAC(RAC)1 (black). 
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2.3.2.2 Condition of Analytical Matrices 

Row-normalization had a horrendous effect on the condition of the square matrix for the 

homogeneous sphere, as can be seen in Figure 2-11. Upon examination of the diagonal of R . 

it was found to have a large dynamic range as a consequence of some very small data 

predictions using the DSM (section 2.2.1.8.1). Six measurements were neglected, along with 

the corresponding rows of the sensitivity matrix, to form reduced matrices and A R . Where, 

before, R and A were Mxivl and MxN matrices, R R and A R were M rxM, and M rxN matrices, 

where M r was the number of included measurements, 252 in this case. This technique will be 

referred to as reduced-row-normalization. 

In the case of the homogeneous sphere, it appeared, this time, that A A T was worst 

conditioned, ignoring the First, disastrous attempt at row-normalization. It can be seen in 

Figure 2-11 that reduced-row-normalization didn't make much difference to the condition of 

the square matrices when column-normalization had been implemented. The same was the 

case when column-normalization had not been implemented. 

In the case of the 4-shell sphere, it was not necessary to perform reduced-row-

normalization since ordinary row-normalization sufficed. Again, this did not make much 

difference to condition. The decay of singular values for A A T was slower initially but became 

much faster than for the other square matrices after about 50 singular values or decay to about 

0.3% of the maximum value. 

singula f va be index 

Figure 2-11: Singular values for the homogeneous analytical matrix normalized in different ways: 

AAT (green); AC(AC)T (red); RAC(KAC)T (black dotted : ) and RrArC(RrArC)T (black solid) -

see text. 
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Figure 2-12: Singular values for the 4-shell analytical matrix normalized in différent ways 

(green); A C ( A C ) T (red) and R A C ( R A C ) T (black). 



2.4 Discussion 

Solutions have been compared for electric current density and potential, as have the 

sensitivity relationships between conductivity distribution and predicted boundary voltage 

measurements. 

There was a dramatic différence between the two current distributions calculated 

analytically and shown in Figure 2-5. Shunting occurred in both the scalp and the CSF of the 

shell model, as expected, and the mean value of current density in the brain région of the 4-

shell sphère was about half that in the équivalent région of the homogeneous model whilst the 

maximum value was about a fifth. Therefore, by using the sensitivity matrix for a 

homogeneous sphère, a reconstruction algorithm will overestimate the sensitivity of scalp 

measurements to résistance changes in the brain. The réduction in sensitivity was consistent 

with Gibson's results (see section 1.7.2.2.1.) for homogeneous image reconstruction of data 

from a homogeneous and from a shelled hémisphère. He found that the mean peak change in 

images from the latter was one third that in images from the former (Gibson 2000). 

It appeared that there was a discrepancy, however, between prédictions of current density 

throughout the analytical and FEM 4-shell models. The decrease of |/(r)| was monotonie 

along a line towards the centre from the électrode in the analytical solution while, in the FEM 

solution, there was a dip in the skull région. There are three possible reasons to doubt the 

accuracy of the FEM solution in this région. Firstly, a linear method has been used. This is 

difficult to justify in régions of high ficld variation as is the case near an électrode and near a 

boundary between tissues, especially when they are of high resistivity contrast, as in the head. 

Secondly, each tissue layer is thin and, in the mesh, was only one élément thick. Thirdly, in 

order to obtain the analytical solution for 4-shelIs, continuity of radial current density was 

imposed as an internai boundary condition. No such condition is imposed in the MaTOAST 

FEM solution. To predict \J(r)\, electric field was multiplied by the strictly region-specific 

conductivity values. This would have produced the results seen for numerical prédictions, 

which smoothed the high field variation between régions due to insufficient meshing, order of 

interpolation and imposition of boundary conditions. 

It can be seen in Figure 2-7 and Figure 2-8 that analytical and numerical solutions for <j> 

were very similar when calculated for a homogeneous sphère. However, there was a marked 

différence between analytical and numerical solutions for a 4-shell sphère, as is clear from 

Figure 2-7. In this, the potential profile on the FEM 4-shell sphere lies somewhere between 

the analytical profiles for a 4-shell sphere and for a homogeneous sphere. This further 
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suggests the inability of a linear FEM to take into account the présence of thin, highly 

contrasting tissue layers, especially when those layers are only one élément thick. 

Comparison was made of the rigorous and the discretized sensitivity method to generate 

référence data on the surface of the 4-shell sphère. The analytical sensitivity matrix produced 

data with an rms différence from the gold standard almost 3 times less than did the numerical 

sensitivity matrix. It was also 3 times less than the rms différence between rigorous 

prédictions, made numerically, and the gold standard. However, the différence was stili 15%. 

This suggests that, although the analytical model may more accurateiy represent electric field 

throughout the object, its accuracy is limited when discretization is performed in order to 

generate the sensitivity matrix. When coefficients from the lower hémisphère were ignored, 

the rms error increased to 43%, suggesting that it is important to include them. 

Data prédictions were affected much less by omission of boundary coefficients. Although 

not published here, reconstructions were performed using the FEM sensitivity matrix with 

and without surface nodes included. Images were not visibly différent. 

Examination of the matrices intended for inversion proved to be very fruitful indeed. It 

was seen that ordinary row-normalization could cause the condition of the sensitivity matrix 

to deteriorate badly if some measured voltages were close to zero. However, it was shown 

that row-normalization was stili viable if small measurements were left out of the 

reconstruction process. In future, the measurement protocol may be modified so that there is 

no risk of small measurements. Results suggested the AA T was better conditioned in 

numerica! reconstruction, calling into question the need for row normalizing at ail. However, 

the différence was slight and the advantage gained by normalizing was significant enough for 

analytical reconstruction that the square matrix RAC(RAC) r (or R rA,C(R rA,C) r) was 

inverted in ali the following reconstructions. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

Methods have been described to generate analytical and FEM sensitivity matrices for 

reconstruction of EIT images of homogeneous and shelled sphères. In the process, the current 

and potential distributions throughout each system have been shown to be substantiaily 

différent, both by analytical and by numerical methods, although the différence was more 

profound by the former method. 

Results suggest that the analytical method and the numerical method perform similarly 

for a homogeneous object of idéal geometry such as a sphère. However, they suggest that the 

analytical method more accurately reflects reality in the présence of concentric shells of 

contrasting resistivity. 

It remains to be seen how images are affected by the inclusion of shells in the model and 

to what relative degree analytical and numerical methods take them into account. The method 

for reconstruction has been described above with a modification, suggested by results from 

SVD analysis of reconstruction matrices 

&Gim«ge * S C ( R R A R C ) * Av n [2-l$\ 

where R r and A r are reduced row-normalization and sensitivity matrices. This technique will 

be used, when necessary, in the following two chapters. 
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3 The Effect of Layers 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Inadequacy of Homogeneous Reconstruction 

Jn the past, many EIT image reconstruction algorithms ha ve assumed homogeneity and ideal 

geometry even when the object under study is inhomogeneous and is of non-ideal geometry. These 

were reviewed in section 1.7. Although the human head is a layered structure, images have been 

published using an algorithm that assumes it to be homogeneous and spherical (Gibson, Tidswell et 

al. 1999; Gibson 2000; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001a; Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001b). Gibson 

speculated that, as for EEG inverse dipole modelling (Ary, Klein et al. 1981), the présence of shells 

could be accounted for if the loci of peak impédance changes were multiplied by a factor of about 

1.6. 

This was shown to be true, to a certain degree, in image reconstructions from data measured on 

a 187mm diameter, hemispherical tank containing a simulated hemispherical skull made of Piaster. 

It can be seen from the results, however, that the position of most eccentric change would require a 

correction factor >2 (Gibson 2000). It is not clear that it was appropriate to model that 

hemispherical conductor as a sphère, especially when some électrodes were so close to the fiat 

surface. However, using a reconstruction algorithm based on truncated SVD inversion, he obtained 

images of an insulator moving through 5 positions, within the tank, with a mean localization error 

19±15mm and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 55±15mm in the horizontal plane. 

Upon application of the correction factor 1.6 to the loci of reconstnicted peaks, the localization 

error can be reduced to 8±8mm. However, his homogeneous algorithm produced images 

contaming information about only six planes in the upper hémisphère. Therefore resolution in the 

z-direction was only 15mm (8% of the image diameter), by the définition of his sensitivity matrix. 

Z-localization was not considered and errors quoted previously were effectively 2D. The measures 

were therefore underestimates of localization error. 
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3.1.2 Purpose 

Rather than to suggest methods to compensate for the présence of the skull using a 

homogeneous reconstruction algorithm, it is the purpose of this chapter to report the effect on 

image reconstruction of including concentric layers of contrasting resistivity in the forward model 

of conduction. Layers were taken into account in both analytical and numerical models. as 

described in chapter 2, and thèse were used to reconstruct data simulated on a computer and 

measured on a tank phantom. 

3.1.3 Récent Studies 

A similar study was described in work submitted by this group last year (Bagshaw, Liston et 

al. In press), except reconstruction was made using only numerical models (see section 2.1.3.2.5). 

In terms of localization accuracy, no significant effect was revealed, due to the présence of layers 

in the assumed model, for reconstruction of either FEM-simulated data or spherical-tank data. I 

reported some preliminary images previously (Liston, Bayford et al. 2002), using an analytical 

multi-shell model, but thèse were obtained without use of a uniformity correction, post-weighting 

or row-normalization. By that method, analytically simulated impédance changes, inside a 4-sheIl 

sphère, were localized with errors as large as 32mm using a 4-shell analytical sensitivity matrix. It 

was hoped that post-weighung and row-normalization would improve that resuit in the study that 

follows. This study uses analytical models, as well as FEM models to investigate the effect of 

layers in a sphcrical conductor and the reconstruction algorithm was chosen, as described in 

chapter 2, in order that both methods could be used with confidence. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Computer Simulation of Image Data Sets 

3.2.1.1 Sensitivity Matrices 

Two finely discretized forward sensitivity matrices were used for data generation and 

four for image reconstruction in the computer simulation studies. These are documented in 

Table 3-1. They were generated analytically and numerically as described in the previous 

chaptcr. 

1t was necessary to generate data with a différent matrix froni that used for reconstruction 

in order to avoid committing an inverse crime. Since finer discretization also produces more 

accurate results, coefficients were assigned to nodes of a fine 4-shell mesh (44588 nodes; 

244073 éléments) in order to build A^e and A^e, the two analytical and numerical 

forward matrices. Data was not simulated for perturbations in a homogeneous sphère. 

The four reconstruction matrices were evaluated analytically and numerically on coarser 

meshes describing a homogeneous sphère (24734 nodes; 130229 éléments) and a 4-shell 

sphère (22420 nodes; 106825 éléments). 

Analytical Numer ica l 

Homogeneous Sphère .ANA 
™hom 

jFEM 
^hom 

4-Shell Sphère A F E A I 

^ishell 

4-Shell Sphère ( f i n e ) A ANA 
^4 flne 

4FEM 
^ 4 fine 

Table 3-1 : A summary of the sensitivity matrices for computer simulation studies. 

3.2.1.2 Simulation of Image Data Sets 

Référence and perturbation data sets were generated as described in section 2.2.1.8.2, 

using the unchanged sensitivity matrices, A'^e and A^Je, to multiply a référence erfand a 

perturbed conductivity distribution vector o~ / jm. By this method, perturbation data was 

generated analytically and numerically. In total, 39 spherical perturbations were simulated, of 

radius 5mm and magnitude 10%, along the x-, y- and z-axes. As an example, those along the 

negative y-axis are shown in Figure 3-1. In each case, a différent number of nodes fell within 

5mm of the centre of the change and hence the volume of the effective, discretized 
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perturbation was not consistent. This variation was reflected in the magnitude of the 

perturbation in the predicted data set. Therefore, images were normalized according to the 

number of nodes that had been changed in the conductivity vector. which is reasonable since 

the magnitude of support is fairly constant along the axes. Data was normalized with respect 

to the référence data to produce (A vf A 4 i h e U )l=l ^and ( A y ™ * " 6 " ), = , 3 Q. 

Figure 3 -1: Nodes (red) in f îne4-shel l mesh on which was imposed a 10% conductivity increase. 
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3.2.2 Tank Measurements 

3.2.2.1 Construction of the Spherìcal Tank 

Two hemispherical shells of Perspex, diameter 187mm, were bolted together across a 

rubber seal and filled with a saturated solution of Calcium Sulphate (CaS0 4 - the choice of 

solution was in order to prevent the simulated skull from dissolving). The tank is shown in 

Figure 3-2. Measurements of its conductivity cr J0 / returned a median value of around 0.25Snf' 

(similar to that of brain tissue) and ranged from 0.21 Snf' to 0.44Sm"\ Silver ball électrodes 

were placed on the inside of the sphère in positions similar to the 10-20 configuration. These 

were used rather than disc électrodes in order that they closely resembled the point électrode 

model. 

Within the sphère, to simulate the skull, was a spherical shell cast in Plaster of Paris. In 

practice, core samples were made from many consistencies of plaster until an appropriate 

mixing ratio was found such that its conductivity was about 0.012Sm"' when soaked in the 

CaS0 4 solution. The contrast in resistivity of the shell to its surroundings was therefore about 

21:1, a ratio which lies betvveen that reported by Oostendorp et al. (2000) and that resulting 

from comparison of measurements by Saha and Williams (1992) and Geddes and Baker 

(1967). However, after deciding upon an appropriate ratio, and during construction of the 

shell, many further core samples were made and their conductivities measured. Compiling the 

values obtained, and those from further conductivity measurements made on the actual shell, 

it was found that there existed a range of values, even for cores made from the same batch of 

plaster mix. It was more realistic to say that the conductivity of the soaked shell was 0.008 

Sm"' -0.013Srn' . 

3.2.2.2 Collection ofData 

Through a hole at the top of the tank and one at the top of the shell, a narrow piece of 

doweling (2mm) was inserted in order to suspend a 6.3cm3 cylinder of Perspex (length 2cm, 

diameter 2cm) at various positions within the tank, introducing a 100% conductivity 

decrease. A baseline-stimulus-baselìne paradigm was adopted. For each position, image data 

sets were acquired continuously at a rate of about 3s"1 for a period of 210s us in g the UCL 

Mark 1b system operating at 38kHz with constant current injection of 2.2mA. The doweling 

was présent throughout and was used to hold the Perspex for 40 seconds of stimulus during 

this time. By this method, images were obtained of the différence between conductivity 

during baseline and that during stimulus, demonstrating the change due to the Perspex 
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cylinder alone. Changes were introduced at 29 positions along the x-, y- and z-axes in 29 

separate experiments. Data was examined afterwards, from each experiment. and those 

Channels with high levels of noise or drift were set to zero. 

For each experiment. data was averaged throughout the baseline epochs before the 

perturbation was introduced and after it had been removed. This constituted the référence 

data set V,,/. The perturbation data set V^ r, was found by averaging image data sets acquired 

throughout the stimulus epoch. The normalized différence between the two 

(A v'™k3sheSl ) i = l 29 was saved to file for reconstruction. 

(i) 00 
Figure 3-2: (i) The spherical tank phantom. shown for clariiy without the présence of the shcll to 

represent the skull and (ii) one half of the Plaster of Paris spherical shcll under construction. 

3.2.23 Comparison of Simulated with Measured Data 

3.2.2.3,1 Homogeneous Tank 

Initially, data was collected from a homogeneous tank and several perturbation images 

reconstructed successfully using the old algorithm in order to check acquisition and to check 

that the électrodes had been manufactured sufficiently well. Data was averaged from 

30second baseline epochs before and after the perturbation epoch in one experiment and this 

was taken as a typical référence image data set. 

The image data set was predicted rigorously (section 2.2.1.8.1) using the 4-shell 

analytical solution for <J> with asot given a range of values from 0.21 to 0.26Sm the outer 

radius rA set to 93.5mm. / set to 2.2mA and boundary conditions imposed at actual, rather 

than ideal, électrode positions, [t was found that measured and predicted data fit best for <sini 

= 0.2 ISm"1. In this case, discounting the eliminated measurements. the rms error between the 
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two was 27%, relative to the simulated data, and the médian différence 0.3%. The two sets 

are plotted in Figure 3-3 where it can be seen that 3 measured data points were set to zéro due 

to poor noise levels. 

o.o7 f r : 1 1 i — 

50 100 150 200 250 
mea sure ment number 

Figure 3 -3 : Image data set as measured from the homogeneous, spherical tank (black) and as 

predicted using the analytical équations for potential throughout a 4-shell sphère, with conductivity 

O / ,2 . .^ = 0.21Sm" 1 . 

3.2.2.3.2 Shell Tank 

A similar exercise was carried out using data from the tank with the plaster shell in place. 

Parameters were varied in the analytical model in order to provide the best fit between 

rigorously generated data sets (section 2.2.1.8.1.) and measured data. cw/ was varied between 

0.21Sm"' and 0.41Sm"' in steps of 0.04Sm"', <Jpins„.r was varied between 0.008Sm"' and 

0.0T3Sm"' in steps of O.OOlSm"1 and the thickness of the plaster shell (r3 - r, ) was given 

values 5mm, 6mm and 7mm. Although the intended thickness of the shell was 5mm. it was 

difficult to confirm that this had been achieved by measurement. It was likely to be more than 

5mm. due to certain processes in its manufacture. 

It was found that predicted and measured data fit best when as,lt = 0.25Sm"' and a^mier = 

0.008Sm"'. In this case, discounting the eliminated measurements, the rms error between the 

two was 29%. relative to the simulated data, and the médian différence 0.8%. The two sets 

are plotted in Figure 3-4. Again, three measured data points were set to zéro. 
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Figure 3-4: Image data set as measured from the spherical tank with simulated skull (black) and as 

prcdicted using the analytical équations for potential throughout a 4-shell sphère, with conductivity 

Oj.2.4 = Osai = 0.25Sm-' and (Ji = a p t a „ „ = 0.008 Sm' 1 . 

3.2.2.4 Sensitivity Matrices 

For the shell-tank study, new sensitivity matrices were generated taking into 

considération the actual, rather than the ideal, électrode positions and, in the case of the 

multi-shell matrices, to use correct conductivitìes in the model. Homogeneous matrices 

^•homtank a n a " ^homtank
 w e i " e created for reconstructions assuming homogeneity. For multi-

shell models, the représentative value o s o l = 0.25Sm"' was assigned initially to layers 1, n and 

IV and Opiner ~ 0.012Sm'' to layer III. Analytical and numerical sensitivity matrices 

S m m ^hMitank
 a n t * Smm

 A^MiHmk
 w e r e l n e n c r e a t e 0 , reconstructions performed. It was poor 

results from this method that drew the attention of the author towards the error minimization 

study described in the previous section. 

That study showed it would be more appropriate to generate a matrix l m m A^h

A

elUank using 

values Gsot = 0.25Sm"1 and Op/,„Wr = 0.008Sm"' and setting the thickness of the skull layer to 

7mm instead of 5mm. This modification was implemented only for the analytical model 

partly for reasons that will become clear in the results and partly because a modified mesh 

would have been required to produce further FEM solutions. Table 3-2 shows a summary of 

the sensitivity matrices used in the tank study. 
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Analytical Numer ica l 

Homogeneous Sphere 
horntank 

¿FE.lt 
^homlank 

3-Shell Sphere 5mm J ANA 

^Sshetltank 

5mm ä FEM 

^iihtiltank 
3-Shell Sphere 

7mm * ANA 

s*3shettrank 
-

T a b l e 3-2: A summary of Ihe sensitivily matrices for the tank study. 
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3.2.3 Reconstruction of Numerically Simulateci Data 

(A v ^
E ! t , 4 s h e i ì ) w i 9 i th e normalized, FEM-simulated data for perturbations in a 4-shell 

sphère, were reconstnicted using and A™n in order to assess the effect of layers in 

reconstruction when they are included in the numerica! forward model. Two families of 

solutions were produced, for comparison, from the one family of data as follows 

teFEMHon* - S C ( R , 4 ™ ' C ) # < A v ™ * * ' ' % , 3 9 p . , . 

and A — ^ o p / n ąFEM • / A „FEMAshett \ 

à<yFEM4sheu * òC{RA4stuìlC) (Av n ) / = / 3 9 [ 3 _ 2 | 

where R , C and S are as described in the previous chapter and * denotes the square Moore-

Penrose inversion (section 1.6.3.4.2). For simplicity, no subscripts or superscripts will be 

attached with thèse matrices to describe the mesh or the method of solution. It is tacit that 

they are simply those normalization and support matrices associated with the labelled A . 

The condition of each numerical matrix was very similar. The singular value spectra of 

R A C ( R A C ) 7 are plotted for each in Figure 3-5 along with those for analytically generated 

matrices. Truncation was performed after singular values decayed to 0.1%, as described in 

section 2.2.2.2 so that 99 singular values were used in the inversion for homogeneous FEM 

reconstruction and 97 for 4-shell reconstruction. 
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Figure 3 - 5 : Singulai value spectra for ail matrices RAC(RAC) used for reconstructions of 
computcr-simulated data. 



3.2.4 Reconstruction of Analyticaily Simulateci Data 

(àvASA4sh'" ) i = 1 jj», the normalized, analyticaily- simulated data for perturbations in a 4-

shell sphère, were reconstructed using A ' ^ A and A ^ n in order to assess the effect of layers 

in reconstruction when they are inciuded in the analytical forward model. The same data was 

also reconstructed using A^Èu m order to assess the improvement of the numerical shell 

matrix over the analytical homogeneous matrix. By this method, three famihes of solutions 

were produced, for comparison, from the one family of data as follows 

h&ANA4shtll ~ S C ( R A ^ f , C ) * (A v^NA4s'"" ) , = / , ...jp [3,4 j 

and AaFEM45liell * S C ( R A™ Q * ( A v ^ * * " ' ) * « / 39 [ 3 . 5 ] 

Notice, in équation [3-3], the r subscript after R, indicating reduced-row-normalization, 

as described in section 2.3.2.2. For reasons explained there, a reduced sensitivity matrix was 

also used for reconstruction using the analytical model for a homogeneous sphère and the 

corresponding measurements in (AvA'WA4she" ) i = l 39 were neglected. The 4-shell 

reconstructions used the entire sensitivity matrices. 

Again, truncation was performed after singular values decayed to 0.1% and the singular 

value spectra of RAC(RAC) T , for the three matrices, can be seen in Figure 3-5. 97, 72 and 97 

singular values were used respectively in the inversion for analytical homogeneous and 4-

shell and for numerical 4-shell reconstruction. 
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3.2.5 Reconstruction of Data from the Shell Tank 

(A v'°nk35he" ) , = / 29, the normalized data sets acquired from the 3-shell tank during 

perturbation experiments, were reconstructed using the two numerical matrices A^'Mnk and 

^4ïïL* a n d t h r e e analytical matrices A ^ , a a k , 5 m a AA

s

N

h

A

aiank and A^À

elltank, 

described in section 3.2.2.4. Once more, this was in order to assess the effect of layers in 

reconstruction when they are included in the forward model. 

Truncation was performed at 0.1%. The numbers of singular values included for each 

reconstruction are listed in Table 3-3 and, in Figure 3-6 is shown the singular value spectra of 

the row- and column-normalized matrices when they are multiplied by their transpose. Also 

shown in Table 3-3 is an indication of the improvement made to condition of RAC(RAC) T 

by using the reduced-row-normalization method rather than ordinary R-normalization. 

Sensitivity Matrix Truncation 
Point 

Extra Singular 
Values 

Homogeneous 
Sphère 

A ANA 
homiank 

1 0 3 2 4 Homogeneous 
Sphère jFEM 

homtank 
1 0 3 -

3-Shell Sphère Smm JANA 

™3shelttank 
8 2 8 0 3-Shell Sphère 

7mm A ANA 

™ Sshelltank 
7 2 7 0 

3-Shell Sphère 

Smm .FEM 
™3shclltank 

1 0 8 -

Table 3-3: A table listing the sensitivity matrices used for tank reconstructions and the corresponding 

truncation points when thèse arc inverted using the square Moore-Penrosc mçtliod. Also shown is the tiumbcr 

of singular values recovercd by use of RR-norrnalization instead of R-normalization. 
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Figure 3-6: Singular value spectra for ail matrices R A C ( R A C ) 7 used in reconstructions of tank 

data. 

3.2.6 Analysis of Images 

Images were displayed and analysed using TOASTIM, part of the TOAST suite of 

programmes (Arridge. Hebden et al. 2000). and using Matlab. Three aspects of the différent 

reconstructed images were compared: 

• spatial accuracy - the loci of peak impédance changes will be plotted and their errors 

calculated with respect to the loci of the target impédance changes1. 

• resolution - since the image is 3-D, the Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) was 

found in the xy-plane containing the peak change and also in the z-direction. 

• corrélation / image quality - the percentage corrélation of the each reconstructed 

image àà"1"^ and each target image Aà"rgel was calculated over jfe=l....N nodes using the 

following définition 

mage 

corr% = 

I ( a o " ) \ / I ( a < * ' ) 2 

k \ k 

[3-6] 

1 Ail measures of distance were normalized relative to a 92mm sphère for simulations and io a 93.5mm 
sphère for tank experiments. By this method, results using the 92mm 4-shell sphère model could be 
compared with those using the 100mm homogeneous sphère, despite their différence in size. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Reconstruction of Numerically Simulateci Data 

In this section and in subséquent results sections will be shown figures describing image 

reconstruction for perturbations moving along the x-axis only. Thèse will be tabulated in 

section 3.3.1.5 along with results for y- and z-movement for ease of understanding. 

3.3.1.1 Images 

Images are shown in Figure 3-7 of perturbations, simulated numerically, using , at 

positions y = z = 0 and x = [ -70, -50, -30, 0, 30, 50, 70 ]. Four slices were extracted, 15mm 

apart, with the lowest on the equatorial plane. No significant changes occurred above this. 

Reconstructed images were normalized, first, according to how many conductivity values 

were changed in the computer simulation. They were then normalized to the peak of the 

impédance change in the image. Thus, changes in the images below are seen as having the 

same magnitude when, in actual fact. for each set of reconstructions, those in the centre were 

about seven times smaller than those towards the edge. Scales were symmetric about zero for 

each image. 

3.3.1.2 Spatial Accuracy 

Results are plotted for reconstructions of perturbations moving along the x-axis of the 

finely-meshed numerical 4-shell model. In Figure 3-8(i), loci are shown of the peaks in the 

images reconstructed using A^' (blue) and A^f^u (red). Thèse, rimage, are projected onto 

the XZ-plane. A dotted line connects each data point with the corresponding locus of the 

target perturbation. Thèse loci, r,(ITgc,, are shown in black. Figure 3-8(ii) shows the loci when 

only the X-coordinate was considered. Again, the target loci are plotted (solid black). Also 

shown (dotted black) are target loci modified by the correction factor 1.6, suggcsted by Ary et 

rt/.(l981) to compensate for the présence of the skull when a homogeneous model ìs assumed 

for dipole localization. In general, reconstructed loci He between these two lines. Localization 

errors for movement along ali axes are summarized in Table 3-4. 
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NUMERICALLY-SIMULA TED PERTURBA TIONS 

HOMOGENEOUS 

(i) 

4-SHELL 

Figure 3-7: Normalized images of FEM-simulated penurbations at y = z = 0 and x = [ -70, -50 . -30 , 

0, 30, 50 . 701 reconstructed using (i) A™ and (ii) A £ ™ . In each set, rows of images are 

horizontal slices through the sphère, sepanited vertically by 15mm, with the lowcst through the 
equalor. 
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(i) 

correcled positions (Ary) 

-60 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 Û0 
^ ^ x-coordinate of target change (mm) 

Figure 3 -8 : (i) 15 target positions (black) along che x-axis and the positions of peaks in 15 images 

nom Cblueï A 4 J [ ( , / f (redi, (ii) The target x-coordinates and the apparent x-coordinates 

of peaks in 15 images reconstructed using each matrix. The key in the lower sub-figure applics to both sub

figures. 

3.3.1.3 Resolution 

Résolution was similar in x- and y-directions in the horizontal XY-plane and results are 

given as représentative of both together. It was much poorer in the vertical z-direction, 

especially at central locations. Results are shown in Table 3-4 for resolution when target 

perturbations are moved along ail axes. The horizontal and vertical FWHM are shown in 

Figure 3-9 for movement of a target perturbation along the x-axis only. 
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homogeneous (XY) 
*-she«(XY) 
hcmogereoui (Z) 

-a- 4-shrfl3| 

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 4 0 6 0 8 0 
x-coordinale of target change |mm) 

Figure 3-9: The horizontal (circles) and vertical (squares) FWHM for pcaxs in 15 images 

reconstructed using (blue) and A^^tl (red). 

3.3.1.4 Corrélation 

Percentage corrélations are shown in Figure 3-10 of 15 reconstructed images A û U p with 

15 target distributions A.alarge, of conductivity perturbations moving along the x-axis only. 

Thèse values were calculated using équation [3-6] and results for ail axes are summarized in 

Table 3-4. Until a radius of about 60mm. corrélation appears to improve as the eccentricity of 

perturbations increases. 

-20 0 30 40 
x-coordlnote of target change (mm) 

Figure 3 -10: Percentage corrélations of 15 target distributions wiih 15 images reconstructed using 
EEM ,. . , , A EEM 

lhom Al™ (blue) and A™, (red). 
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3.3.1.5 Signifìcance of Results 

Results are summarized in Table 3-4 for reconstructions of simulated movement of a 

conductivity perturbation in ali directions throughout the numerica! 4-shell model. Listed are 

the mean localization error, the FWHM in the XY- and 2-planes and the percentage 

corrélation between target distributions of conductivity change and images reconstructed 

using the homogeneous and the 4-shell FEM model. 

For perturbations simulated in the 4-shell FEM model, there was no significant 

improvement in localization accuracy when shells were included in the numerica! 

reconstruction and resolution was similar under assumptions of homogeneity and layers. 

Mean localization 
error (nini) 

Mean XY-
FWHM (mm) 

Mean Z-FWHM 
(mm) 

Mean 
lorrclation (%) 

Homogeneous X 9.7 + 2.9 47.0 ±3.8 86.7 ± 26.6 10.0 ±2.4 

y 10.5 ±3.4 44.9 ± 6.0 97.2 ± 24.8 8.7 ±2.7 

z 7.9 ±4.3 52.716.1 72.2 ±26.2 8.4 ±3.2 

al) 9.6 ± 3.4 47.4 ±5.2 87.8 ± 25.8 9.2 ± 2.7 

4-shclI X I0.0±2.0 47.3 ±4.7 86.1 ±26.8 9.9 ±2.3 

y 10.0 ±3.1 47.4 ±7.6 99.0 ± 24.4 8.2 ±2.9 

7.9 ±3.8 58.9 + 6.4 74.2 ±27.8 8.5 ±3.6 

ali 9.5 ± 2.8 49.8 ± 6.4 88.7 ±26-0 8.9 ± 2.7 

Table 3-4: Analysis results for reconstructions using nunierical homogeneous and 4-shcll models. Data was 

generated using the numcrical 4-sficll model for perturbations in 15 positions (-70:70mm), equally spaccd 

along each of the x- and y- axes and 9 positions along Ihe z-axis (-30 70mm). 
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3.3.2 Reconstruction of Analytically Simuiated Data 

In this section, again, will be shown figures describing image reconstruction for 

perturbations moving along the x-axis only. Thèse will be tabulated in section 3.3.2.5 along 

with results for y- and z-movement for ease of understanding. 

3.3.2.1 Images 

Images are shown in Figure 3-11 of perturbations, simuiated analytically using AA'^e, at 

positions y = z = 0 and x = [ -70, -50, -30, 0, 30, 50, 70 ]. Four slices were extracted, 15mm 

apart, with the lowest on the equatorial plane. No significant changes occurred above this. 

Reconstructed images were normalized, again, according to how many conductivity 

values were changed in the computer simulation. They were then normalized to the peak of 

the impédance change in the image. Thus, changes in the images below are seen as having the 

same magnitude when, in actual fact, for each set of reconstructions, those in the centre were 

2.7, 4.3 and 2.5 times smaller than those towards the edge. Scales were symmetric about zéro 

for each image. 

3.3.2.2 Spatial Accttracy 

Results are plotted for reconstructions of perturbations moving along the x-axis of the 

finely-meshed analytical 4-shell mode!. In Figure 3-I2(i), loci are shown of the peaks in the 

images reconstructed using A^A (blue), A™A

ell (red) and A™*,, (green). Thèse, r,„„ljrc, are 

projected onto the XZ-plane. A dotted line connects each data point with the corresponding 

locus of the target perturbation. Thèse loci, r!(,rgel, are shown in biack. Figure 3-12 (ii) shows 

the loci when only the X-coordinate was considered. Again, the target loci are plotted (solid 

black), as are those modified by the correction factor 1.6 (dotted black), suggested by Ary et 

fl/.(1981). In gênerai, reconstructed loci lie between thèse two lines. Localization errors for 

movement along ail axes are summarized in Table 3-5. Also shown in Figure 3-12 is a plot of 

the localization error \r!lirgcl - r,„„,sc| between expected and reconstructed positions by each 

reconstruction method. 
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ANALYTICALLY-SIMULATED PERTURBATIONS 

HOMOGENEOVS 

4-SHELL 

00 
4-SHELL (FEM) 

9000CCC 

Figure 3-11: Normalizcd images of analytically-simulated perturbations ai y = z = 0 and x = [ - 7 0 , -

A Af^A A A\A A FEM 

50. -30, 0. 30 . 50, 70] reconsiructcd using (i) Ahom . (ii) A4sheU and (iii) Ai(hM . In each set. rows 
of images arc horizontal sl'iccs through the sphère, separatcd vertically by 15mm. wiih the lowest 
through the equator. 
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Figure 3 -12: (i) 15 target positions (black) along the x-axis and the positions of peaks in 15 images 

reconstructed ustng Ahom (blue). A 4 J / J ( , ; / (red) and Ait^u (green), (ii) The distance betweert 

image loci and target ioci for reconstructions using each model, (iii) The target x-coordinates and 

ihe apparent x-coordinaies o f peaks in 15 images reconstrucicd using each model. The key in the 

lower sub-figure appiies to ail threc sub-figures. 
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3.3.2.3 Résolution 

Agairu resolution was similar in x- and y-directions in the horizontal XY-plane so results 

are given as représentative of both together. They are shown in Table 3-5 for resolution in 

each set of reconstructed images when target perturbations are moved along ail axes. The 

horizontal and vertical FWHM are shown in Figure 3-13 for movement of a target 

perturbation along the x-axis only. 

3.3.2.4 Corrélation 

Percentage corrélations are shown in Figure 3-14 for each set of 15 reconstructed images 

Aoïmage wîth 15 target distributions Aallir^, of conductivity perturbations moving along the x-

axis. Thèse values were calculated using équation [3-6] and results for ail axes are 

summarized in Table 3-5. Until a radius of about 60mm. corrélation appears to improve as the 

eccentricity of perturbations increases. 
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Figure 3-14: Percemage corrélations of 15 target distributions with 15 images 
, FEM • A ArVA A ANA A FE\4 

reconstructed using Ahom (blue), A..,, (red) and A. . (green). 

3.3.2.5 Significance ofResults 

Results are summarized in Table 3-5 for movement of a conductivity perturbation in ail 

directions throughout the analytical 4-shell model. Listed are the mean localization error, the 

FWHM in the XY- and 2-planes and the percentage corrélation between target distributions 

of conductivity change and images reconstructed using the homogeneous and 4-shell 

analytical models and the 4-shell FEM model. 

For perturbations simulated by the analytical 4-shell model and reconstructed using both 

^hom a n < ^ ^•i'^htir
 t n e m ^ a n localization error was reduced significantly from 15.8 ± 6mm, in 

the former, to 5.8 ± 2.2mm in the latter( p = 1.7x10"" - two-tailed, paired T-test), using a 

significance level of 5%. No improvement was offered by A £ ™ over A™* ( p = 0.12 ) and 

it was worse than using A^Hi ( p = l.lxlO"8 ). 

XY-resolution was significantly poorer when A , A i was used ( p = 3.7x10"* ) than when 

^hom w a s u s e c *- I n t n ' s c a s e - t n e EWHM was increased from 49.5 ± 7.0mm (27% of the 

image diameter) to 57.8 ± 14.7mm (31% of the image diameter). There was no différence in 

XY-resolution for shelled-FEM reconstruction. Z-resolution was similar using A^* and 

AlTe\i b u t w a s b e t t e r l h a n D O t h u s i n ê
 AtZn ( P = ° - 0 2 2 a n d P = 0-004 respectively), 

A SA 
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Inclusion of shells improved corrélation in both analytical and FEM reconstructions ( p ( m a 

= 1.6xl0"10; PFEM ~ 5.9xl0"7 ) from 5.6 ± 1.5% in the hornogeneous reconstruction to 8.5 ± 

2.2% and 7.2 ± 1.8%, respectively. Corrélation by the analytical method was significantly 

higher than by FEM ( p = 2.6x\0'A ). 

Mean 
localization error 

(mm) 

Mean XY-FWHM 
(mm) 

Mean Z- FWHM 
(mm) 

Mean 
Corrélation (%) 

Hornogeneous 

| (analytical) 

ail 15.9 ±6.0 49.5 ± 7.0 97.5 ± 22.0 5.6 ±1.5 

4-shell 

(analytical) 

ail 5.8 ±2.2 57.8 ± 14.7 90.6 ± 22.0 8.5 ± 2.2 

4-shell 

(numerical) 

ail 14.9 ±6.0 51.1 ±5.2 98.8 ±23.1 7.2 ±1 .8 

Table 3-5: Analysis rcsults for reconstructions using the analytical hornogeneous and 4-shell modcls and the 

numerical 4-shell model. Data was generatcd using the numerical 4-shell model for perturbations in 15 

positions (-70:70mm), equally spaccd along cach of the x- and y- axes and 9 positions along the z-axis (-

30:70mm). 
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3.3.3 Reconstruction of Data from the Shell Tank 

3.3.3.1 Images 

Images are shown in Figure 3-15, of tank perturbations at positions y » z * 0 and x = [-

75, -55, -35, 25, 45, 65 ]. Four slices were extracted, 15mm apart, with the lowest on the 

equatorial plane. No significant changes occurred above this. Reconstructed images were 

nonnahzed to the peak of the impédance change in the image. Thus, changes in the images 

belovv are seen, again, as havìng the same magnitude. In reality, for each set of 

reconstructions, those in the centre of the FEM reconstructions were each 1.8 times smaller 

than those towards the edge and those in analytical reconstructions, 1.8, 2 and 2,5 times 

smaller as the effect of the shell became greater. Scales were symmetric about zero for each 

image. Finally, images were multiplied by - 1 , which is why changes appear as conductiviry 

increases. 

3.3.3.2 Spatial Accuracy 

Results are plotted for reconstructions of the Perspex as it moved along the x-axis of the 

3-shell tank. In Figure 3-16(i) and (ii), loci are shown of the peaks in the images 

reconstructed using homogeneous, A™unk and (blue), and 3-shell 5mmA^Z^k 

and SmmAA^[

tlhank (red) and 7""" AA^Ulank (green) matrices. Thèse, rimage, are projected onto 

the XZ-plane, a dotted line Connecting each data point with the corresponding locus of the 

target perturbation. Thèse loci, rtlirgcl, are shown in black. Also shown (Figure 3-l6(iii)) is a 

plot of the localization error \rmrgel - rhmge\ between expected and reconstructed positions 

using each reconstruction method. Figure 3-16 (iv) shows the loci when only the X-

coordinate was considered. Again, the target loci are plotted (solid black). Localization errors 

for movement along ali axes are summarized in Table 3-6. 
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TANK PERTURBATIONS 

FEM Analytical 
HOMOGENEOVS 

3-SHELL (5mm) 

3-SHELL (7mm) 

\ + 

®®0®®® 
Figure 3-15: Normalized images of Perspex in the shetl-tank at x = [ -75. -55. -35, 25. 45, 65] 
reconstructed using two FEM-generaied matrices and thrce analytically-generated matrices. In each 
set. rows of images arc horizontal slices ihrough the sphère, separated verticaliy by 15mm. with the 
lowest through the equator. 
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Figure 3-lfi: Loci of peak impedance changes in images of Perspex reconstructed using 
FEM , Smm A FEM , A ANA Smm A ANA , 7mm A ANA A rr.M . Smm A FEM 

OJ ^homtank
 A N Q

 A3thelliank A L L U
 V ^homtank »

 rx3shetUank A L L U ™3shelttank 
(ìii) The distance betwcen image loci and target loci for reconstructions using each model, (iv) The 
target x-coordinatcs and die apparcnt x-coordinates of peaks in 11 images reconstructed using each 
model. The kcy in the lower sub-figure applies to ali three sub-figures. 
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3.3.3.3 Signiflcance of Results 

Results are summarized in Table 3-6 for movement of a Perspex object in ail directions 

throughout the 3-shell tank. Listed are the mean localization errer, the FWHM in the XY- and 

Z-planes and the percentage corrélation between target distributions A<ytarge, of conductivity 

change and images Acr i m n g c reconstructed using the homogeneous and 3-shell analytical and 

FEM models. 

Localization error was not reduced significantly when shells were incorporated in the 

FEM model for reconstniction ( p = 0.29 ). It was significantly lower when shells were 

incorporated into the analytical model for reconstruction, both when the shell was modelled 

to be 5mm thick with a conductivity o p i t l s l e r = 0.012 Sm 1 and 7mm with conductivity o p i a s l e r = 

0,008 Sm"1 ( pSmm = 9.2xl0"5; p7mm = 6.0xl0"5 ), in which cases the mean error fell from 20.3 ± 

9.9mm to 16.4 ± 7.6mm and 14.0 ± 5.8mm. The 7mm analytical model provided better 

localization than did the 5mm analytical model (p = 6.3 xlO 4 ) . 

XY-resolution was reduced significantly when 5mm AA*h

A

Utank and 7mm A^h

A

el„ank were used 

( p5mm = 3.1xl0" 1 3 ; p?mm = 3.3xl0"9 ). In thèse cases, the mean FWHM was increased from 

25% of the image diameter to 29% and then 31% as the thickness and resistivity of the shell 

was increased. The inclusion of shells in the numerical model improved resolution by about 

1mm and ail FEM reconstructions had significantly better XY-resolution than the shelled 

analytical reconstructions. AU FEM reconstruction gave Z-resolution similar to the analytical 

reconstruction when a homogeneous sphère was assumed, but analytical shell models gave 

worse Z-resolution than the homogeneous model. 

For tank reconstructions, inclusion of shells did not offer a significant improvement in 

corrélation. For the FEM shell model, corrélation was actually slightly lower than for the 

FEM homogeneous model. 
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Mean localization 
error (mm) 

Mean XY-
Resolutton (mm) 

Mean Z-
Resolution (mm) 1 

Mean 
Correlation (%) 

ANALYTICAL 

Homogeneous 20.3 ± 9.9 46.1 ±5.0 78.9 ± 19.0 5.6 ± 2.6 

3-sheII (5mm) 16.4 ±7.6 53.1 ± 7.1 84.8 ± 22.3 6.0 ± 2.2 

3-shelI (7mm) 14.0 + 5.8 57.7 ±8.9 81.6 ± 17.5 6.2 ±1 .6 

FEM 

Homogeneous 21.1 ± 10.3 45.8 ± 5.3 80.3 ± 20.8 5.6 ± 2.7 

3-shell (5mm) 20.8 ± 10.3 44.8 ± 4.3 79.4 ± 20.7 5.2 ±2.9 

Table 3-6: Analysis results for images reconstructed using homogeneous and 3-shell matrices calculated 

analytically and numerically. Images described Pcrspcx perturbations in the spherical 3-shell lank phantom 

placed at 29 different locations along the x-, y- and z-axes. 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Comparison with Previous Results 

It was possible, using the analytical method, to reconstruct images of conductivity 

perturbations inside a tank phantom with a mean localization enror of about 14±6mm and a 

FWHM of 58±9mm, conresponding to an elliptical half-sensitivity volume (HSV) of about 

33% the volume of the object. Resolution was similar to that reported by Gibson for 2-D 

errors in 3-D hemispherical tank reconstructions using a homogeneous sphère algorithm. 

However, the spread of error values in the présent study was only slightly over one third that 

reported by Gibson. This suggested less spatial variation of localization accuracy, an asset in 

a reconstruction algorithm. The mean was 5mm less for the new reconstruction technique but, 

because of the large spread of values he reported, it was not significantly less. lt îs unclear 

how the inclusion of z-error in his results would affect the comparison. 

3.4.2 Shells in the Linear F E M 

The inclusion of shells made no différence to spatial accuracy and little to resolution 

when a linear FEM model was used for inverse solutions. The only notable improvement over 

the homogeneous assumption came for reconstruction of analytically simulated data, when 

corrélation was slightly higher. This suggests that inclusion of layers, by this method, had the 

effect of reducing noise slightly in the images since the locations and spreads of the peaks 

were similar. This resuit concurred with that reported by Bagshaw et al. (In press) using a 

reconstruction algorithm without the post-weighting stage. It was apparent also, by 

comparison of the two sets of images, that électrode artefact was less using the reconstruction 

algorithm described above. This is not surprising since the post-weighting process was used 

here and suppresses heavily changes that occur close to the électrodes. Meshing issues aside, 

(section 3.2.2.4), I decided not to modify the FEM model similarly to the analytical model, 

for tank studies, because so little improvement had been gained in reconstruction of simulated 

data. 

The author had more confidence in the analytical than the numerical prédictions for the 

effect of shells on current density. No différence was made to resolution when they were 

included numerically, which ieads him to fiirther doubt the ability of the linear FEM to 

account for their présence adequately. Further to this, the analytical model predicted the 

image data set substantially better than did the FEM shell model. 
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3.4.3 Improvements with the Analytical Shell Model 

3.4.3.1 Localization 

When an analytical model was used to account for shells in the reconstruction process, 

spatial accuracy was improved by lOmm and 6mm in analytical simulation and tank studies. 

The maximum localization error was 9.5mm for movement along the y-axis, as compared 

with 32mm, reported previously (Liston, Bayford et al. 2002), so it would appear that post-

weighting and correct row-normalization improved reconstruction. When only the radiai 

displacement was considered, it was seen in Figure 3-12(iii) and Figure 3-l6(iv) that peaks 

were located too centrally, as was expected, when homogeneity was assumed. A correction 

factor 1.6 was applied to the target loci to give theoretical corrected loci. These were plotted 

in Figure 3-12(iii) along with those loci for homogeneous and FEM 4-shell reconstructions. 

Those reconstructed loci appeared to be closer to the corrected loci than to the originai target 

loci. However, although this suggests that either of these models could bc assumed for 

reconstruction if a factor was applied afterwards, none of the loci plotted above described 

straight lines. Further to this, were the factor to have been applied to the homogeneous- and 

FEM 4-shell-reconstructed loci, several of the most eccentric loci would have described a 

perturbation outside the skull. Therefore, it is unwise to apply a correction factor blindly. 

The correction factor was not necessary when the analytical shell model was assumed to 

reconstruct analytically simulated data. For analytical reconstruction of tank data, the 

inclusion of shells improved localization but, although peaks were less central than for 

homogeneous reconstruction, they were still slightly more central than the target 

perturbations. Again the loci did not describe a straight line and blind application of a 

correction factor may have located perturbations outside the skull. It may have been that 

imperfections in the manufacture of the spherical shell introduced error to the results but the 

experiment revealed the tendency of the analytical, layered model to locate impédance 

changes less centrally and more accurately than a homogeneous model for measured data in 

the présence of shells. 

3.4.3.2 Resolution 

Large out-of-plane changes were seen in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-15. In other words, 

changes were observed in the images, relating to the target perturbation, in planes other than 

that which contained that target perturbation. This was the case because Z-resolution was 

very poor in all reconstructions, as a resuit of the arrangement of électrodes. Whilst there 
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were électrodes placed symmetrically around the z-axis, giving reasonable XY-resolution, 

there were only 4 électrodes below the equator (Figure 2-l(iii) and (iv)) so it was impossible 

to attain the same resolution in the z-direction. 

For tank and computer simulation, the mean spread in the XY-plane was increased by a 

few percent when shells were included, analytically, in the reconstruction. The FWHM was 

increased from about one-quarter to almost one-third the image diameter. The différence can 

be seen clearly upon inspection of the images. Resolution is already known to be low in EIT. 

When surface électrodes are used to study an object, it is higher near the surface, where 

current density is high, than deeper inside. It is not surprising that, since current density in the 

brain is reduced by the présence of a skull, as seen in the previous chapter, the work above 

has shown résolution also to be reduced. 

3.4.3.3 Corrélation 

Although corrélation was improved by the inclusion of shells in an analytical, sphericat 

model, it was stili not remarkably high. Study of planes below the equator revealed smoothly 

varying changes of a high magnitude relative to those in the upper hémisphère. The process 

of post-weighting amplified changes in régions of low sensitivity while suppressing those in 

régions of high sensitivity, as seen in Figure 2-4. Since the truncated inversion process loses 

information, thèse may have been exaggerated when C-normalization was applied to the 

inverted matrix in compensation for the C-normalization before inversion. When only the 

upper hémisphère was considered, corrélation rose by several percent in ail instances. It is 

likely that an iterative solution would improve thèse figures further by reducing the noise in 

régions distant to the perturbation. 

3.5 Conclusion 

In conclusion, for ideal geometry, it is désirable to include shells in a reconstruction 

algorithm when they are présent in the object under study. It does not appear, however, that a 

linear F E M takes shells into account as well as an analytical shell model, which outperfcrms 

not only a homogeneous model, but also the F E M shell model for both tanks and simulations. 

Whilst reducing resolution, the inclusion of layers in an analytical model for reconstruction 

draws changes towards the surface and, as a resuit leads to higher localization accuracy for 

single impédance changes within concentric spherical shells. 
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The Effect of Geometry 
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4 The Effect of Geometry 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Analytical versus FEM 

In Chapter 3, by imaging perturbations inside concentric sphères, benefits were shown of 

using an analytical model over a linear FEM model in a reconstruction algorithm intended to 

account for layers. One might reasonably ask, not simply whether it could provide better 

images from human data than could a homogenous sphère model, but whether it could 

perforai similarly or better than a full, linear, FEM head model, which ineorporated both 

layers and correct geometry. Although the analytical model contains incorrect information 

about the geometry of the head, it may account for the effect of layers more successfiilly than 

could the FEM model. It is not clear which effect will dominate. 

4.1.2 Layers and Realistic Geometry 

A review can be found in section 1.7.3.2 of investigations into the effects of including 

geometry and layers in EEG inverse modelling. There is only one preliminary study to report 

of their inclusion in EIT (Bagshaw, Liston et al. In press) for data from a realistic, head-

shaped tank. However, it did not use the post-weighting method described in section 2.1.5.3 

and the row-normalization method was not ideal (section 2.5.1.2). A further inadequacy of 

the study was that models assumed électrode positions as in the previous chapter for an ideal 

sphère (Figure 2-1 (iii) and (iv)). whereas they should bave been as measured in the head-

shaped tank and shown in Figure 4-5. The actual positions are tilted so that the anterior 

électrodes are almost 30mm above the equator and the posterior électrodes over 10mm below 

it. The z-error dominated localization error for posterior targets in that study and it is likeiy 

that this was contributed to significantly by inaccurate définition of électrode positions. 

In the past, for homogencous, spherical reconstructions of tank images, where the tank 

had realistic geometry and contained a real human skull, peak changes were too centrai and 

localization could have been improved by application of a radial correction factor (Tidswell, 

Gibson et al. 2001b). When human images were reconstructed by this method. results were 

less easy to interpret. It was not obvious that they could have been improved by the inclusion 

of shells alone in the model. If that were to have been the case, images may have made more 

physiological sense merely by application of such a correction factor. 
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Gibson (2000) included a realistic FEM model of the head for reconstruction of both tank 

and human images but found no improvement over the homogeneous sphère model in 

localization or interpretability. However, he was concerned about the quality of the mesh he 

used to produce the FEM solution. Use of a higher quality mesh is tikely to represent the 

capabilities of FEM more justly. Such a mesh was used by Polydorides et al. (2001) and he 

reported successful reconstructions of simulated impédance changes in the back of the head, 

However, by his method two-thirds of the électrodes were concentrated near the région of 

interest, thus biasing the solution towards that région. No localization accuracy was reported 

and no comparison was made to spherical reconstruction. 

It is unclear exactly how modelling both shells and realistic geometry will affect E IT of 

non-spherical, inhomogeneous objects but it was seen in Chapter 3 that a more accurate 

forward model produced more accurate inverse solutions. If the advantage of including layers 

outweighed the advantage of including geometry, it would be sensible to use the analytical 

multi-shell sphère model for functional ìmaging of human brain function. If the opposite was 

the case, the full linear FEM model would be more appropriate, even if it took into account 

the présence of layers only partially, as suggested in the previous chapter. 

4.1.3 The Target Image for Human Studies 

It is easy to predici the desired resuit for reconstruction of tank images since the internai 

conductivity perturbation is known. However, from the évidence of functional brain imaging 

studies (see section 1.2.2.2.11), prédiction becomes more difficili! for study of human 

subjects using EIT since it relies on precise knowledge of changes in CBV. From brain 

anatomy and from fìvlRI and PET studies, visual stimuli are expectcd to result in increased 

activity in the visual cortex, which lies in the occipital lobe (see section 1.2.2.1) at the back of 

the brain. Less is known about changes elsewhere due to increased activity or suppression of 

activity in other régions although they have been observed in PET studies (Mentis, Alexander 

et al. 1997). It is possible, that the changes in CBV accompanying evoked responses could 

occur throughout the brain, having opposite polarity, even in régions adjacent to one another. 

EIT of evoked responses will obtain images that reflect this but a measure of their accuracy 

will be diffidili to make in comparison with tank images for which the target image is well 

known. 
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4.1.4 Purpose 

It is the purpose of this chapter to report the effect on image reconstruction of including 

geometry in the forward model of conduction when the object under study is layered and non-

spherical. In doing so will be assessed the relative benefits of including layers and including 

realistic geometry. 

4.1.5 Design 

Image data was acquired, by Dr Tom Tidswell, a former member of thts research group, 

from a tank phantom made in the shape of a real human head. To investigate the effect of 

geometry alone, the tank was filled with saline and a perturbation placed at différent 

locations. Images were then reconstructed using an anaìytica! model of a homogeneous 

sphère and a FEM model of a realistically-shaped homogeneous head. 

To investigate the effect of geometry in the présence of shells, a perturbation was moved 

inside a real human skull, placed inside the head-shaped phantom. Reconstructions were then 

performed using two analytical sphère models (homogeneous and layered) and two 

realistically shaped FEM models (homogeneous and layered). The dual effect of geometry 

and shells was further investigated by reconstruction of human data acquired during evoked 

response (EP) experiments performed by Dr Tidswell. 

No computer simulations were performed in this study since these must rely on the FEM 

model and it was unlikely, therefore, that these would have taken into account the présence of 

shells to the degree required for the proposed tests. 
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4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Tank Data 

4.2.1.1 The Head-Tank 

A head-shaped phantom was constructed by Dr Tidswell and Dr David Holder from a 

silicone rubber cast of a head shaped model made from a human skull covered with clay. 

Thirty-one Ag/AgCl électrodes of 1 cm diameter were embedded into the inner walls of the 

tank during the casting process. These can be seen in Figure 4-1. The upside-down tank was 

homogeneous and was filled through the neck with 0.2% saline which had a resistivity 

2.37±0.02Cîm (Tidswell et al 2001b), similar to that of the brain. 

4.2.1.2 The Skull-Tank 

The sanie head-shaped phantom was used to investigate the effect of the skull on 

reconstructed images (Figure 4-1). Inside the tank was placed a human skull whose 

resistivity, measurcd at nine différent positions, was 208.0±2.1Qm (Tidswell, Gibson et al. 

200 la). 

4.2.1.3 Collection o/Data 

Through the neck a narrow piece of doweling was inserted in order to suspend a 6.3cm3 

cylinder of Perspex (length 2cm, diameter 2cm) at various positions within the head tank, 

iutroducing a 100% conductivity decrease as for tank studies in the previous chaptcr. The 

doweling was présent throughout the baseline and stimulus epochs. 

For expenments in the skull-tank, data were measured using the Hewlett-Packard 4284A-

based E1T system, described in section 1.5.3, and delivering a current of l-3mA at 10kHz 

(Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001a). For homogeneous experiments, data were collected using the 

UCLH Mark 1b E IT system, delivering 2.2mA at 38 kHz (Yerworth et al 2002). As in the 

previous chapter, those Channels with high levels of noise or drift were set to zero. 

Changes were introduced, with and without the skull, at 12 positions along the anterior-

to-posterior direction and at 10 positions from left to right, ail measured relative to the 

position of the foramen magnum (Figure 4-1). 
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Figure 4-1: The head shaped tank phantom shown with the two haives scparated and a human skull 
inside. 

4.2.2 Human Data - Visual Evoked Responses (VER) 

For visual evoked response (VER) experiments, 14 normal volunteers were studied. Each 

was presented with an 8Hz alternating chequerboard at a distance of 30cm., a baseline 

readìng was taken for 150 s, followed by Stimulus for 75 s and then recovery for a further 

150 s. 12 experiments were performed on each. However, experiments were only considered 

for reconstruction if more than three-quarters of the image data set showed satisfactory noise 

and drift characteristics over time. Since it was not possible to average over time (due to low 

sampling fs=0.04Hz), it was necessary to average over experiments for each subject. 

Therefore, if less than 6 experiments could be considered for any one subject, that subject 

was not included. 7 subjects had to be eliminated from the study so only 7 are considered 

here. 
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4.2.3 The Forward Problem 

4.2.3.1 Physical Models and Meshing 

Three further geometries were required for meshing, further to the homogeneous and 3-

and 4-shell sphères described in the previous chapter. These were a homogeneous head-shape 

(homogeneous-head), the same head-shape containing a human skull (skull-head) and that of 

a full, layered human head containing brain, CSF, skull and scalp [full-head). The full head 

model also contained a cavity to represent the air-space behind the nose. 

I-DEAS was used to generate meshes describing realistic head geometry with linear, 

tetrahedral éléments (Bayford, Gibson et al. 2001). The head shaped meshes were produced 

by Andrew Tizzard using a solid model generated using lofted, 2-D non-uniform rational B-

spline (NURB) surfaces of the head, skull, CSF and brain (Figure 4-2). The NURB outlines 

were obtained by segmentation of MRI image slices. The skull used segmented MRI section 

data as a basis for the form but thèse proved inadequate in themselves for generating accurate 

surfaces for the jaw, eye socket and nasal cavity geometry. Additional data were acquired in 

the form of photographs of anatomical models and reconstructed images from the Visible 

Human Project and these were used creatively to complete the generation of internai surfaces. 

These were cast as image planes for surface modeiling 

(www.nlm.nih.gov/researcli/visible/visible_human.html). These data also enabled more 

realistic modeiling of the brain and spinal column to be carried out, as well as some idealised 

représentation of vertebrae from Cl to C3. It was again necessary to partition the geometrica! 

volume, although this was done by a différent method than for the spherical meshes. It was 

not as apparent when a plot was made of the nodal support throughout the head, as in section 

2.2.1.3. 

The surface meshes for the four compartments, described above, are shown in Figure 4-2, 

and nodal clouds, in Figure 4-3, colour-coded for tissue type, for the skull-head mesh, the 4-

shell sphère mesh and the full, layered head mesh. The numbers of nodes and éléments are 

listed for each in Table 4-1, along with the ratio of largest-to-smallesl element, a measure of 

mesh quality. Larger values indicate poor quality. The layered meshes of realistic head 

geometry were poorest but these compared well with the linear and quadratic meshes used by 

Gibson (2000) (ratios 40,000 and 170,000 respectively). 
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Number of nodes Number of 
elements 

Ratio of largest-to-
smallest element-volume 

Homogeneous Sphere 24734 130229 49 
4-Shell Sphere 22420 106825 66 
Homogeneous Head-Shape 13610 63992 179 
Head-Shape with Skull 16983 86775 2050 
Full Head with 4 layers 19773 103606 1605 

Table 4-1: Listed are the five meshes used in this chapter, the number of nodes and elements in each 

and the ratio o f largest-to-smallest clement size in each, a measure of their quality, A smaller value is 

desirable. 

Figure 4-2: The element faces on the surfaces o f the four parts o f the full, layered head mesh a) the 

scalp, b) the skull, c) the CSF and d) the brain region. The scalp region contains 8067 nodes, the 

skull region 6122 nodes, the CSF region 2018 nodes and the brain region 3566 nodes. 
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Figure 4-3: The nodal clouds dcscribing a) the head-shaped mesh with skull compartment. b) the 

four-shcll mesh and c) the full, laycrcd head mesh. The different tissues are colour-coded as shown 

in the key. 

41 

2007 9 m r r 

35 mn 

1 l 5 7 9 m r V 

4 mm J 

Figure 4-4: The figure is a represeniation of the suppori throughout the full, laycrcd head mesh 

(divided by 4 so thal its sum is equal to the total volume of the spherc) and through the 

homogeneous head-mesh. 
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4.2.3.2 Electrode Positions, Mesh Co-Registration and Warping 

The électrode positions were measured on the inside of the head tank with 3-D digitising 

arni. It was assumed that these would represent the positions of électrodes on human subjects 

better than would the ideal positions for a sphère (section 2.1.2.4), which have been used in 

the past for human studies and tank studies (Tidswell, Gibson et al. 2001b; Bagshaw, Liston 

et al. In press). The measured positions were translated and rotated so that they were no 

longer upside-down, so that the front of the head faced in the negative y-direction and so that 

the origin was defined as the mid-point of the line joining électrodes 17 and 13. These then 

defined the x-axis and will be referred to as the orienting électrodes. 

The centre O s p/, e r e and radius Rsphere were found for the sphère best described by the new 

positions of the 31 électrodes. The mean distance from the électrodes to the best-fitting 

spherical surface was 6.1±4.0mm. For solution to the analytical forward problem, Osphere was 

subtracted from the positions and they were then multiplied by }00/Rsphere or 92/Rspkere so as to 

fit to the surfaces of the homogeneous and 4-shell meshes respectively. In both analytical and 

FEM solutions, the boundary node nearest each magnified real-electrode position was defined 

as the new model-electrode position. The mean distance between each measured électrode 

position and the node assigned to that électrode, on the surface of the head mesh, was 

4.7±1.4mm. 

A geometrical correction, or warping, was then introduced for the spherical meshes, 

similar to that suggested by Yvert et al. (1997). Y-coordinates less than zero were multiplied 

by 1.195, the ratio of the mean y-coordinate of the two most anterior électrodes in the head 

model and the sphère model. Y-coordinates grcater than zero were multiplied by 1.032, the 

ratio of the mean y-coordinate of the two most posterior électrodes in each model. Ali x-

coordinates were multiplied by 0.885, the ratio of the x-coordinate of orienting électrode 13 

in each model. 

Figure 4-5(i) shows the nodes of the mesh and the model-electrode positions for the FEM 

solution (black) and those for the homogeneous analytical solution, translated by Osphere and 

magnified by Rspf,erJ 100 (red) for co-registration. The résultant, warped mesh, and the 

corresponding, warped électrode positions, are shown in Figure 4-5(ii). The forward solution 

was calculated using the spherical mesh but reconstnicted images were projected onto the 

warped mesh for image analysis. 
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Figure 4-5: (i) The head-shaped mesh (btack), the spherical mesh (red) and the corresponding 

électrode positions used to solve the forward problem for each. Meshes and électrode positions are 

coregistered so that their origin is the mid-point o f the line joining électrodes 17 and i 3. (ii) The 

head-shaped mesh (black"), the warped spherical mesh (red), and the électrode positions, 

coregistered in the same way. 



4.2.3.3 Current Density 

The current density was calculated for injection through électrodes 17 and 13 and the 

distribution of its magnitude is shown in Figure 4-6 for the four-layered head model. It can be 

seen that it differs from the analytical solution for concentric sphères in the same fashion as 

did the numerical solution presented in Chapter 3 (Figure 2-6). 

Figure 4-6: Plots (on a log colour scale) of [J| through three onhogonal cross-seciions of the fui 1-

hcad mesh, calculated numerically using the linear, MaTOAST FEM implementati on. 

4,2.3.4 Sensitivity Matrices 

For the head tank and human studies. new sensitivity matrices were generated for all 

geometries, taking into considération the measured électrode positions in the head tank and 

using correct conductivity values. These values were as listed in section 4.2.1 for the tank 

matrices and as listed in Table 1-2 for human studies. For tank studies, homogeneous 

matrices A ANAhomsphere 

headtank and A FEMhomhenrì 

headtank were generated for reconstruction assuming 

homogeneity and s he 11-matrices A AS'A3.\hall.tpherc 
headtank and A FEMskulIhead 

headtank , assuming layers. Matrices 

A ANAishrihphere 

human were generated for reconstruction of human data assuming 4 

layers. AU sensitivity matrices used in this chapter are listed in Table 4-2. 
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4.2.4 Reconstruction 

4.2.4.1 Spherical & Homogeneous ^> Head-shaped & Homogeneous 

(j\iV

Hj>mhead'ank^i 2 h m e normalized data sets acquired from the homogeneous tank 

during perturbation experiments, were reconstructed using the numerical matrix AA^°™pher<! 

and A^jja°n^he<"1 described in the previous section. This was in order to assess the effect of 

geometry alone in reconstruction when it was included in the forward model. 

All the following reconstructions were by square Moore-Penrose inversion (section 

1.3.4.2) of a reduced matrix, as described by equation [2-18] with truncation performed at 

0.1%, as in the previous chapter. The condition of each matrix was similar when 

homogeneity was assumed. For spherical reconstruction, 100 singular values were included 

and for head-shaped, 90. The numbers of singular values included for all reconstructions are 

listed in Table 4-2. 

4.2.4.2 Spherical & Homogeneous => Head-shaped & Layered 

4.2.4.2.1 Skull-Tank 

(A vsJ"'""'nk

 2h the normalized data sets acquired from the skull-tank during 

perturbation experiments, were reconstructed using the homogeneous matrices A A ^ ^ s p h e r e 

and A ~ ' " " and the 3-layer m.triccs A ~ " - " and A ~ ' " " . described in the 

previous section. This was in order to assess the effect of geometry and layers when they 

were included in the forward model. 

All matrices were similarly conditioned except that for the analytical shell model, which 

required truncation after just 56 singular values (Table 4-2). 

4.2.4.2.2 Human Data 

Visual evoked response data were reconstructed using the homogeneous matrices 

Ancata ™& Aheadtank and the 4-layer matrices Ahuman and AhJan in 

order to assess further the effect of including layers and geometry. 

The analytical shell model again produced the most poorly conditioned matrix, and 

required truncation after 72 singular values (Table 4-2). 
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Sensitivity Matrix Truncation Point To reconstruet... 

Homogcneous Sphère j ANAhomsphere 

**-headiank 
100 

All data 
Homogeneous Head-Tank A FEfrihomhciuI 

"headtank 
90 

All data 

3-Shell Sphere i ANAlsheüsphere 
headtank 

56 
Data from skull-tank 

only Head-Tank with Skull A FEMskiiilheud 

^* headtank 
104 

Data from skull-tank 
only 

4-Shell sphere j ANA4shcilsphcre 
human 

72 
Human data only 

Human Head A FEMfutlhectd 

''human 
91 

Human data only 

Table 4-2: A table listing the sensitivity matrices used for reconstructions o f tank and of human 

data and the corresponding truncation points when these were inverted using the square Moore-

Pcnrosc nictliod. 

4.2.4.3 Analysis of Images 

Before analysis. spherical images were projected onto the egg-shaped mesh described in 

section 4.2.3.2. All nodal images were then rasterized onto a grid of 3mm cubie voxels and 

displayed using an imaging suite called Nim, developed for Matlab by Dr Tom Tidswell. 

For tank images, spatial accuraey was considered in the localization of Perspex, as was 

the resolution of the peak. For visual evoked response images, a différent approach was 

adopted since the target image was not so well defined. The Nim display program allowed the 

user to pick a voxel and could then perform a search for a local peak. The search algorithm 

was not highly sensitive so, on several occasions, it was necessary to perform the search 

manually by scanning through image slices. The locations of secondary peaks were recorded 

if their magnitudes were over about one-quarter that of the peak change. Loci were examined 

for consistency between algorithms for the same subject and for consistency with the 

expected neurophysiological response. Since the target image was not known, and multiple 

changes may have occurred in the same vicintty, qualitative measures of resolution were 

made in order to compare reconstruction using différent models. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Reconstruction of Data from Homogeneous Tank 

4.3.1.1 Images 

Images are shown in Figure 4-7 of the Perspex insulator inside the homogeneous head-

phantom at positions y = 43mm, z = 2 and x - [ -45, -25, -5, 5, 25, 45 ] relative to orienting 

électrodes 17 and 13. They were reconstructed using AA™J^k

sphm
 and A ^ 0 ^ • F<>ur 

slices were extracted, 15mm apart, with the lowest on the plane containing the orienting 

électrodes. No significant changes occurred above the highest suce. Each image was 

normalized to the peak of the impédance change in that image. Thus, peaks in the images 

below appear to have the same magnitude when, in actual fact, for each set of 

reconstructions, those in the centre were aboul one-third and two-thirds those towards the 

edge. Scales were Symmetrie about zero for each image. 

The images reconstructed using AA^J't*n

m

k

sphere
 are shown projected onto a warped version 

of the homogeneous spherical mesh. This was in order not to bias the eye further than is 

necessary when comparing the sets of images and proves useful for blind testing of human 

images. 

4.3.1.2 Spatial Accuracy 

Results are plotted for reconstructions of the Perspex as it movcd in the lcft-to-right and 

anterior-to-posterior directions. In Figure 4-8(i) and (ii), are shown the loci of peaks in 

images reconstructed using matrices for a homogeneous sphère, AA^A

A

b

t°a^k

phcrc (blue), and for 

a homogeneous head-shape, AF

h^d

h

t^k

head (red). The loci, r(„„lge, were projected onto the XZ-

plane and the YZ-plane, a dotted line Connecting each data point with the corresponding locus 

of the target perturbation. These loci, r!lirgei, are shown in biack. For spherical reconstruction, 

results are shown for the peak position after application of a geometrical correction (see 

section 4.2.3.2). 
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PERSPEX IN HOMOGENEOUS PHANTOM 

SI 

SPHERICAL 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

HEAD-SHAPED 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Figure 4-7: Normalizcd images of Perspex in the homogeneous head-phantom at x = [-45, -25 . -5 . 

, ... A ANAhomsphere .... , A FEMhomhead . . . c 

5. 25, 45 ] reconstructed using (,) Aheakttnk

p (n) and Aheadtank . In each set. rows of 

images are horizontal slices through the modei. separated verticaliy by 15mm, with the lowest 

through the orienting électrodes 13and 17. 
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Figure 4-8: (i) 10 target positions (black) from lefi to righi and (ii) 12 from the anterior io the posterior 

of the head and the corrcsponding positions of peaks in images reconstructcd using AA^°^phere 

(blue) Ahead[onk (red). 
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4.3.1.3 Resolution 

As in the reconstructions described in the previous chapter, resolution was similar in both 

the x- and y-directions and was significantly worse than both, in the z-direction. In the XY-

plane, the mean FWHM was 27.5±3.6mm and 44.1+7.2mm, respectively for spherical and 

head-shaped reconstruction and, in the z-direction, it was 35.3±9.2mm and 84.3±36.Omni. 

4.3.1.4 Significance of Results 

Listed in Table 4-3 are mean values of localization error and the FWHM in the XY-plane 

and the z-direction for images of Perspex moving in the homogeneous head phantom, 

reconstructed using AA^k"
Aer' and A™£a

n

m

k

he<!d , Images for the former were analysed on a 

mesh warped according to the scheine in section 4.2.3.2. 

For perturbations in the homogeneous, head-shaped tank, there were no significant 

improvements gained by incorporation of realistic geometry. For left-to-right movement, 

mean localization error was 15.0±3.9mm and 16.8±2.1mm respectively for head-shaped and 

warped-spherical reconstruction. For anterior-to-posterior movement it was 14.9±5.8mm and 

14.6±4.1mm. The mean localization error for all measured positions was 14.9+5.Omm and 

15.6±3.7mm. When the spherical image was not warped, A^^lm"' did provide greater 

localization accuracy for perturbations moving left-to-right ( p = 2.6xl0"3 - two-tailed, paired 

T-test ), but the overall mean localization error, for all positions, 15.6±5.6mm, was no better. 

Use of FEM for reconstruction greatly decreased the resolution of images. The mean 

FWHM in the XY-plane was about 17mm less over 10 positions of Perspex from left to right 

( p = 1.6xl0 5 ), and the FWHM less in the z-direction by about 50mm ( p = 3-SxlO"4 ). 

M E A N 

L O C A L I Z A T I O N 

E R R O R ( M M ) 

M E A N X Y -

F W H M ( M M ) 

M E A N Z - F W H M 

( M M ) 

Homogeneous 
Sphere (warped) 

15.6+3.7 27.5±3.6 35.3±9.2 

Homogeneous 
Head-Shape 

14.9±5.0 44.1+7.2 84.3±36.ü 

Table 4-3: Analysis resulls for rec on si rue Ii on s o f data from the homogeneous head-shaped tank. 
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4.3.2 Reconstruction of Data from the Skull Tank 

4.3.2.1 Images 

Images are shown in Figure 4-9 of the Perspex insulator placed inside the skull cavity at 

positions y = 43mm, z = 2 and x = [ -45, -25, -5, 5, 25, 45 ] relative to orienting électrodes 17 

and 13. They were reconstructed using / t f ™ ' " . KiïlT""", and 

^ i w » ï * * e " r f Again, f ° u r slices were extracted, 15mm apart, with the lowest on the plane 

containing the orienting électrodes. Each image was normalized to the peak of the impédance 

change in that image. For spherical reconstructions, those in the centre had magnitudes 0.8 

and 0.9 times those at the edge for homogeneous and layered models respectively. For head-

shaped reconstructions, their magnitudes were 1.6 and 1.2 times those at the edge! Scales 

were symmetric about zero for each image. The images reconstructed using AA^a

A

d^k

phere and 

^ A * o r f t o n * ' ' / V A " e
 w e r e a ê a ' n shown projected onto a warped version of the homogeneous 

spherical mesh. 

4.3.2.2 Spatial Accuracy 

Results are plotted for reconstructions of the Perspex as it moved in the left-to-right and 

anterior-to-posterior directions. In Figure 4-10(i) and (ii), are shown the loci of peaks in 

images reconstructed using ail four matrices. The loci, r,^,., were projected onto the XZ-

plane and the YZ-plane, a dotted line Connecting each data point with the corresponding locus 

of the target perturbation. Thèse loci, rltirgei, are shown in black. For spherical reconstruction, 

results are shown for the peak position in the warped image. 

4.3.2.3 Résolution 

Resolution was studied for 5 positions of Perspex from the middle to the left-hand side. It 

was similar in each of the x- and y-directions for each reconstruction method and was 

significantly worse in the z-direction by ali methods. In the XY-plane, the mean FWHM was 

significante better for reconstruction with A^™"*™ than with AA^k

el,sphere 

(p=0.00028)andwith A^ZT"'' (p=0.0056) but not ^ ™ * * ï ' w (Figure 4-9). Values are 

summarized in Table 4-4. The analytical 3-shell sphère mode! gave 
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PERSPEXIN SKULL HEAD PHANTOM 
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Figure 4-9: Normalized images of Perspex moving right to left in the skull-tank: x = 1-45. -25. -5 . 

a ANAkomsphere , \ FEMhomhead , 
5. 25, 45 ] reconstructed using homogeneous matrices A h e a d t m k and A-neadtank a n d 

layered matrices AA^^f and A.^^""'"'1 . In each set, rows of images are horizontal slices 

through the model, separated vertically by 15mm, with the lowest through the orienting electrodes 

13 and 17. 
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worse XY-resolution than the FEM homogeneous head ( p=0.007 ). Z-resolution was best 

using the homogeneous sphère model but it was better using the 3-shell sphère model than the 

homogeneous head-shaped model (p=0.019). The resolution of both sets of FEM 

reconstructions was similar. 

4.3.2.4 Significance of Results 

Listed in Table 4-4 are the mean values of localization error and FWHM in the XY-plane 

and the z-direction for images of Perspex moving in the skull tank, reconstructed using 

a ANAhomsphère a ANAÎshellsphere AFEMhomhead j j FEXfskuliheud y c • i 

reconstructions were analysed after projection onto the warped spherical mesh. 

For reconstruction assuming realistic geometry, mean localization enror was 20.8±5.9mm 

and 16.4±7.7mm respectively for the skull matrix and the homogeneous matrix. For spherical 

reconstruction, it was 14.3+4.7mm and 15.7±6.7mm with and without inclusion of layers 

(Without warping, the mean error was slighter higher in both cases but not significantly). The 

mean localization error was less by 6.5mm using the analytical 3-shell sphère model than 

using the FEM skull-head model, which included realistic geometry and conductivity. After 

performing six T-tests between results from ail reconstruction methods, thèse were the only 

significantly différent sets of localization errors (p = 0.035). Therefore, no algorithm provided 

significantly better or worse localization accuracy than did ail the others for the skull tank. 

XY-resolution was significantly better using AA^£™phere than AA^^lUsph"w and 

AheEadtTkhead ( p3*heihPhere
 = 3.6xl0"3; phomhend = 2.8xl0"3 ) and both FEM reconstructions gave 

better XY-resolution than use of AA

h^fphere { p A o i ( l W = 0.030; p s k M = 0.010 ). 
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Mean localization error 
(mm) 

Mean XY-FWHM 
(mm) 

Mean Z- FWHM 
(mm) 

Homogeneous 
Sphère (warped) 

15.716.7 34.212.7 52.212.7 

3-Shell 
Sphère (warped) 

14.3±4.7 55.2+5.5 65.412.5 

Homogeneous 
Head-Shapc 

16.417.7 43.814.6 81.019.5 

3-Shell 
Head-Shape 

20.815.9 44.2+9.1 79.8121.2 

Table 4-4: Analysis results for reconstructions of data from the homogeneous head-shaped skuil tank. 

4.3.3 Reconstruction of Human Data 

Although significant impédance changes occurred in the 4-terminal measurements 

(Gibson 2000; Tìdswell, Gibson et al. 2001b) during visual stimulation, only images from 

five subjects, out of the seven considered, gave pixel values during stimulus that were 

significantly larger than the noise in the pixel values during baseline. At least one algorithm 

located a posterior impédance decrease, whether primary or secondar/, in ail Ftve subjects 

and an accompanying posterior increase in three. 

Examples are shown in Figure 4-11 of the time course and peak locations of impédance 

changes imaged during visual evoked response experiments on two subjects. A slice is 

shown, 15mm above the orienting électrodes, for reconstruction using the homogeneous 

„ . • A AN Alio n\ sphère < A FEMhomheml • . i _ . • 4 ANAIsbelIsphere , 

matrices AhtBdunk" and Abeadfaiik and the 4-layer matrices A l m and 

AhumantheaCl • The l w ° subjects were chosen to give examples of a primary increase and a 

primary decrease of similar magnitude. In each, the change occurred deep in the brain. 

However, in each subject, thèse were accompanied by significant changes elsewhere of equal 

and opposite polarity and with similar or greater magnitude depending on which model was 

assumed for reconstruction. A primary change is defined, nominally, as that which had the 

highest magnitude in most, if not ail, reconstructions. A secondary change is defined as that 

which was significant but had a lesser magnitude in most, if not ail, reconstructions. 

Resolution can be observed, qualitatively in each set of images, 

The magnitudes of the changes were similar across subjects for each algorithm but within 

subjects between algorithms due to such factors as élément sizes in the différent meshes used. 

Without investigating further the precise relationship between image impédance change and 

aclual impédance change 1 simply showed the images in Figure 4-11 with a symmetric colour 

scale normalized to the peak of the primary impédance change 
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In the first set of images, the magnitude of the primary, mid-brain resistivity increase was 

signiftcantly higher than that of the posterior decrease for reconstruction assuming spherical 

models. Their magnitude was similar when realistic geometry was assumed. In the case of 

homogeneous-head reconstruction, the decrease was greater in magnitude than the increase. 

In the second set of images, the primary mid-brain resistivity decrease was not détectable 

assuming four concentric sphères but was the most significant change assuming ail other 

models. A significant decrease was also seen in ail, on the right of the brain, and with similar 

magnitude. A decrease on the left was only seen assuming spherical models though thèse 

were of similar magnitude to the primary decreases. A significant increase was seen in the 

posterior of the brain assuming ail models. The frontal increase was only observed when 

homogeneous models were assumed though its magnitude was similar to that of other 

changes. 
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4.4 Discussion 

Reconstruction algorithms were présentée!, based on the finite élément method, which 

incorporated realistic geometry and conductivities in the forward model. Also presented were 

algorithms based on the analytical method, one of which incorporated the effect of layers. Ail 

algorithms assumed point électrodes attached to the mesh surface at a point closest to the 

électrode positions measured accurately on the head-shaped tank. 

4.4.1 Spherical & Homogeneous => Head-shaped & Homogeneous 

It was seen that, for reconstructing images of a Perspex perturbation in a homogeneous, 

head-shaped tank, no benefits were obtained by accurately modelling the realistic geometry 

of the head. Since resolution was hampered by use of the FEM, the analytical, spherical 

algorithm performed better, when spherical images were projected onto a spherical mesh 

warped according to the measured électrode positions. The FEM model accounts for a much 

larger volume than does the spherical model, as can be seen in Figure 4-5. Much of the 

volume is also at considérable distance from the électrodes causing there to be a région of 

low sensitivity even more extensive than for the sphère. As a resuit, the largest post-

weighting coefficients (section 2.2.2.1) were 5 orders of magnitude higher than the smallest, 

whereas values for the sphère covered 3 orders of magnitude. This latter factor is likely to 

dégrade the image by weighting it towards those régions, as described in section 3.4, and is 

responsible for some of the very high values of FWHM in the z-direction, which had adverse 

effect on the mean. 

The realistic mesh also had about half as many nodes (Table 4-1). This fact alone would 

suggest that the mesh was less dense. However, the ratio between largest and smallest 

éléments was 30 times greater than for the homogeneous sphère mesh so, whilst there were 

régions meshed to a similar density, there were also régions meshed much less densely. It was 

found that the node corresponding to the largest value of support s, and therefore representing 

the largest discrete volume, existed in the centre of the head volume. This is obvious from 

inspection of Figure 4-4 and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4-12. Those in the 

homogeneous mesh existed in the centres of each octant of the mesh (for discussion of 

partitioning, see 2.2.1.2). If thèse discrete volumes were approximated to be spherical (which 

is reasonable - see Figure 2-2(ii)), those for the sphère would have diameters 20mm and that 

for the head-shape 34mm. It may be that mesh density was the limiting factor to resolution in 

the case of each reconstruction method since the ratio of thèse volumes is 0.59 and that of the 

mean FWHM was 0.625 in the XY-planes of the two sets of images. It is not wise to 
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conclude on the relative resolution of the two methods in this piane until calculations are 

performed again with a FEM sensitivity matrix generated on a mesh that is fìner in the région 

of interest. 

4.4.2 Spherical & Homogeneous => Head-shaped & Layered 

4J.2.1 Skull-Tank 

The mean localization error was lowest for reconstruction of skull-tank data when a 3-

shell spherical model was assumed and solved analytically but it was not significantly lower 

than for assumption of the homogeneous sphère or the homogeneous head-shaped models. 

The highest mean localization error was found when the 3-layered, realistically shaped model 

was assumed for reconstruction but it was only significantly higher than errors when the 3-

shell sphère model was assumed. 

The homogeneous models returned very similar impédance change loci for both left-to-

right and anterior-to-posterior movement, as can be seen in Figure 4-10. As in the previous 

chapter, the analytical shell model appeared to localize the changes less centrally than the 

homogeneous sphère model, again seen in Figure 4-10. It also appeared to localize them less 

centrally than did either realistically shaped model. In partìcular, the analytical, spherical 

shell model reconstructed frontal perturbations more frontally and more accurately than did 

ali other models. Over most of its surface, the skull was represented by only one layer of 

nodes and this result suggested that the linear FEM, once again, did not take into account the 

effect of thin layers as well as did the analytical method. In ali reconstructions, the layered 

FEM model localized peaks higher up in the head than did the homogeneous FEM. Plotted in 

Figure 4-12 are the positions of the node with maximum support in each FEM mesh. This 

occurs lower down in the homogeneous model and may have acted to draw impédance 

changes towards it. The variation of support may also explain the fact that the magnitude of 

central changes was larger than for superficial changes in FEM reconstructions (section 

4.3.2.1), Whilst smoothing, by multiplication of support was intended to reduce the artefacts 

in reconstructed images due to inhomogeneities in the mesh, these results would suggest that 

it is important to produce solutions on meshes with little variation of density throughout the 

régions of interest. They also suggests that it is difficult to determine whether the bias of the 

full-head model towards the centre, in comparison to the analytical shell model, is due to the 

effect of layers in the latter or to the effect of mesh density in the former. 

Resolution was better in the XY-piane using the homogeneous sphère model than the 

spherical shell model and the homogeneous head-shaped model. This was as expected from 
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the results of Chapter 3 and from arguments in section 4.4.1 respectively. Resolution was not 

significantly worse using the layered head model. This was because. although the mean 

FWHM was 10mm more, the spread of FWHM values was 9.1mm, almost twice as high as 

that for the homogeneous head-shaped reconstructions. It can be seen in Figure 4-4 that the 

variation of support is much greater throughout the région of interest in the full-layered 

model, which could be responsible for the variation in resolution. Higher resolution can be 

seen for thèse reconstructions in Figure 4-9, near the inner surface of the skull, and lower 

resolution rowards the centre of the skull cavity. Z-rcsolution was best, again. using the 

homogeneous sphère model and was better using the shelled sphère model than the 

homogeneous head-shaped model. As described in the previous section, gain, the effect of 

post-weighting on the latter was to draw the distribution of a peak impédance change towards 

the low sensitivity régions around the neck and chin. giving very large values for FWHM in 

the z-direction for some positions of the inhomogeneity. 

à 

m 

f 

Figure 4-12: The positions or"the nodc with maximum supports in the homogeneous (red) and the 
layered (green) head-shaped mesh 

4.4.2.2 Human Data 

By each method. in its présent state, reconstruction of human data gave images that were 

recognizable as the same evoked response and primary or secondary impédance changes were 

found at the posterior of the brain in ali rive subjects whose images showed changes greater 

than baseline noise. However. there was no consistency in the location or polarity of primary 

impédance changes between functional images of the subjects during VER experiments. For 

one subject, peaks could not be localized at ali using the 4-shell sphère algorìthm. In general, 

for any particular subject. reconstructions using each algorìthm returned peak changes of the 

same polarity and in the same hémisphère to within about 40mm. There was more 

consistency between peak loci in spherical reconstructions and between those in head-shaped 

reconstructions than there was between either of thèse two sets of reconstructions. There was 
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no noticeable bias of any method towards régions of low mesh density but further conclusion 

was confounded by inter-subject variability. It is difficult to know whether the localization 

errors were the resuit of the approximations made in the forward models or whether they 

were due to the physiological mechanisms underlying the conductivity changes in the brain 

during functional activity, since a PET or an M RI study on each of the patients may well have 

yietded similarly variable results (section 4.1.3). 

Over all 5 subjects, the homogeneous sphère algorithm appeared, consistently, to give the 

best resolution, sometimes separating peaks when they were absorbed into one, larger peak in 

the other algorithms. For less central changes, the full-head algorithm appeared to give 

slightly better resolution than the homogeneous-head algorithm, consistent with the 

arguments above conceming support. The shelled sphère algorithm, in gênerai, gave the 

poorest resolution. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

It was thought that the introduction of correct geometry would improve image 

reconstruction in head-tank studies, as compared to reconstruction assuming spherical 

geometry. In their present state, however, reconstruction by both methods was similar in 

homogeneous tank studies and no benefit was gained by incorporating realistic geometry into 

the forward model. In skull-lank studies, there was an advantage reconstructing frontal 

changes using the analytical, shelled-sphere model though, overall, it was no better than the 

homogeneous sphere or homogeneous head-shaped model and resolution was best with the 

homogeneous sphere model. The layered head model gave the highest mean localization error 

and results suggested that the inclusion of geometry and layers would not benefit 

reconstruction of EIT images when the object under study is layered and non-spherical. 

Since the density of the realistically shaped meshes was about one-fifth that of the 

spherical meshes in the regions of interest, it is not strictly fair to compare localization 

accuracy and resolution in reconstructions assuming these different models. Conclusion 

cannot therefore be made, from these studies, on the effect of geometry, in the presence of 

layers, in images that might be obtained if higher density meshes were to be used. However, 

the studies carried out in this chapter revealed the significant influence of mesh density and 

heterogeneity on localization and resolution in image reconstruction. The effects were large 

enough to mask any improvements that might have been gained by inclusion of accurate 

geometry and conductivity distributions. It will not be difficult to produce new meshes with a 

finer and more homogeneous distribution of nodes throughout the brain. It will be possible to 

make more confident assertions on the benefits of the realistic FEM model when these are 

used to reconstruct the same head-tank data using the algorithm described above. 

In the EIT problem, it would appear, from the above, that the introduction of a more 

complicated geometry cancels, to some extend, the benefits of using of an analytical sphere 

model to account for the presence of layers. The homogeneous model, has high resolution, 

and the use of the 3-shell sphere model, for the skull-tank, improves localization accuracy in 

the front of the head (and gives slight improvement overall). But in every other respect, all 

models perform similarly whether they include layers and/or realistic geometry, so no one 

model in particular, as it stands, would be recommended for use in a clinical setting. 

However, the differences in information given by reconstruction of human images suggest 

that one model may give insight into the images given by another and it would be of benefit 

to use all four, in their present state, in order to improve interpretation of results. 
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5 Imaging Neuronal Depolarization 

5.1 Introduction 

Electroencephalography, EEG, has excellent temporal resolution but a poor spatial 

resolution, especially for changes deep within the brain. PET and fMRI have good spatial 

resolution, of several millimetres, but a time resolution that is only sufficient to measure the 

metabolic changes associated with neuronal activity, occurring over a few seconds (section 

1.2.2.2). It would be of great use could an imaging technique combine the level of spatial 

resolution they demonstrate with the temporal resolution of electrophysiological methods in 

order to map neuronal activity itself, rather than its consequences. EIT could offer this 

possibility. 

5.1.1 Physiological Background 

Much work has been done over the century to model the electrical properties of the 

tubular structures (cell processes - axons and dendrites - see Figure 5-1) which extend from 

the main cell body (soma) of each neuron and of bulk grey matter (Cole and Hodgkin 1939; 

Hodgkin and Rushton 1946; Hodgkin 1947; Ranck 1963; Rail 1975; Okada, Huang et al. 

1994; Rail 1999). All of their models required the application of cable theory and presented 

results with which the medical world today is reasonably well satisfied. 

The bulk resistivity of cortex has been reported as having values ranging from 2080cm 

to 32Idem at various frequencies between 3000Hz and 5Hz (Freygang and Landau 1955; 

VanHarreveld and Ochs 1956; Ranck 1963; VanFIarreveld, Murphy et al. 1963; Ranck 1966). 

Several measurements have been made of localized cortical resistance changes during 

activity, ranging from 0.005%, at 10kHz using depth electrodes (Klivington and Galambos 

1968), to -0.03%, at DC using electrodes placed on the cortical surface (Boone 1995). These 

were summarized in section 1.4.2.3. A cnide estimate was made of the relation between the 

local change and the change in a 4-terminal measurement on the scalp (Boone 1995). A ratio 

of 10:1 was suggested since cortical resistivity changes of A5%, related to blood volume 

changes, caused AO.5% mean, negative voltage changes on the scalp in previous EIT 

measurements (Gibson, 2000). However, the maximum changes had magnitudes between 1% 

and 2%, so a ratio 5:1 could be assumed to estimate the maximum scalp signals due to 

neuronal impedance changes. 
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Figure 5 - 1 : A - A glial cell wilh dendritic processes extending from the cell body or soma B - A 

neuron (motoneuron) with dendritic and axonal processes extending from the cell body or soma. C 

- A section of the motoneuron axon. An intracellular electrode provides current, which flows 

parallel to the axis o f the process and 'leaks' out into the extracellular space with increasing 

distance from the source. 

5.1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this work was to estimate the change that might be observed in a four-

terminal scalp impedance measurement during neuronal depolarization. From this result, it 

was intended to assess the possibility that E IT might combine the temporal resolution of EEG 

and a spatial resolution more similar to fMR.1 and PET in order to image neuronal 

depolarization directly. 
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5.1.3 Design 

The current flow through neuronal tissue is governed by cable theory. This was originally 

applied to the problem of transatlantic telegraph cables. Applied to neuronal conduction, the 

theory suggests electrical circuits equivalent to cell membranes and processes and it reduces 

the problem from three dimensions to one. The cell membrane is equivalent to a resistor and 

capacitor in parallel and this forms part of a ladder-like circuit, which is equivalent to the 

extended, cylindrical cell process. 

Although it was my wish to predict the resistive behaviour of the cortex during activity, I 

first applied cable theory to that of a peripheral crab nerve. The geometry of the problem is 

quite simple for the case of the peripheral nerve. Reasonable assumptions could be made in 

the development of a mathematical model and experimental verification was relatively 

straightforward. All but one of the assumptions were identical to those in the model 

developed by Boone (Boone 1995). However, a more appropriate boundary condition was 

used in the model reported here. 

The geometry of cortical neurons is more complex than that of the peripheral axon and 

experimental verification of predictions is difficult. However, several of the assumptions 

made in the peripheral model were also appropriate when modelling cortical neurons. 

Additional assumptions were made to produce an appropriate cortical model describing the 

resistive behaviour first of individual neurons and then of bulk cortical tissue during 

depolarization. A further complication is that the parameters required by the models are not 

well known, There are, however, ranges published and these were used to estimate margin of 

error in the results. 

This chapter describes a model developed to estimate the size of the local impedance 

change associated with the depolarization of a population of neurons. The peripheral model is 

presented first, with ils experimental validation. The cortical model is then presented. It is 

similar to that developed by Boone (Boone 1995) but with several changes, which will be 

highlighted as they occur. Further to this, using 3D models of the head, described previously 

in this thesis, this microscopic cortical model was extended to predict the signal that might be 

measured on a single channel of an EIT system. The change was expected to be much smaller 

than those described and imaged in the previous chapter. 
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5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 The Peripheral Model 

The nervous system is divided into two sub-systems, the central, which extends inside the 

spinal column and includes the brain, and the peripheral, which innervates the rest of the 

body. Cable theory applies to conduction in both but the simplest case of core conduction in 

the nervous system is that in the unmyelinated peripheral nerve axon, whose form resembles 

that in Figure 5-l(b) and whose geometry is described by Figure 5-2. 

-<ß x = -L x = 0 x = L » 

Figure 5 - 2 . A cut-away diagram showing the geometry of" the nerve fibre model. See 

text for explanation of symbols 

5.2.1,1 Assumptions and Approximations 

In the following, the assumptions used for the peripheral model are labelled with a P and 

those for the cortical model, later, with a C. 

[PI] The nerve axon was assumed to be a uniform cylinder consisting of purely resistive 

intracellular fluid surrounded by a capacitive and resistive membrane bathed in a resistive 

extracellular fluid which occupied a fraction a of the overall tissue volume (Figure 5-2). 

[P2] rm, c,n and n were assumed to be constant on each branching cable and the cell 

passive and linear with respect to the testing current. This assumption was justified by 

Hodgkin and Rushton (Hodgkin 1947) and is necessary for application of classical linear 

cable theory. 

[P3] Measuring electrodes were placed some distance 21 apart along the length of the 

nerve, and the axon assumed to be sufficiently thin that the electric field in the intra- and 

extracellular space was parallel to the fibre. 
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[P4] The extrapolar length of the axon was sufficient to be assumed infinite so the axon 

was assumed to be 'open-ended'. Boone assumed the axon to be 'closed ended' (see 

assumption [C8]) 

[P5] The nerve was assumed to exist in two steady resistance states, resting and 

depolarising. In the former state, the longitudinal resistivity was calculated using the 

expression derived below and all the relevant parameters. In the latter state, this was repeated 

with membrane resistivity multiplied by a factor {\/Dp). 

5.2.1.2 Notation 

Variables: 

x distance (m) along axon 

ie extracellular current (A) 

i¡ intracellular current (A) 

7 total current flowing through the axon and extracellular fluid (/ = ie + i¡) 

im current (A cm"1) passing into axon through the membrane 

Ve potential (V) of extracellular fluid with respect to a distant point: Ve - - \ reiedx 

V; potential (V) of intracellular fluid with respect to a distant point: Vf = - r^dx 

Vm the potential difference (V) across the surface of the membrane ( Vm = Ve- V¡) 

Constants: 

a radius (cm) of axon 

a proportion of tissue considered to be extracellular 

2L the separation (cm) of the electrodes 

25 the width (cm) of the electrodes - to be made vanishingly small 

p„, resistance x unit area of the surface membrane (Q cm 2) 

Cm the capacity per unit area (F cm"1) of the surface membrane in the axon 

D the factor by which membrane resistivity decreases during depolarization 

p¡ specific resistivity of the intracellular fluid (Q cm) 

pe specific resistivity of the extracellular fluid (Q cm) 

re resistance per unit length (Q cm' 1) of extracellular fluid {p€(\-ay<ma') 

n resistance per unit length (Q cm"1) of intracellular fluid (p¿/iia
2) 

rm resistance x unit area (Q cm) of the surface membrane in the axon (pm/2ná) 
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cm the capacity per unit length (F cm' 1) of the surface membrane in the axon ( C m x Ina ) 

X length constant = V[rm I (r,- + rt) ] 

rm time constant = rmc = p,„C„, 

5 . 2 7 . 5 Theory 

Following the defmitions, lt is possible to write down two equations demonstrating 

Ohm's Law 

dK [5-1] 

dx 

dx 
and dV r5-31 

etc 

Rearranging [5-3] and, since Vm and Vc = 0 at * = 0, for the intrapolar region, integrating with 

respect to x 

FL = 
'r .+r .Y, r H [5-4] 

K. + ^ IIdx e i 

Membrane current can be expressed in terms of current conservation and as a sum of 

capacitive and resistive currents 

ä , [5-5] 

G l 

l... - C 

Henee ü + - d h t 5 - 7 ] 

3 f m 

dt dx 

1 

+ r. dx2 

[5-6] 

Substitution for U from [5-3] gives 

}'\ *: ! f f 

The last term vanishes everywhere except under the electrodes since 7=0 and l0 in the 

extrapolar and intrapolar regions. Hence for regions x = -ao —> (-L-<5), (-¿+(5) -> and 

(L+S) —> oo we obtain the cable equation 

,d2V dV [5-9] 
~^ ~ L + rm — + F„, = 0 

dx2 m dt 
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where X and x are as defined above. Since we are studying the steady state, the second term is 

zéro and, defining a new variable X = x / X 

âX2 

[ 5 - 1 0 ] 

Certain boundary conditions must be imposed in order to solve équation [5-10]. One is that 

membrane voltage Vm -> 0 as .v - co. This gives us two solutions for V,„ 

V=Aex+Be-x [ 5 - 1 1 ] 
f o r < X < 

X X 

f o r -œ<X< 
-Ô-L 

X 

(à +—) 

V„ = Ce * 
[ 5 - 1 2 ] 

Another boundary condition for the intrapolar région is that the voltage distribution is anti-

symmetric, Hence Vm(X) = - Vm{-X) and A = -B so that 

c Ô-L v L-S 

f o r < X < 
X X 

Vm=Ae*{\-e-2X) [ 5 - 1 3 ] 

There are also two continuity conditions that must be observed. Both Vm and /, are continuous 

functions of x. Since this is the case, as t>becotnes vanishingly small, we can equate [5-12] 

and [5-13] either side of the électrode i.e. Vin(-L-Ô) = V,„(-L+Ô) so that 

C=Ae ( 1 - e ;- ) 

and therefore. 

for -co<X 
-Ô-L (X+2A -2 

V... = Ae * 

Ô-L 

( 1 - e * ) 
[ 5 - 1 4 ] 

The constant A can be found by evaluating [5-3] at either side of the électrode a t X = -L 

dV^ (ÔV„\ < x f / . x / . x > f. . ^ [ 5 - 1 5 ] 

dx x=S-L ÔX 

B u t fe),=ff-t -(0-ff-/J=0from continuity of i,Jx=_^L = 0 and IX=S_L=IQ 

s o t h a t 

ÔX Ô-L ÔX }x__-s-l 

[ 5 - 1 6 ] 

A is found by substituting [5-13] and [5-14] into [5-16] so that 

(.1-e-/.) , 

f o r <X< 
X X 

[ 5 - 1 7 ] 
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In order to calculate the potential différence between the two électrodes, something must 

be known about Ve at thèse points. Evaluating [5-17] at the inner extreme of the électrodes, in 

order to Substitute into [5-4], 

Vm(L-S) = 

and 

V e J 

Ve(S-L) + rip~dx 

As ö~» 0, the intégrais tend to LrJ0 and -LrJo and therefore the applied voltage is 

V0=Ve(-L)-Ve(L) = (VJ-L)-Vm(L)) + ^ [ 0 

Substituting for Vm from [5-17], under conditions of 0, 

[ 5 - 1 8 ] 

[ 5 - 1 9 ] 

[ 5 - 2 0 ] 

[ 5 - 2 1 ] 

This is the voltage generated between two électrodes placed on a peripheral nervous tissue of 

total cross-sectional area xa2i(\-a) separated by a distance 2L. Expressed in terms of specific 

resistivities and hyperbolic trigonométrie funetions, the resistivity of the peripheral nervous 

tissue, found by dividing [5-21] by [2LI^\-ä)]l7m2, is therefore 

0 [(l-a)pe +&Pi] \{, \ {' l 
e 1 sinh 

X 

[ 5 - 2 2 ] 

5.2.1.4 AC Jmpedan ce 

Returning to équation [5-9], we can see that, if the injected current is not DC, then, when 

the steady State has been reached, [5-10] becomes 

[ 5 - 2 3 ] 

ÔX2 

= Vm(\+J6>Tm) 

where co is the frequency of current injection. In ail subséquent solutions, X is simply 

replaced by i/F, where 

[ 5 - 2 4 ] 

F = 
X 
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Therefore all the expressions for conductivity reported in this chapter are valid at frequencies 

greater than zero if X is replaced by \IF. 

5.2.1.5 Parameters and Evaluation 

To evaluate expression [5-22], it was necessary to know the values of the parameters 

associated with the crustacean peripheral nerve. These are listed in Table 5-1. P<f was then 

calculated for 'resting' membrane resistivity and 'depolarising' membrane resistivity and the 

percentage difference A P 0

P % found. 

5.2.1.6 Realistic Considerations 

The suggestion of a two-state system assumed that the impedance reached a steady state 

during the time in which the tissue was depolarized underneath the measuring electrodes. 

This cannot be the case for low (« measuring frequencies. The impedance measurement 

cannot reach steady state during the depolarization because the capacitive characteristics of 

the membrane act to resist a change in voltage. In two simulations, constant current I was 

driven through a resistor R and capacitor C in parallel. One network had a time constant, RC, 

of Oms and the other 8ms, representative of a peripheral nerve (Hodgkin, 1947). R 

represented the resting membrane resistance and C its capacitance. A resistance change AR 

was imposed, taking the shape of a descending half cycle of a sine wave, lasting 1ms, having 

a minimum at a value (1/D;,)*R. During a resistance decrease, the time course was calculated 

for the voltage generated across the capacitor for each of the time constants. The reduction in 

amplitude of the maximum voltage change from the first to the second simulation was 

described by a factor (1/7),). This was taken as the multiplicative factor by which the 

measured impedance signal would be reduced. 

Another factor to consider is dispersion. Because there were several axons in the nerve 

bundle, several action potentials were propagated. The collective name for these is a 

Compound Action Potential (CAP). In reality, there is a distribution of fibre diameters in the 

bundle, causing individual fibres to conduct action potentials with a distribution of velocities. 

There is theoretical (e.g. Noble, 1979) and experimental (e.g., Hodgkin, 1954) evidence that 

unmyelinated fibres conduct at a rate proportional to 2a so larger fibres conduct the action 

potential more quickly. As a consequence the magnitude of the CAP decreases with distance 

along the nerve as its temporal spread increases. Since the individual action potentials reach 

the measurement region at different times, there is incomplete depolarization there. The 
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model accounts for this reduction to provide a more accurate estimate of the change to be 

measured on an actual peripheral nerve. 

The fibre diameters also effect the size of each axon's contribution to the signal when it is 

measured by an extracellular electrode. Since the intracellular and extracellular resistances 

act as a potential divider, the ratio of extracellular to intracellular volume determines the size 

of the action potential and larger fibres generate a larger extracellular action potential. 

It was assumed that, at any given instant in time during depolarization, the voltage 

developed by a class of fibres was proportional to (i) the radius of fibres in that class, and (ii) 

the proportion these fibres occupy of the overall nerve area. Individual action potentials were 

modelled as pulses and the ratio Cp found of predicted CAP with and without the dispersion 

effects. (1/Cp), to a first approximation, would be the same as the ratio of the measurable 

resistance decrease to that predicted by the two state model above for full depolarization. 

As a result of these considerations, the model predicted a resistivity change of 

(\/TpCp)*A?o% to be measured on a depolarising sample of the walking leg peripheral nerve 

of a crab. 

Peripheral Neurons Cortical Neurons 

Parameter Va lue Source Parameter Representat ive Va lue 
(Range) 

Source 

Pi 90 fiem (Hodgkin and Rushton 
1946) Pi 70 O c m (50-100Ocm) (Rall 1975) 

Pm 8000 
O c m 3 

(Hodskin and Rushton 
1946) Pm 2500 Q c n r ( 1 0 J - 1 0 4 n c m 2 ) (Rall 1975) 

(motoneuron) 
Cm 1.0 

nF/crrr 
(Hodgkin and Rushlon 

1946) 
C„ 2uF/cm 2 ( l - 4 u F / c m ł ) (Rall 1975) 

Sms from pm and Cm 

5ms ( ] -40ms) from pm and Cm 

l-a 0.75 (Keynes and Lewis 1951) l - a 0.45 ( I - / ? ) / 2 

Pe 20 fJcm (Hodgkin and Rushton 
1946) Pe 60 Qcm (Ranek 1963) 

a 0.25 (Keynes and Lewis 1951) 
ß 

0.1 (Ranek 1963) 

- - - 70 fiem (50-100Qcm) assumed cqual to pi 

- - - 1 r 0.45 { \-0)t2 
21 1mm electrode spacing | 2h& 1.5(1-2) (Raił 1975) 

A 4 (Keynes and Lewis 1951) 1 q 17um (11-50) (Rall 1975) 

40 (Cole and Curtis 1939) 1 P)c 

( 9 - 5 . 5 ) (Araki and Terzuolo 
1962) 

Table 5 -1 : Parameters, taken from the literature, necessary for calculating conductivity o f unmyelinated crab 

peripheral nerve tissue and cortical tissue. 
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'—CO— 1 — - current source 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5-3 . (a) Photograph and (b) diagram of experimental set-up for measurement of longitudinal 
resistance changes in unmyelinated crab peripheral nerve axons. The axon of the crab nerve was 
suspended on silver electrodes and the dendrites can be seen in (b) extending from the cell body or 
soma. 

5.2.1.7 Experimental Procedure 

A method was developed to measure the longitudinal impedance change during the 

depolarization of the nerve bundle extracted from the walking leg of a crab, Cancer Pagurus. 

As can be seen in Figure 5-3(a), this was suspended by a series of silver electrode hooks at 

various distances from each other (Boone 1995). It was lowered into an ice-cooled bath of 

Ringer's solution (an electrolyte) between measurements for preservation purposes. 

Two impedance measurements were made alternately. For the first, the odd measurement, DC 

was driven one way in the region of interest between two driving electrodes separated by 

1mm. A battery-powered current generator was used and was triggered via an optical isolator. 

The potential difference was measured simultaneously between two measurement electrodes, 

one placed several millimetres more proximal to the site of nerve stimulation than the driving 

electrodes and the other placed several centimetres more distal. The amplifier used for the 

voltage measurement was isolated from the controlling PC and from its mains power supply. 

The nerve was attached to a common ground at a point between the 4-terminal measurement 

electrodes and the stimulating electrodes, as shown in Figure 5-3(b). The even measurement 

was made whilst driving DC in the opposite direction to that in the odd measurement so that 

the delivered current took the form of a square wave. 

The collective depolarization of the nerve fibres generated a compound action potential 

(CAP), which propagated along the nerve. The shape of the CAP near the stimulator 

resembled that of an action potential (AP) that may be seen on an individual fibre. However, 

the magnitude of the CAP decreased and its spread increased due to dispersion as it passes 

along the nerve. The placing of one measurement electrode close to the stimulating electrodes 

and another at a large distance ensured that the measured CAP was monophasic and the 
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placing of the former several length constants upstream of the proximal drive électrode 

ensured that the current injection did not have an effect on the shape of the measured CAP. 

This enabled séparation of that part of the recorded signal that was the CAP and that which 

was the associated résistance change. 

The CAP was initiated at the same time during each half-period of the current cycle using 

an isolated, battery-powered puise generator and about 150 full cycles were recorded. During 

each half-cycle, the CAP generated an increase in the voltage, whereas the change in 

résistance caused a simultaneous decrease in its magnitude. For this reason we subtracted 

each even section of the trace from each odd section in an averaging process that cancelled 

the CAP's but preserved the résistance decreases. A baseline was fitted to the averaged half-

cycle and the résistance change was seen as a déviation from the baseline. 
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5.2.2 The Cortical Model 

Dendrites are the most prévalent neuronal processes in the cortex. Thèse are randomly 

ortented and branch off into tree-like structures, or arborisations, which can be seen in Figure 

5-3(b). Glial ceiïs also make up a proportion of cortical volume comparable to neurons. They 

have a geometry similar to that of the neurons and must be accounted for as a third 

compartment in the model. Blood also makes up 2% of cortical volume (Ranck 1963) but was 

not included in the following model. 

V t. 

. . .'• extracellular > 

\S \ fluid \ 

x = - L x = 0 x = L 

Figure 5-4: A cut-away diagram showing the geometry of the cortical nerve fibre model. 

5.2.2.1 Assumptions and Approximations 

(CI) As Rail (Rail 1975) proposed, a dendritic arborisation was represented by a single, 

equivalent (virtual) cable of electrotonic length Le=(UX), conduction in which was governed 

by simple cable theory. 

(C2) Each of these cables is equally likely to have any orientation and its midpoint to 

have any co-ordinate. When integration is performed over a solid angle of 2n, it can be seen, 

and was assumed, that the collective resistivity of a population of these cables is 3 times thai 

of a population which is randomly distributed but parallel (Ranck 1963). This result holds 

when the region of interest lies greater than 300p. from the current source, in which case 

Ranck suggested that field lines were nearly parallel. 

(C3) /•,„, cm and were again assumed to be constant on each branching cable and the cell 

passive and linear with respect to the testing current. 

(C4) The nerve process, a uniform, virtual cylinder was assumed to consist of purely 

resistive intracellular fluid surrounded by a membrane. When glial cells were considered, the 
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cable was bathed not only in extracellular fluid (resistivity p e O.cm) but surrounded also by 

the conductive glial cells. It was assumed that the effects of blood vessels and of connective 

tissue are negligible in grey matter and we considered only neurons, interstitial space and 

glial cells. These constituted two resistive components in parallel surrounding the neuronal 

process. Since the neuroglial fibres are many times longer than their length constants (a few 

microns), it was assumed that the longitudinal resistivity o f the glial component may be 

considered to be equivalen! to that of its intracellular fluid (resistivity pg¡ O.cm). However, 

since glial transverse resistivity is much higher than this, and the fíbres were assumed to be 

oriented randomly, the overall glial resistivity was assumed to be three times the longitudinal 

valué. 

(C5) Extracellular resistance was increased by a factor of U = 1.42 due to the increased 

path length of current flowing around each cable (Ranck 1963). 

(C6) Ranck (Ranck 1963) proposed that the virtual cable representing a dendritic 

arborisation constituted one half of a longer cable with sealed ends, the other half of which 

extended from the other side of the cell body and was equivalent to another arborisation. It 

was assumed therefore that the average arborisation on one side of a plañe through the soma 

was the same as that on the other side. Further to this, the cell body was assumed to have no 

effect on the longitudinal resistance of this cable (Ranck 1963), which seems reasonable since 

the surface área of dendritic trees is about 20 times that of the soma (Rail 1975). The axon 

was omitted in the model. 

(C7) Assumption (C6) suggested the placement of the measuring electrodes in the model 

for a single process. They were situated x=±L .". ±LtX apart along the length of the cable, 

with the soma at x=0 and the axon assumed to be sufficiently thin that the electric fíeld in the 

intra- and extracellular space was parallel to the fibre. 

(C8) The extrapolar length of the axon was therefore zero and the cable was assumed to 

be 'sealed-ended' i.e. i¡(±L)= 0. 

(C9) The process was again assumed to exist in two steady States, resting and 

depolarising. In the former state, the longitudinal conductivity was calculated using the 

expression derived below and all the relevant parameters. In the latter state, this was repeated 

with membrane resistivity multiplied by a factor (l/£>r). 
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5.2 .22 Notation 

Additional Variables 

ie total extracellular current (A), including that passing through glial cells 

I total current flowing through the axon and extracellular fluid = 

V€ potential (V) of extracellular fluid with respect to a distant point: Ve = 

Vm the potential difference (V) across the surface of the membrane ( Vm = Ve - V{ 

Additional Constants 

f3 proportion of tissue consisting of extracellular fluid 

y proportion of tissue consisting of glial cells 

a proportion of tissue not consisting of neurons ( p + y ) 

U a factor 1.42, to include the effect of tortuosity (Ranck 1963) 

pg specific resistivity of the glial intracellular fluid (Q cm) 

re effective resistance per unit length (O cm"1) of tissue surrounding neurons 

X length constant = ̂ j[rm /(?; + re)\ 

These new constants allowed us to consider the longitudinal resistance of three compartments 

using the same approach as for two compartments but replacing the variable re in that 

approach with re. The constant a , which will be introduced below, suggests an 'effective' 

extracellular volume. As described in section 5.2.1.4, expressions for conductivity reported in 

the remainder of this chapter are valid at frequencies greater than zero if À is replaced by 

l / £ \ 

5.2.2.3 Theoty 

Each of the parallel conductors are present in proportions of ( l -«) , /? and y. It is 

necessary to define the resistance per unit length (Q cm"') of each compartment separately. 

Pi U(\-a)pE 3 ( l - g ) p g / 

rs = — , re = — — and r = - -
no pna yna 

where the factors of 3 and U are included for and random orientation tortuosity, as explained 

in assumptions (3.1) and (3.2). 

Adding these resistances in parallel, the resistance that appears as extracellular to the 

neurons is 

" J * rjeetx 

) 
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? _W(\-a)( 1 

' c ~ m2 \J>ßpgi+UyPe 

This could be expressed more simply as 

_U(\-a) 

[ 5 - 2 5 ] 

re= -1 2 ' Pe 
ana 

where 

a = 
yVpe 

3p 

[ 5 - 2 6 ] 

[ 5 - 2 7 ] 

& J 

acts as an 'effective' extracellular tissue proportion ( 1-or) remains the geometric proportion 

of tissue classed as intracellular neuronal space. re and X are substituted for rc and X in all the 

relationships between current and voltage in section 2.1. 

Since, again, the voltage distribution must be anti-symmetric between the electrodes, the 

solution to the DC steady state cable equation is 

Vm=Aex(\-e-2X) [ 5 - 2 8 ] 

X 

It follows that 

X 

dX 
= Aex(\ + e~2X) [ 5 - 2 9 ] 

Using the new variables, [5-3] becomes 

dX 
[ 5 - 3 0 ] 

[5-29] and [5-30] can be equated for x = -L+c> but when ô —> 0, z,(-Z.+cV) —» 0 ("sealed-end" 

boundary conditions) so that 

A= — 
[ 5 - 3 1 ] 

IL 

[5-30] is rearranged so that 

dX 
[ 5 - 3 2 ] 

And this is integrated between X = -L / X and LI X when ô-> 0. Using [5-1], we obtain 
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The term in square brackets is equivalent to the applied voltage V0 so, if [5-33] is 

rearranged in the same way as is [5-21] to produce [5-22], we obtain the specific resistance of 

a volume made up of parallel neurons, extracellular fluid with included tortuosity effects and 

randomly oriented glial cells 

+ 
0 -[{\-aPp.+5Pl\ 2[(l_a)^+5A0jcoshj£) [ 5 - 3 4 ] 

This model accounts for 'sealed end' boundary conditions and there is a cosh'1 term 

replacing the exponential term in the 'open end' solution [5-22]. In all other respects, the two 

are virtually the same except that pe is replaced by Upe and every a that occurs outside of the 

(l-a) parenthesis (representing the neuronal proportion) is replaced with an 'effective' 

extracellular proportion a. 

5.2.2.4 Parameters and Evaluation 

It is common (Ranck 1963; Boone 1995) to consider the specific admittance of cortical 

tissue to be the simple sum of (a) the admittance of the neuronal compartment ([l-a]*y n), (b) 

the admittance of the neuroglial compartment (Ygi = y / 3p g, ), and (c) the admittance of the 

extracellular fluid {Ye = ß/ Upe) when each are considered to be "in parallel". 

UPe ÏPgi P 0 

1 

[ 5 - 3 5 ] 

or 
( 1 Ì ( 1 a] 

lo-«)J [ 5 - 3 6 ] 

From assumption (C2), the overall conductivity of cortical tissue, in which the dendritic 

processes are randomly oriented, is therefore 

Y rand 1 

V ' 0 

a 

VP* 

a 

Up~< 

_ J 

[ 5 - 3 7 ] 
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As can be seen in Table 5-1, there are ranges of reported values for the parameters 

required to evaluate [5-37]. N p permutations of several plausible values were used in order to 

calculate N p values of A where n= 1,...,NP. Our reported value of A ? £ { ™ d ) % was 

calculated using representative values of each parameter and the error by looking at the 

maximum and minimum values of A P 0 ^ W ' % . 

5.2.2.5 Realistic Considerations 

This time, to account for the reductive effect of membrane capacitance as the system 

switched between 'resting' and 'depolarising1 states, a factor of (\ITC) was calculated using a 

time constant r„=5ms (lms-40ms), calculated using the parametric values in Table 5-1, and a 

resistance drop to (l/Dc). 

Since the model of cortical resistivity above applies when the entire neuronal population 

depolarizes, a factor (1/CC) was introduced to account for those neurons which do not 

depolarize. The effect is to reduce the signal to a fraction equal to the proportion of cells 

which are active. This is not known but Elul (1967) proposed that the simultaneous activity of 

10-20% of the neuronal population produces an evoked potential, or EEG signal. The 

evidence for this is unclear but, for the purposes of this study, a conservative estimate was 

made and a figure of 10% was used. A larger proportion may be recruited during more 

vigorous activity such as an epileptiform spike 

The impedance signal on the scalp will be further reduced because of the distance of the 

measurement electrodes from the change and because between the two lies the highly 

resistive skull. The model only predicts a localized resistivity change. A method will be 

described in the next section to predict scalp signals it causes. 
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5.2.3 Prédiction of Scalp Measurements 

It was attempted to use the realistic FEM model to predict signal changes on the scalp, 

since the visual area could be well defined in the brain région of the mesh (Figure 5-5). It was 

defined as ail those nodes in thc brain behind a vertical plane 20mm in front of the extrême 

posterior of the brain and between horizontal planes 20mm above and below z=0. The total 

volume represented by this change was about 10cmJ. Simulations were carried out using 

équation 1-14 and the sensitivity matrix A[^£""hea<t. Appropriate conductivity values were 

changed. first, by 5%. the conductivity changes expected due to increased blood flow. This 

was in order to test the prédictions against data measured during the VER's, described in the 

prcvious chapter. If the two compared well. the model would seem reasonable and, since 

équation [1-14] is linear, the predicted changes would be multiplied by à(yntl(r(ìna,% I 5%, 

assuming that the change due to neuronal depolarization occupied a similar volume to the 

blood flow change. 

Figure 5 -5 : Thc nodes in the head mesh defined as the brain (black .) and those also defined as the visual 
cortex for simulation. 

It was found that prédictions for scalp impédance changes, using the FEM model, were 

about an order of magnitude smaller than the values actually measured on human subjects. 

Prédictions for the skull tank (4.2.3,4) were more consistent with measurements. when the 

head shaped mesh was used. but poor results were obtained using the spherical models. 

Revisiti ng the experiments in chapter 3. predicted changes were several orders of magnitude 

smaller than measured changes using both analytical and numerica! models. Thèse difficulties 
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were not resolved so I assumed the crude reduction factor 0.1 suggested above in order to 

estimate the mean, negative changes and 0.2 to estimate the maximum change. 
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5.3 Resuits 

5.3.1 Prédictions of the Peripheral Model 

For an électrode spacing of 1mm, the ideal peripheral model predicted a DC résistance 

decrease of 22.3%. When the effects of capacitance (1/7),) = 0.62 and incomplete 

depolarization (\ICP) = 0.2 are taken ïnto account, the model predicts a measured decrease of 

2.8%. Figure 5-6 shows the frequency variation of the solution and Figure 5-7 the capacitive 

effect on the measured signal. 

10' 10 10" to5 

10' 10-

Frequency (Hz) [log scalej 

Figure 5-6. The predicted change in resistivity versus frequency during depolarization o f a uniform 

peripheral nerve sample (4//m radius) for an électrode spacing of 1mm. This prédiction docs not 

take into account any of the realistic considérations discussed above. 
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peripheral - Oms 
peripheral - 5 ms 
cortical - 0ms 
cortical - 8 ms 

14 16 18 20 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 

Time (ms) 
Figure 5-7. The time course of voltages simulated across RC circuits as R is varied to represent 

depolarising peripheral nerve membrane (8ms) and cortical nerve membrane (5ms). These are 

shown with the voltage thai would be developed id the time constant were Oms in each case. All 

voltages were normalized relative to the steady stale voilage [R. 

5.3.2 DC Resistance Changes as Measured on Peripheral Nerves 

Using the technique described above and an excitation electrode spacing of 1mm, (Boone 

1995) measured a DC resistance change of-1.0%±0.6% at the peak of depolarization in 

peripheral nervous tissue. Barbour (Barbour 1998) repeated these experiments and reported a 

change of-1.1%±0.1%. An example trace is shown in Figure 5-8. Using a larger current 

electrode spacing and measuring further from the stimulus. Holder (Holder, 1989) reported a 

longitudinal resistance change of -0.3%. 

_ 40 50 

Time (ms) 
Figure 5 -8 . A lypical trace showing ihc Compound Action Potential and the percentage resistance 

change observed when a measurement is made on crab peripheral nerve in the fashion described 

above. 
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5.3.3 DC Predictions of the Cortical Model 

Using representative values and ranges of parameters, the cortical model predicted a bulk 

resistivity of 270Qcm (203 - 353Qcm). The ideal model predicted a resistivity decrease of 

15.6% (11.1-18.4%). 

When the effects of capacitance (1/TC) = 0.39 (0.05-0.93) and incomplete depolarization 

(1/CC) = 0.1 were taken into account, the model predicted an effective decrease of 0.6% 

(0.06-1.7%). 

5.3.4 Scalp impedance changes 

Mean scalp signal changes were estimated assuming a reduction factor of 0.1 and 

maximum changes assuming a reduction factor of 0.2 (section 5.1.1). If local changes were as 

quoted in the previous section, this translates into predicted mean scalp signal decreases of 

0.06% (0.006-0.17%) for impedance measurements made there. Maximum signals would 

have magnitude 0.12% (0.012-0.34%). 
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5.4 Discussion 

It can be seen in Figure 5-6 that the resistivity change is maximal at DC. At this 

frequency, the new peripheral model predicted a resistance decrease of about 2.8% rather 

than 3.7%, as suggested by Boone (1995). The model assumed boundary conditions more 

appropriate to those during measurement of a 1% decrease, as described above. During 

measurement, it was possible (a) that the nerve tissue was not completely depolarized at the 

stimulating electrodes, (b) that remnants of Ringer's solution were absorbed by the fascicles 

of the nerve while it was submersed and (c) that the measuring instrument underestimated 

resistance changes, as it did in calibration studies. Especially considering all of these factors, 

which would act to reduce the measured change slightly, the theoretical prediction and the 

measurements were in broad agreement. 

The representative value predicted by the cortical model for bulk cortical resistivity fell 

well within the range reported in the literature. The same model predicted a representative 

value for the local resistivity change, at DC, of -0.6% for evoked responses, a result that 

would translate to 0.06% scalp changes. 

It is difficult to compare the predictions with the existing reports of in vivo measurements 

due to the range of frequencies and different measurement configurations used. The 

sensitivity of the Klivington and Galambos (Klivington and Galambos 1967; 1968) resistance 

measurements was maximal in the region of depolarization so their reported figures were 

roughly equivalent to measurements of localized resistivity change. However, the 

measurement was made at 10kHz, at which frequency the above model is not optimized and 

phase considerations may need to be made. In preliminary measurements Boone observed a 

decrease at DC of 0.01-0.03% during evoked responses in rabbit cortex. The results require 

confirmation but these distant measurements seem consistent with the predictions of the 

cortical model. However, measurements of resistance are acutely sensitive to the placement 

of the electrodes and their proximity to the activity. Without resolving issues in the use of 

FEM methods for bulk field calculations, it is difficult to compare measurements reporting a 

resistance change, to the predictions of the model, which concern a localized change in 

resistivity. 

Many assumptions have been made in the cortical model, two of which appear to have 

the most significant effect on its predictions. The literature reports electrotonic length Le for 

many different types of neuron but only the range of values for cat spinal motoneurons has 

been used in this model. Perhaps a more complete model of resistance changes in the cortex 

during depolarization would take into account the different active neuronal populations and 
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their different electrotonic lengths. The resistance change is very sensitive to the reduction of 

Le from l.5*X to X, so it may be that different neurons contribute more or less to the 

resistivity change per unit population density, depending on their electrotonic length. 

However, the integrative properties of dendritic trees require that electrotonic length is 

neither too large, in which case distal synaptic input would never cause a neuron to fire, nor 

too small, in which case the neuron would fire constantly (Rail 1975). It is not unreasonable 

to suggest that the range of values of Le used in the model above represents adequately those 

of the entire set of cortical neurons. 

Dendrites were long thought only to depolarize electrotonically, which is to say that they 

do not actively propagate action potentials as do axons. Instead they were thought to 

depolarize passively and locally, at varying degrees of synchronization along their length. 

Since most of the membrane in the cortex is dendritic, the above model would drastically 

overestimate the bulk resistivity change associated with neuronal depolarization. However, 

most neuronal dendrites are now believed to have excitable properties (Segev and Rail 1998; 

Rail 1999; Segev and London 1999) although the dendritic membrane resistance change 

during depolarization is unknown and difficult to measure. (Araki and Terzuolo 1962) were 

unsure whether to report a somatic or a dendritic resistance change after their voltage clamp 

experiments from which we took values for Dc. However, there is a near linear relation 

between the percentage membrane resistivity change and the bulk resistivity change so their 

result suffices as an order of magnitude estimate. 

Using the crude estimate presented in section 5.1.1, scalp EIT signals of order -0.06% 

may be expected during evoked responses. However this is dependent on the assumption that 

synchronous depolarization occurs throughout a similar volume to that occupied by blood 

flow changes. Boone presented a typical cortical recording of resistance change during 

median nerve stimulation on a rabbit (Boone 1995). Noise on this trace is of order 0.03% 

after 800-2000 stimulations. The smallest predicted resistance changes 0.006% would not be 

observed but the representative value would give a signal to noise ratio of 2. The model 

therefore predicts that it would be possible to measure resistance decreases with a 10/20 

system of electrode placement after 800-2000 evoked responses. 

Our group expects soon to make DC single channel scalp measurements of the fast 

cortical resistance changes that accompany evoked responses in humans. These will be 

compared to the predictions of the model described above. Further work may involve use of 

the cable model to predict slower impedance changes due to cell swelling, thought to be 

responsible for some of the signals observed in previous EIT images. 
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In summary, the smallest predicted mean signal decreases were of the same order as the 

change of 0.01% predicted by Boone. Représentative mean signal decreases were 6 times 

larger, the représentative, maximum predicted change was 12 times larger and the upper limit 

of the maximum predicted change was 34 times larger. 

5.5 Conclusion 

Scalp signais generated by the predicted resistivity changes are at the limit of 

detectability using hardware presently available and image reconstruction is already difficult, 

even with the larger signais obtained previously. At présent, the predicted resistivity decrease 

could not be imaged but, allowing for improvements in EIT technology, the technique may be 

used in the future to produce images of the fast résistance changes associated with neuronal 

depolarization. 
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Conclusions and Suggestions 
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6 Conclusions and Suggestions 

6.1 Progress 

New mathematical models were presented in this thesis in order to approximate the 

conduction of electricity through spherical tanks, head-shaped tanks and the human head in 

order to reconstruct impédance images. Modifìed models were also presented of conduction 

through resting and depolarising neuronal tissue. 

6.1.1 Modifiée! Reconstruction Algorithm 

A new one-step, linear, SVD reconstruction algorithm was suggested in chapter 2 in 

order to provide a level playing fìeld on which reconstruction could be compared using 

layered, non-layered, spherical and non-spherical models. The algorithm employed post-

weighting, which represented an advance on the technique, used previously by this group, of 

multiplying the résultant image by a radially dépendent penalty function. It also reduced 

électrode artefact since the post-weighting was dépendent both on radius and on distance 

from the électrodes. 

Correct row-normaïisation was also performed for the first time when reconstructing the 

normalised data acquired by this UCL group (section 2.1.5.2) and the possibility was 

highlighted of neglecting data when it corresponds to small prédictions of voltage 

measurernents (section 2.3.2.2). 

6.1.2 New Analytical Shell Model 

For the first time, EIT images were reconstmeted using an analytical 4-shell spherical 

model and an algorithm optimized for an inhomogeneous object. Use of the model was 

shown to produce more accurate image reconstruction of résistance perturbations within 

concentric shells than did use of a homogeneous mode! (Chapter 3). The model was also 

moderately successful for image reconstruction of perturbations within realistic head-shapes, 

tank and human (Chapter 4), when best-fit électrode positions were used and the 

reconstmeted images were warped. 

6.1.3 Testing MaTOAST Linear FEM Implementation 

Also presented (Chapter 3) was the first thorough test of the ability of a 3-D, linear FEM 

model to account for shells in sphères when post-weighting and row-normalisation were 

incorporated in the reconstruction algorithm. As in the previous study, without thèse 
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(Bagshaw, Liston et al. In press), the linear FEM model appeared to be unable to account for 

the effect of shells. 

The same FEM was then applied to a layered, realistic head-shaped 3-D geometry, in 

chapter 4, and perturbations reconstructed, with moderate success, within a skull in a saline-

filled, head-shaped tank. No improvements were gained by inclusion of geometry or layers in 

the models used but meshing differences were found to be too great to draw general 

conclusions by this MaTOAST linear FEM implementation. The study was very useful, 

however, for revealing the importance of meshing and its potential to bias solutions. 

6.1.4 Neuronal Depolarisation 

New microscopic models were presented of depolarizing tissue using more rigorous 

approximations and more appropriate boundary conditions than before (Boone 1995). 

Boone's cortical model was taken further, assuming a range of values for each parameter and 

assuming that 10% of neurons depolarise in active tissue. The mean scalp signal decrease was 

predicted as well as the maximum signal expected if the present EIT measurement protocol 

were to be used. Although signals were predicted which were larger than those predicted by 

Boone they are still at the limit of detectability under present noise considerations. 
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6.2 Future Work 

6.2.1 Reconstruction issues 

6.2.1.1 Forward 

6.2.1.1.1 Meshing 

As a first step, I suggest that further layered and homogeneous head-shaped meshes be 

produced, with mesh densities as similar to each other and as regular as possible throughout 

the region of interest, namely the brain. It is desirable for the spheres to be re-meshed also, 

so that there may be no bias towards the centers of the partitioned octants. These should have 

density similar to the head-shaped meshes for a fair comparison to be made using the above 

data, reconstruction algorithm and analysis techniques. 

6.2.1.1.2 Quadratic FEM 

The results of chapter 3 suggest that the differences, in Chapter 4, between homogeneous 

and layered, head-shaped reconstruction are likely to have been due to meshing issues rather 

than the ability of the linear FEM implementation to account for the presence of the thin, 

resistive skull layer. Should this be confirmed, after repeated studies using better meshes, the 

next step should be to implement the quadratic FEM within the existing MaTOAST code. 

Tins would take into account thin layers to a higher degree than the linear method 

(section 2.1.3.2.3). For spherical studies, it may show similar improvements over the 

homogeneous model as did the analytical multi-shell model, when perturbations occurred 

within concentric, spherical layers. While the linear FEM may prove useful for modeling 

realistic geometry, the quadratic FEM might go one step further and also model, more 

convincingly, the effects of scalp, skull and CSF. 

6.2.LI.3 B EM/FEM 

Another method which could better take into account the layers in the head would be to 

solve a model for the outer layers using the Boundary Element Method (BEM) and then to 

impose the solution found on the outside of the brain as the boundary condition for a FEM 

solution inside the brain. BEM / FEM has been applied before to the problem of spherical 

shells (Bradley, Harris et al. 2001) and for consideration of the electrocardiographic forward 

problem (Fischer, Tilg et al. 2000). It may be worth considering this method for E1T of brain 
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function but, as mentioned in section 2.1.3.1, it would sacrifice the potential advantage of the 

FEM to account for holes and anisotropy in the skull. 

6.2.1.1.4 Anisotropy 

Perspex presents a much larger resistance perturbation than does any physiological 

change within the brain and the target image in VER studies is much less well defined than in 

tank studies. For these reasons, as well as the presence of anisotropy within the human head, 

the human images in this thesis were much more noisy and difficult to interpret than tank 

images. 

Another reason may be that the human brain is highly anisotropic, whereas tanks were 

filled with saline, which is isotropic. In the future, once issues of mesh density have been 

resolved, inclusion of information about the anisotropy of the brain and skull may lead to 

significant improvements in image quality. This information could be obtained from diffusion 

weighted MRI (section 1.7.4). 

6.2J J.5 Capacitance 

One further reason, which may account for the significant difference between human 

images and tank images, is that the human head has capacitive properties while the tanks 

were purely resistive. Kleinermann suggested that capacitive effects should be taken into 

account in a model for conduction when frequencies are above 100kHz (Kleinermann 2001). 

However, this threshold was determined for blood. It is not clear-cut and depends on the 

biological material under investigation. 

Since there is a move by this group towards spectroscopic imaging using frequencies up 

to and beyond 1MHz, it would be of great use to develop a multi-frequency algorithm where 

the solution for field is calculated using the full, frequency-dependent Maxwell equations. 

This has been implemented analytically for a finite right circular cylinder (Kleinermann 

2001) and could also be implemented, for brain imaging, using the FEM for a head shape or 

analytically for concentric spheres. It might also prove useful for single-frequency 

reconstructions at 38kHz, the frequency used for the human experiments described above, 

and answer the question more fully as to whether the quasi-static approximation is valid for 

imaging human brain function. 
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6.2.1.1.6 Individual MRl's 

The logical conclusión of producing more and more accurate models of the head would 

be to take a difTusion tensor MRI for every subject, since head shapes and intemal 

conductivity distributions vary considerably from individual to individual. Individual MRTs 

could be segmented, meshed and conductivity tensors defined at each node. It would be 

trivial then to measure the positions of the scalp electrodes and transfer these directly to the 

head mesh in order to provide boundary conditions for a full quadratic and anisotropic FEM 

solution for each subject. At the present time, it is time consuming to produce a full head 

mesh, since the process is not automated (section 4.2.3.1), and MRl's would not be avaílable 

for most normal volunteers taking part in evoked response experiments. This method may be 

practicable for patients with focal epilepsy for whom MRTs are available and it would be 

desirable to use a model with the greatest accuracy possible to lócate the epileptic focus 

(section 1.4.2.1.3). However, given the inconclusive evidence, presented in this thesis, for the 

improvement gained by inclusión of correct geometry and conductivity distributions, ít does 

not appear that the productíon of individual sensitivity matrices is of great priority at the 

present time. 

6.2.1.2 Inverse 

6.2.1.2.1 Iterative Reconstruction 

It was suggested in chapter 3 that an iterative process could reduce the noise in regions 

distant to the perturbaron caused by over-compensation by the post-weighting vector. This 

could be attempted easily using the analytical model and Landweber's linear method (section 

1.6.3.5 and equation [1-24]). Since the problem is essentially non-linear, a non-linear iterative 

solution could be attempted using the FEM solver to genérate a new sensitivity matrix at each 

step using an updated conductivity vector at each stcp. This would be very time consuming, 

however, for the fine 3-D meshes required for an accurate head model. 

6.2.1.2.2 A Priori Information 

It would be of great interest to investígate the effect of using a priori information by the 

methods listed in section 1.6.5 conceming smoothness in the image, anisotropy and the 

reduction of the volume into a smaller number of sensitivity regions. These sensitivity 

regions could reflect the known anatomy in an individual's head and could also reflect 
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knowledge of the physiology of an evoked response experiment if the same paradigm were to 

be used for an fMRi experiment on the same subject. 

6.2.2 Image acquisition 

For the data reported in this thesis, one image was acquired every 25s during evoked 

response experiments. Since the physiological response to stimulus occurs over only a few 

seconds, it would be of great use to carry out further evoked response experiments using the 

UCLH Mark Ib, with which images can be acquired at a rate of more than 2s"\ A further 

advantage of faster image acquisition is that more electrodes could be used and more 

measurements made to genérate each image. The inverse problem would then be better 

conditioned and resolution would be higher (section 2.1.2.4). 

Repeating the VER experiments would also allow improvements to be made to the 

stimulation paradigm. A more sophisticated example, suggested by Gibson (2000), was to 

compare images of left fíeld and right field visual stimuli. These would produce similar 

activation in other regions of the brain, which would cancel, but different activation in the 

visual cortex. If experiments were to be carried out on subjects who had already taken part in 

a VER experiment using fMRI, the paradigm could be made as similar as possible for our 

EIT experiments and results would be directly comparable. These types of experiment could 

provide a more convincing validation of our reconstruction algorithms for imaging human 

brain activity. 

6.2.3 Neonatal Imaging 

A mesh has just been generated, by Andrew Tizzard, of a neonatal head using the í-

DEAS package. The mesh will be used, shortly, to produce a neonatal sensitivity matrix using 

the MaTOAST linear FEM implementation with appropriate electrode positions and 

conductivities (Gibson, Bayford et al. 2000). This will enable reconstruction of the data 

already acquired by Dr Tom Tidswell during visual and motor evoked response experiments 

carried out on neonates in the past, using the UCLH Mark Ib system (section 1.4.2.1.1). 

6.2.4 Imaging Epilepsy 

Preliminary findings encourage the idea that EIT may be able to offer functional imaging 

in ambulant patients undergoing presurgical EEG telemetry, which would provide a valuable 

addition to current clinical practice (Bagshaw, Listón et al. In press). However, much effort 

remains to be made to process the data collected thus far, since baseline data have often 
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shown considerable fluctuations and images are highly dependent on the choice of the 

baseline epoch. 

6.2.5 Data and Image processing 

None of the suggestions made by Gibson (Gibson 2000) have been implemented, 

regarding data processing. Noisy data channels are manually removed, rather than weighted 

according to the inverse of their variance. However, both techniques act to suppress noisy 

channels and the improvement gained by more sophisticated data processing is unlikely to be 

dramatic. 

In the use of fMRI and PET, images are analysed using a suitę of programs, written for 

Matlab, known as Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM, Funcional Imaging Laboratory, 

UCL, Frąckowiak, Friston et al. 1997). These produce probability maps showing whether 

signáis in each pixel could have arisen by chance or whether they are likely to be associated 

with the stimulus. At present, no such analysis is performed on EIT images and SPM could 

provide substantial benefits in the interpretation of functional brain images. Further 

collaboration would be recommended with the Functional Imaging Laboratory. 

6.2.6 Multi-Frequency Imaging 

Mention has already been made of the moves by this group to apply multi-frequency EIT 

to imaging hemorrhage and ischemia (Sections 1.4.2.1.2 and 1.5.2.3). However, this 

technique may also improve understanding of the complex mechanisms, which cause EIT 

signáis during evoked responses (Section 1.4.2). The changes are thought to be due to a 

combination of effects due to blood flow and celi swelling and it would be possible to 

sepárate these if multi-frequency measurements werc to be made. Images could then be 

presented with more direct relation to fMRI images, which are reliant on the BOLD response. 

The new technique could be referred to as BOLD-Related EIT and the futurę might be said to 

be BREIT! 
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6.3 Reasons to be Positive 

Impédance changes occur during human evoked responses and are easily measured on the 

scalp using the Systems presently available. Although résulte presented here cast doubt on the 

ability of E1T to image the small impédance changes associated with neuronal depolanzation, 

it has been shown already that it is possible to reconstruct images of the slower, medium-

sized changes due to the metabolic response to brain activity. It is encouraging that human 

EIT images can be been obtained even when the head is assumed to be a homogeneous 

sphère. Implementation of the improvements suggested above, in particular meshing, the 

introduction of a quadratic FEM solution, and the use of a priori information, will resuit in 

further refinement of the reconstruction algorithm. It is likely that images will then give a 

more accurate report of the complex and subtle impédance changes occuming in the brain 

during activity and that they will be understood more fully in relation to the activity they 

accompany. 
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